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SSection 1.12"

Chapter I

1.0 FOREWORD

1.11 What the Rep~ort Covers

Z, . •his report presents the results of a study, of the psycholo-

gial adjustment problems of a group of forty-eight above-the-

kneoý leg' amputees ý io reside in th ketrop61itan New York Area,

gives special attention to their adjus•ment problems with

,prosthetic devices. All of the subjects are. veterans of Wor3dWar

() II, and each sustained the loss of his limb 'as a result of', combat

experiezice with one of the military services.

The reseaikh .study is concerned particularly with an evalua-.

tion of the role of psychological factors -- attitudes and opinions.,

hopes and aspirations - as they mWy affect adjustmt to a pros-

thesIs. i

1.12ý, Related Re~rts,

Thereare fouirelated reporti all. of Which have been issued

by the Research Division, College of Engineering, New York Univer-

sity!, *0ich Way be profitably pqnc-iFe7 iii conjunction with the

'/ present report. The three questionnaire survey studies are concerned

with approaching the issues and cproblems bf above-the-knee amputees

from widely different points of view and purposes, aýd the fourth

" report consists of the experimental design of and procedures fbr

t-he pserwe ptetg ng of artificial limbs for above-the-knee amputees.

SThe "Report of Questionnaire Survey of 128 Above-The-Knee

Amputees" examines matters relating to amputees' own evaluation of

their prostheses as well as the problems, difficulties, and limita-

"(I
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1 tioins which arise in connection with the use of artificial limbs

by lego anpte.es, This report highlights background information

important to an understanding of tle,.probles of the: bove-the-4 knee amptee with his prosthetic device from his own point of view.

The second study, "Report of Questionnaire Study of 68 Orthoa-

p'o edic Surgeons (Specialists in Leg Amputations)," appr ches the

same problems and issues and considers them from the p-aint. of view

* of the orthopaedic surgeon. This study is also ueful in orienting

Y the reader to the-present report,

The third, survey, whieh evaluates the above-the-knee amputee

through the eyes of the limb fitter and limb manufacturer, yields

still another picture of the problems and issues incident to adjust-

ment to a prosthesis. This study is entited "Report of Questionnaire

Study of 69 Limb Makers and Limb Fitters," and-may be rewardingly

conisulted for baokground material.

'The three studies, in approaching the amputee from the points

o1,,viI of the maJor professionals who service him in connection

with his ampatation, training, limb fttting, and walking instruction,

are all valuable in providing a frame of reference for the current

study.

The fourthzreport, which relates to carefully developed proced-

ures for the service testing of artificial limbs for above-the-knee

amputees, -represents a continuing effort by the project staff to gain

more information about leg amputees and their problems of adjustment

to prosthetid devices. Entitled %,cperimental Design for the Service

Testing of Prosthetic Devicei for Above-the-Knee Amputees," the report
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outlines 83 aditionial body of information vhich should prove-use-

fulJ in providing perspective for the cuxrrent study.
1.13 Related Research f

Related to. the research reported upon in the present report

A are two doctoral dis~sertain hich i7e been inspired by tljtp pro-

j ect and which draw heavily upon many of the data collvected in the

larger study to which they are a welcome addition. One of these,

"The Relationship B3etween Personality and Ef'ficiency in. the Use of

Prostheses by Amputees," prepared by Sidney Levy,, a member of the

project staff, has been presented to the School of Education,' New

Yor~k University, in partial fulfil~lment of the requirements for the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy.,A seco6nd,,"ette "An Investigation

o01 the. 'Relationship of Thcpressions of Self-Co'nce-pt of A`bov~e-the-Knee

Amputens and their Adjustment to Log Prostheses," has' been developed

by Sidn~ey Fishman, als. ýa staff member,, ýfor presentatio~i to Teachers

Colleg~e, Goiumnbia University, i parta fulfillment of hii requ~.e

'in addition to these tvWocontriuoi ens h~pyhloia

literature, through the. cooperation of ~telNew York School of SocialI

Wor, olmba nierk~y, Miss 0. -Ztta Vlalih- has worked up a mester' s

thesis, "Examaination of t, Psychological 'Study of-the Influence of

I L
of Seven Clinical. Interviews."1 Miss Walsh's sltudy should bo a welcome

addition to the literature on: social work, and it is useful in critically

examining the interviewing techniques emplo-yed in the reýsearch proj ent

covered by this report. ____
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ý'.4 Bibliography o felated- Studies

haveiogghý bsdes profitabl onshepltednt onnectsincue

B--sn~a~appenix -to this report;, and it is felt, that some of the entries,

hkiio be en starr'ýd ma'cneto

with- inteil~reting; the dat&~'pres.66ted here.

Crat~er I providts an introductlon to the research, and sets

the ±irame of-reference'for, the study.,

~Chapteir II offers aL brief outline of the design: of ,the study

as a. basis for Chapte~r III, in which the findings are summarized,

ýard Chapter<IV, in Vhich thb conclusions and recommendatiLons are

briefly set forth. .

By reading, merely th~se fopr chaipters, one is ableo get the

central findinkgs an concehioeri.on.of 'the research project'

Chhpti&'V., which presents the research prc~edures 1i detail;ý

Chapt~er V1, w4hich outlinet the methods of data treatmenti in full;

Chapter Vfti, which off-e~s ,complete, tables of the data co] lected;

and Chapte'rVIII,,which discusses tiie implications of'the data and

findings in r'elation to'other ~iork which has been done in ,this area,

hiave-,been prepared'for readers who are interested in going into the

m--na~erial- covered :Lh'this report.
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1. 2 INTRODUCTION

World War lIIgreatly increased the number of pel-ons wjio face

the problem of adjustment to physic~al. h1andicap. As one kind of

physical handicap, amputation ;f legs has not only p~ractical find

social significance but also scientific interest. Perhaps one of

the most crucial quiestions, anid one which has been asked for .4any

years, in the study of the physically handicapped has to do with

the effect of injury and'loss of the functional. use of A portion; of

the, body upon the personality anid attitudes of the Indivildual, 50

affected. In a narrow sense, the present research addronses itself

to a consideration of the, issues involved in connection with adjust-,

merit to a total loss of function, ad~d to the prb&L-emS enoountered

when Individuals "are, fitted with pros~thetii devices :'~-b,ý. ýhave as

herpurposeter trt~ fa es part of' the original

funiction.

1.*21 T hoF~ sicellx Handicainnd

It in, l'eadiý,y'observabl:e. tha~t since World War* II the attention

of, the Ameritan pubf'06 has been, increasinglyý directed to the large

number of citizeOns 6of the country who, ~ve permanent physical handi-
caps of one k~ind-or another. Although numerous estimates of the

size of the physically handicapped sregmenit of our population have DI

been asmade, one-eight consensus ithrtoneithamong ofworkers tein the isarea phyiall perhaps ta

handicapped to a greater, or lesser degtese.'

The presence of so large a segmeht of the population poses

certain unique problems of public healthA phrysical and mental re--
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'I habilitation, vocational education and employiont, which are only

now beginning, to receive the attention which they have long deserved.

On the, whole, there is common agreement that present facilities for

t the, care and treatment' of the physically handicapped are largely in-

, adequate, and that present traied- personnel anýd job opportunities
-3

for the well trained in, tle physical rehabilitation field are at a

"",inima compared to: thie eeds.;,<' Fortunately, there are signs that

steps: are being 'v.gorously tscen in various sections of the country

to bring about a' faorable chayike in the-situation which now exists.

1.22 The 0rthopaedically1Handicau ed

A large and important group of't'helphysically handicapped are

those withý permnent orthopaedie impairments. The,,orthopaedically

handicapped segment includes not'only those who have suffered from

various bone inJuries and diseaaes, but also the cerebral palsied,
,the poliomyelitics, the° amputees",.and other groups.

"Taken together, these several kinds of orthopaedically handi-
cappedonstitu�e a diutressnglly large' portion of the total group

with physical handicaps. With uil.sual problems in training and ed-

ucatinial, and vocational pla'eu~nt, the orthopaedically handicapped

represent a real 'hallenge to physiOthe.rapists, occupational thera-

* pints, aOd indeed to all others whc.e, professional and social concern

1.23: Lg andmAmptees -

A considerable number of the o'thopaedically handicapped are

amputees. It has been reliably estimated that the total number of

all kinds of amputations which are performed annually in the United

States is in the neighborhood of 25,000. Such amputations are, of
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course, due to a n `mberbf ccbues, chief among-which are certain

degenerative diseases, automobile accidents, and industrial acci-

dents.

During World War 1U, owing principally to traumatic injuries,

about 18,000 service men sustained either arm or leg amputations,

and in some cases both kinds. Wihen this group of service-Connected

amputations is added to the annual crop of about 25,000 civilian

amputees,_ a, sizeable segment of the total popule tion of the country

is involved. It has been estimated, for example, that there are in

excess of 500,000 persons ate, the present time who are amputees. It

is clear that a group of this size constitutes a major problem to

those concerned with physical rehabilitation, vocational education

and reeducation, and job placement•.

Since the, end of the recent war, the Federal Government has made

available annually large sums o, money ford the purpose of developing

better prosthetic devides both for veterans and civilians. With

funds Jointly provided b•y the Veierans Admiristration, the Army, andthe av•,?•es Ar w • beenm gAng 6rw du

the Navy, arch sforward during the past three years

principally under the direction of the Advisory Committee on Artificial

LimbS of -the National, Research Council.,

It should be pointed out again that the research reported on

he eis 6iconcerned solely with above-the-knee amputees, who present

special problems with respe',t to the design, fitting, and -maintenane

of their prosthetic devices. Although the 'study is limited in this

way, experience has suggested that 'many of the conclusions reported

herein are likely to be applicable, with probakbly only minor modifi-

cations, to &ther classes of amputees.,
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Piactlcally l kinds of physical handicups have in comon the

f60t tiat, 0ertaini kiinds 'of adt~itv and ~social behavior become either

iuoiibeo d~'iul o teidvidual who is handicapped. For

the average ,amputees, the loss of a limb frequeintly-serves as a never-

ending s~ource otf limitation and frustration in that it Imposes, certain
0 '

kinds of Aphsical- and kooial limitations' upon him.

There are certain typical modes of adjustment which are avail-ý

able to the, handicapped, individual which bay beidentified as f~llows:

(a) Witdrawal -This is characterized by a withdrawal into

the self, sid a tefidency to 'avoid situations which might cause embar-

rasement end discomfort.

(b)i Subs1ijtutiM - In hi type, of adjustments unattainable

-,Modes of.1self-ekPreision are replaced. by methods of response 'which

are'diOtferent in kind, but whtiich serve to realize a-similar goal.

*(c) ObliteratIve - This i's a,ýtype 'of. adjustment in' whi'ch the

" individual seeks to repress any conscious recognition of his disability.

Fmeuent3.yt ý\en in cases of great functional deficit, physically,,

~,handicapped indi'Adua'le miay refuse to admit that %aey are incapacitated

* (d) ni6ýr )-This is a Complex and diversified grouping

of reactions of tzhe 46llwin types' :

(1) fatalistic attitudes to"r physi~cal condition and the

(2) Vanoid r0eactions with projection or displacement of

~feelings o1, inadeq4uacy upon other persono' or conditions,I
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(3) cyglb chalnges in Mood& from depressioný to elation, p-nd,

(4) extremely aggressive end competitiv6 ~reactionis.

Research in this, area hag eugges't~d that malad.justment among the

orthopaedically handicapped k~aY, take~ one or; several of the followi~ng

forms:

(aL) Withdra'wing, retiring'- reticent beha~vior

(b),Shy, timid, self-conscious, fearful 'beikavior

:'(c) Serious', thoughtful behavior

(d) Refusal, to r'ecogni .se real condition, concealment, delusions

* (e) Feelings of inferiority

(f) Wndtiohal and. psychs a mAturt -

(g) Friendl~e,, isolated. asocial be'havior

.(h) Paranoid reactions, sensitivity- suspiciousness

(i)Crayn frfojion; ove of praise,. seeking of attention

ý(J Ibctpmlyhigh goals,

W h *6meir aggressgive., copetitive beha~vior

(1) Amiietyp 'temskqn, nervousness, tunper, tantrlume.

tr ̀ eUjmortaht iSn estal1ieldn the ,1beha'yior patterns of

adjusiment oýr maladjustment which may develop 'are the conditions under

whioli'the disability was acqquired, and-the attitudes which the indi-~

vidutl hawi developed ikoe piuosesý of interpreting his traumatic, ex-

It i. probable that differenti modes of adjustmeint are utiligedI
as the iniervai of time 'beýtween th. injury11ý and thei point at which we

observe the disabled is increased. Very little research attention

has been devoteddto an understahdir4_,of the loJg- term effects of or-
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u~o.dc n~upopr t e proaity of the indi~vidual., but vhat

ovldpAle there is suggests that long-continu~ed effects are not

oW possible,, buteven freqient. 4
As a general principle, it appeare that the physically hapdi-

capped tend to make a better type of'adjustaent to a tot~al loss of

function than they do to a partial loss of funoc~ion. The restora-

tion of partial function 'to an sanpautoe by means of a prosthetic de-

vice is frequently accompaniied by rather marked changes in attitudes

which cannot always be predicted.

Final~lyý, of great importance are the expressed And implied 'atti-

tudes of other persons toward the phyiiclally handicapped. By way of

suznary, the experimental data suggest the following trends in atti-
tudes:

(a) Public verbalizedl attitudes toward di'sabled'persons

tend to be mildly -favorable

Ib) The deeper,, umveirbalized attitudesmay, be more hcstile.

The effect of e npesed or implied attitudes Of others upon the

ptrvicatiy handicapped, lo freqi~nl of great significance in determ-

kicdn, the attitudes of -the disabled toward their own-disabilities.

/ .25, 2.algi~2p~ Coalb .gL thesfent Research

- Under ,tbe Oiriginal contract, the Research Division, Ct-llege of

-frgixze~ig ,.~eworkl~him~,i xg--------.upon. to, desia a bie-

mechanical knee fdr inclusion in a leg prosthesis. Considerable ob-

servation of above-the-.knee amputees 'had suggested that, much of their

difficulty in walking 'ad'equately on a prosthesis was apparently due

to their iniabili~y to experience and control mnormalO knee flexion

and movement.
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As the developmlent and design of the biome'chaniosi. kneedevice,

progressed, it became inoreas ingly m~ore clea tth egieering,

staff that relatively little waw known about the pattern of 'normal

gait, and the w ays in wfhich gait witha prosthesis departed from

it. Accordingly, force plate equipcient, which is described in the

engineering report on this, p~roject, was defe-loped; and basic studies

in normal and 'axiputse gait were undertaken.

Gradually, the scope of the project broadened, and the en- .

gineers became sensiti~zed to new methods of studying their problem,,

the importance of studying the individual who welars the prosthetic

device forced itself upon their attention,~ What they had4 originally

considered as a complitated, engineering, problem, emerged as, an even

m~ore complicated study "in hua gnaineerinR. As conceived by the

pro ~ saf, human engineering in the present context is concerned,

with a study of the- relations between mnen and the devices and -equip-

merit with which they ",walk. and& interact.

The study of ý'the de'ýdl pmneit and'deswI-gn' ar a biomechanical knee,

bee=*~ refocused as an inqquiry- into 'the man;-machine relations which

4iiwhen an amputee is fitted -with. a prosthetic .deiice. At ýthis-

stage of thli pro6ject, a- ,group of psychologiits Vtee called in to

,study the man umber of the man-m~achinea ibteiraction. system. Conceived-j

*in the-0e4 bro9ad-1 tenA~ 4ediqgated-to th principle that the 'human

individuall in allrhis complexity, is even more important than the

mechanical efficiency-of the prosthetic device, the present basic

inqfuiry into the'- psychology of "the amputee has been undertaken.
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"The inquiry has been focused on the amputee qnd his attempts

tQ reach an adJusrtent to' his prosthesis,, and. has employed a series

"of research procedures5 jashioned by clinical 'psychology to tease

"but some of the Ansvwers Ad an *ipolihg assortment of fascinating

o. questions and-problems.

K o

I'{

o ' .

rKK'

K K 'K
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Chapter II

2.0 OUTLINE, OF THE RESP;AiOH1 PRCOJECT

2.10 Backkround,

It has been common ,obsbkvatolio for many years, that some am-

putees learn to use their prostheses well, and that others exper-

ience a great deal of difficulty in acquiring .t..he skills necessary

to walk efficiently with prosthetic. devices. In recent years, or-

thopaedic swr;geons, limbfitters, physiotherapists, and others who

have been intimately -concerned with. artificial, limbs have expressed

the opinion that perhaps psychological factors are responsible for

the marked variations in the performance of amputees with artificial

limbs.

There is an increasing convictioni, On the& part of some that

psychological factors iay play an..even, more asgnificant r• ole in ad-

, justmbnt to a .prostheic dvice than the design characteristics

and mechanical efficienvcy of the artificial limb itself. This re-

search is concerned, iw the' arggest sense, with an appraisal of the

role of the jsychologioaV factors in the adjustment of above-the-knee

amputeeb to, coventional prosthetic devices.

2.20 Spolin Problem gL Al Research Prolect 's

The specifiv problems to which tho 'rsearch project addresses

itself bay be stat" as follows: av. . -

" W(!) What- personality -characteristics make Ar adequate and

"inadeqitate adjustment by above-the-knee; amputees to a ,propthetic de-'

vice?,

(2), ihat, is -the specific role o6,. the attitudes ,of above-the-

knaee amputees which are related to' aid ate or inadequate adjustment

in their use of a prosthesis?
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SeveraL related problevis, whichi are. investigated In the con-

tinuing ork of thep proect, staff, -a.re not specifically investigated

"0in this studyz

(X),' Uhat are the types of training, programs likely to be:

most -useful and helpful for above-the-knee amputees in their learn-

ing:1 to make ,the most effective use of a prosthetic devies?

(2) Wihat specific types of psychotheravy anid counselling, if

any, are likely to be most helpful in working with inadequately ad-

justed above-the-kniee amputees?

2.30' A Study in Prediction

In the broadest sense, the research has been designed as a

6tuAdy in- prediction. The ain of any prediction study is to est~b-

)Adh an estinate,, i# avaince of participatio bytha subject in a

given task, of1 the level of his perform~ance. In-order to achieve

this end, prdcinoesac stept~s tases vaiations in per-

sonali~ty traits, skills, and capacitiess, and relate them to differ-

"eces in the levels of p~iformanco of ind~idduas, and to situational1

factors in the- enviroament vhioh are presumed to influence perfor-

If we are,"confronted ith the fact Of individual differences

in the performance of, above-the-knee amputees -with their proithetic

devices, Our problem Ybecomesw that of determining what factors which
are uaseful" in making p'rediction's are at~oc atd wit th -a-itos

,.In principle, there ajre -only- two kind;ý of factors--personal and sit-

uatinal.The personal factors- are those of a'psychological,, phyeiio-

logical, a,7d neurological nature which may affect pei.ýoto~nce.
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Situational factors. are those aspects, bil' the environment which ar*

rele~tively bidepa-ndent. of. (10 4ibj oct but to which he responds.

Both kid ffcos os'ttyiteract and thus influence the

individual'a performfinc w-,ithý his artificial limb.' Situational-

factors must be, described, in' tenlzsý of theý manner in which th~y, are

understood by th, ýubject himself if -their r'ýlevance in a prediction.

study is to be appreciated.

it is imjýrtant` to keevjin mind thAt two persons may. Man i-feat

approximately. the `s~ae char'acteiristics, at least in terms of measur-

able personality traits, and-yet be quite different in. their pe7r-

formunce -in walking with artificial limbs~. in sutch a situation, it

:Is conceivable that one of the two may have ireached the lmt-

development with respect to skills at the time of assessment,, and

the other may, still be in the process of making progress with resjpeit

to adjustmegnt to bis:prosthesiei.

Inaddition, *Araperaoq41 factors may account "or some of the V
yAriatihn in psrforimanoe Of~an amputee with an artificial limb.

There are -obvious factors "of a . ituitionai sort which may be readily

,observed ai well a's moro' tAubtld Wns hc aeivled as 'the in-

dividua3l iiteracts 'tdth 'non-amputees and has to come to term's with
the a ititudee which" ,*.he ýlat~ste express.

.2.`40 The Fredi*tor Instruments 1
In the project reported here, the following predictor iratru-

merits hiave -been employed. A brief description of eachL follovs, and

th edr srierrod to the Appendix A for samp .lea of the separat-

instruments.
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-(1) Biokrathica. t6rmationBlank

This is a.Ipecially p.ifpared personal history form which

collects data on education,: employment., 8ocial adjustment, family, '

and edical., background. . Appndix A-i.)

(2) ' on Questionnaire

This is. specially prepared questionnaire which has been

designed to collect a wealth of information about the attitudes of

Sthe ampqtee toird, prosthetic devices, surgeons, limb fitters, his

training iu the use of his artificial limb, and his military history.

(ee, Appenditx A-2,.)

(3) Weeheler-Bellevui Test of 'Adult-Iiitellisgence

The purpose of this test is to provide •iformation on the

subject's verbal and performance intelligence. (Ibee Appendix A-3.)

(&)B1l Adjus-tment' Inentory (Adul~t FormI

This Inventory provides' an outline of the. individual' o sub-

jective evaluation of himself in six major areas of adjustment.
/ 9o

(ýql ippendi* A'4.)'.

ibiThis inventory provides the subject with an opportunity to

reveal his phsiolo-ieal and psychological adjustment capacities.

(See Appexndli A-5.)

(6) Rorschach' Psychodiaanostic Tet>.

This pprojective personality test provides a "structural"

picture of, petronality dynam4cs. (See Appendix A-6.)

(7) Oe-Ad Attitude Sos•l j

This specially' constructed sentence completion -test taps
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attitudes in a wide varieoy of fields, espeCially those related to

the individuals disability and his general adjustment. (gee

K.Appendix A-7.)

(8) Modified Thematic Apperception Test

The: purpose of the modified Thematic Apperception Test is

to tap the needs, strivings, identifications, and projections of the

subject. (See Appendix .A-,.),

(M) Guided Clinical Interview

The purpose of the interview is to round out information

about the individual and to .tap material concerning the emotion&al

and temperamental components of his personality as they become evi-

A dent in relation to the significanti persons in his life, and in im-

portant early and more recent interpersonal situatio'ns. (ee

Appendix $-i.) riain_____

(10) NeHuMloical. __d sensory EmIoration

The purpose of the&neurological examination is to assess

the subject's nervous system., T" ensory exploration studies ate

undertaken to note any neneori obanges which may have occurred as a

result of amputation and subsequent trauma. (Lee Appendix C-i.)

* The function of this test is to collect information about

the individual's conception of himself as a physically extended

body, and to note any deviations in body,,liage which may be related

to bodily injury. (See Appendix A-9.)
CA ~ ..
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2.50 Thhi.~criteria

SThe, goal~of the present prediction 'reseatch is the iscovery

"of factors associated-vith individual differences' inperfdrmance

4 with .prosthetic devices, It is obvious, therefore, that we must be

able to establish a method for measuring such individual difforences

in performance. Since walking with an artificial limb is a highly

complex process about which only relatively little is known, it is

necessary for us to devise a number of reasonably objective and

stable indices which, while they will not measure all of the factors.,

will evaluate some of the major aspects of the process of gait.

For the purposes of this research, the following measures of

"performa, ce and adlusbiient were utilized:

(1) L.min Dictures of the gait of amputees. Each picture

sequence wap evaluated by a panel of three "experts" on gait. (Set

(2) Achtgre,6ent Tes. To evaluite skills of the amxpteo in

performing various tasks- with his artif1eiJal limb. (&ee Appendix D-2.)

(3) )ocational Ratif j . To assesi the adjustment of the

"amputee to h! "irk, as seen by his e*ployer. (See Appendix D-1.)

(/)0 Certain MAttion Questionnaire iteim sw estive of

personal and social adjustment.. (§11 Appendix' D-5.)
J)-NAhattempt ha'%1N-ad 'J'kaM0ac

and stable as poetbie, but it is 6bvious with criteria of the kind

employed in the resesaxch that this ideal has not been fully achieved.

Rather, we have ended up with a numberof criteria which are presum-

ably more independent than interdepindent, and whicli, on the whole,
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,are hardly of the type to be desired, Yet they are the best cri-
teria which could have been employed in the present study. -.

2.60 Characteristics of the Subjects

Forty-eight male above-the-knee amputees, all veterans of

World War II, make up the group of subjects used in the study.

The subjects were chosen in such a manner as to be representa- .

tive of the larger group of above-the-knee amputee.,yeterans in the

Metropolitan New York area, in which all of the subjects reside.

They are predominantly in their late twenties, of average formal

educational achievement, and virtually all of them sustained their

injuries is a result of combat experience. Most of the men had t
been in the U.S. Army, and over one-half of them at the time of in-

vestigation were married,.

More detailed characteristics of the sample population, and

comparisons of it with another randomly chosen sample, may be found

in Tables 7.20-I, 7.20-2, 7.20;39, and 7.20-4 in Chapter VII.

24 0

1- 
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";The folloJwig 2 the principal, findings which, emerge from

,thiu researchr. -

3.10, The Nature of the E rimental Poplation,

(1) A comparison of the forty-eight above-the-knee amputee

veterans who constitute the subjects of t'his project with a randomly

chosen group of forty-eight other above-the-knee amputee veterans

reveals that the two groups are alike with respect to most of the

"variables, and were driwn from a common population. (See Table

° " ~~7.20-2.) :,-

(2) Careful neurological examinations reveal that virtually

every sabject is neurologicilly negative. --.There are no evidences

of neurological pathology or disturbance among the,'forty experi-

mental subjects examined. (§e Table 7.20-4.)

3.20 fPreiction instrument ridns

(1). The Bell Adjustment Inventory ead.the Seits-MoFarland P-S

'Experienee ftlWm* re simnificantly correlated with each other -

r = .57 -- and may therefore be presumped to be assessing the same

or similar components of personality. (.ee Table 7.50-1.)

r (2) The Seitt-McFarland P-8 Experience Blank and the Open-Had

Attitude Scale are significantly correlated with each other -

r .54 anri may therefore be presuned to be measuring the same

or similar components of personality. (See Table 7.50-1.)

I /
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(3) The Wechsler-Bellevue Test of Adult Intelligence, Full

Scale, is positively correlated - r = .29 -- with the Seitz-

McFarland P-S Experience Blank, and this correlation is signifi-

.7 cant at the 5.per ce'nt level. (See Table 7.50-1.)

(4) The Bell Adjustment Inventory and the Open-End Attitude

Scale are significantly correlated -- r = .63-- and may therefore

be presumed to be measuring the same or similar components of per-

- sonality. (See Table 7.50-1.)

L

K,

o

# r;

I£ •; ,
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3.30 Criterion Instrument f,, . ,

(iY There are no statisticaley reliable correlations among

the foir criterion instruments, and each instrument or technique

may b6. presumed to be a relatively independent meamtre. (§Se

Tables 7.50-1 and 7.50-2.)

3.40 Findings of Prediction-Instruments in Reiation o Cri-

terion Instruments

(1) The Seitz-McFarland,-P-S Experience Blank correlates sig-

nificantly -- r .54 - with the Achievement Test. (gee Table

7.50-2.)

(2) The Amputation Questionnaire items are unrelated to any

of the measur'es of personality, (See Tables 7.50-1 and 7.50-2.)

(3) Amputee gait on a prosthesis, as judged by a panel of

experts, is unrelated to any of the prediction instruments -

See Tables 7.50-1 and. 7.50-? -- with the exception of the Rorschach

Test.' (See Tabie 7.631A.)

"( (4) Positive attitdes toward sex, as assessed by the Guided

ClinicalI)nterview, odcur wmre frequently among the amputees who

"walk -"more efficiently" ozi-prbstheses than aou n those o perfo

less well on their artificial limbai. (See Table 7.50-3.)

0.

c.I

I
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3.50, Miscellaneous General jbding-a

(W) The Rorshach Test, as a "structural" measure of personal-

ity, is useful for discriminating between "efficient" and "inefficient"

u.sera of- lg prostheses. . (See Table 7.61-8.)

(2) In terms, of its. effect upon the neurological status of the

individual, there appears to be no diifference whether-the left or
right leg has been amputated. (Ete Table 7.20-4.)

(3) The incidence of phantom limb sensations among above-the-

knee amputees is considerably greater than that suggested by the

current literature.' There were only three subjects among forty in,

whom the sensations 4o not Occur. (§ee Table 7.20-4.)

(4) Minor causalgias (reverbprating ,pains) are consideraibly

more frequent among above-the-knee amputees than might have been

expected upon the basis of informed professional opinion. (See

Table 7.20-4.)

(5') There is only a low positive correlation -- = .31 -

between the, stump-height ratio and ability t6 walk efficiently

with a prosthesis,,as judged'by a panel of eperts. (&a Table

7.20;-3.)
r4

(6) There is only a low negaive, correlation - r - .36 --

between the number of months elapsing between iamputtion and fitting
with a- .uroseth@ticdevice=and ef--.icienoy---ungait•as .u .. a panel

of ýexperts. (See Table 1.20-3.)

-- -, ~ -- "-~-V-



S(1) AccortUng,to a qualitative analysis of the significant
Rorschacheqt sco'r.ing factors,, diffirencesin the personalities

of the Oefficient, and "inefficient" + walkers, a4o assessed by the

Rorschach Test, revolve around four personality variable?%:

.(a) Proe. vity,- as -revealed, by R,ý I/HrT.. Theý "effi-

cien." group is more productive than the "inefficient" group.

(b) Energy - as indicated by 1,' R, AS, F, and I/RT. U'

The "efficient" group is characterized by more energy, drive, 01

and ambition. P

(a) Affectivity -- as suggested by FC, OF, and G. The

"efficient" subjects are characterized by greater affective adapt-

ability, and the exercise of more effective rational control in

the face o.. emotional pres'sures. arising fr=m the environment.

(d aenes- as revealed by Pc, FP, and Fk. The

"efficient" walkers seem more consciously perceptV°ve of inner
disturbance, and this aareness probably serves as an impetus to

improvapenlt. el ht prxmtlyoetido

(2) The processing of the data by meanS of a modification ofL

-the Cronibach Teochfiqui revealed.- that approximately one-third of

the ,predictions made about the amputees by the psychologists were

eaorrec` t-dct -s-accepte" Sc -1- _if..tVhmra_ Wae -only

five chances in ,ne hundred that the result obtainod could have,

been due to chance. A, minimm 6f eleven judges concurring as to "

the iden tification of the statement was necessary to satisfy this

criterion. ),
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CM) Thirty of the cases matched had fifteen statements each,ý

whereasathe remaining eighteen had only ten. In general more correct

matchings were made for the 15 statement cases than for the shorter

ones. The shorter cases were those of amputees for 'ihom no Vocational

Rating Report had been received because the amputee was, self-employed

or unemployed.

(b) In some cases identification was made easy by the wide

area of the maladjustment of the amputee. This was true, however,

in a few cases only.

(C) Matchings were more correctly made when cases were placed

in a triad of dissimilar casss than when they were similar.,

(d) Some of the personality data that enabled the psychologists

to predict correctly were the following:

(1) Tendency for hostility to be worked out through the

prosthesis.

(2), The individual did not project blame on others for

Ssituation. n

NsedIo~poveself-adequacy.

(5) "veelings of inferiority about the self.

(7healistic a'ccepýtance -of rbes

(8)YEce~lent social-adjustment and ability to relate to

people.

(S) cuperio intelligence and motivation.

(10) Acceptanrce of responsibilities.
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(32) 4divi•a"e•lhaes a high sense of self-regard.

"(12) Withdrawn.. ntrover,4 erson, who, receives security

only from hisfam•ly.

(13) Desiresi ±or independencewhich eliminate any personal

,type of complaints.

(•4) Lnstance of secondary gain in a person whose aAptxta-

tion has been a blow to his security.

(15), Compensato7,, mechanisms employed for basic inferiority

(16) An individual who can project his feelings on things

rather •than peopl' because this process permits~aggressiveness to

be expreas'ed in a safe area.

It must be stressed that a knowledge of these factors in an

amputee's personality does not.kiwys allow a psychologist to make

a correct prediction about how a man will function on his job,

adapt to his, prosthesis, or walk. In some cases these factors are

congruent wit# other personalit% factors w-hich make prediction an

easy task. -in Iother cases, other factor, are not known, which can

mask or limit the'role which these personality factors play. Mn-

still other cases the psychologist has not been able to attain an

adequate portrait of the individual either through rosistance on

his p•prt or th, lak of jobceptivencss of asooogist, r

----

4-
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS: AND BECOMMEDATIONS

A nusber of supportable coonclusions and recosmmendations arise

from anjinalysis, and consideration of the Findings reported in

C hapter 111, 48s follows.,

4.10. -Xperimental Subects

(1) The experimental subjects aru fully representative of the

larger population 'of amputee veterans from which they are draiwn,

bat it is clear from our experience in this research that a consid-

.erably larger numiber of subjects must be investigated if presently'

availa~ble statistical methods are to be used,-in relating prediction

and criterion data.

(2) The extensive neurological and sensory exploration study

techniques for assessing the subjects appear valuable and useful.,

but* 0-tentlon shoul~d $e, directed to a considerable modification 'of

them in theý direction of maikbig them more brief and less definitive.

4.20 ?Zled~ioa,1 Intments anid Techniiueis

(1) Since 'the Bell AdjustMent Inv~entory and the Seit'2-McFarland

P-S Eperience Blank correlate significantly with each otaier,. eithr

instrument may prove useful in h'asýeto amputees,8, and our

recommnato iS tha the . iq~riezce Blank, be ,employed as a non-

projectivý ernaiy * vtintory In preference to the 'Bell Adjustment

Iien t0y7i f rth~oW -wreaifthI Th-tir-iso

(2) 'Singe the Seitz-Mc~arland P-4 Exp~ki'ince _Bln . rl and the Bell

AtiueScale, and the, three instruments.:may be presumed to be as-
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Blossing, zimilar componqentp Of personality, it AS ouir recommendation

tha~t a newý Open-Fid' Attitude- Scale or sentence completion test place
greeter empha~is 'onproj ectiv* items and "loss epai nproa

~tenins if it Is to be used in 0imilar research. For discussion on

this' point, see-C-hap'ter VIII.,(

'(3); Althoutzh Intelligence as measured by the 'Wechsler-Bellevue

Test ofAdult Intelligence does not-appear to t§ 'tTelated to amputee

performance with a prosthetic device, it is. recommended that- further

attention be directed to the possible relationships which may actually

exist between intelligence as measured by the Performance Scale of

kth6 Wehsler-Bellevue ond effective i use of a prosthesis by a leg

amputee.

(4) The Rorschach Tent appears to be a useful personality evaLo -

uation instrument in work with above-the-knee amputees, but we recom-

mend its cautious application in this ii'ea until standards ror' the

interpretation of Rorschalch Test protocolspfor physically deviant

persons have been developed. This research may be regarded as making

a contribution in thirc direction.t 1

(5) Although thelle Guided Clinical Interview used in this project

presents unusual problems of interpretation arid utiliztition, it rep-

resents probably the most usef arssestment procedure whioh cant be

employed ins future studies with, leg amputees. For discussion on this

pointeseetChapteo VIII. L

(6) Although there appddea to beIno stable relationships between

selected Biographi6hl Informatlon Blank items and the criteria, it is

recommended that further research be directed to the issue of any re-

"iationships between life history data and effective performance with.

a leg prosthesis.
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4.30 Critserion Instruments ýand Techniques"

(1)ý The bcriteria used in this study are apparentlj'all inO-aPen-

dent'rather than interdependent, but each' criterion has presented

unusual -probiems in use and ihtergte 1•

- (a) Gait, recorded on motion' pictures and' evaluated by a

panel of specialists', is 'exceptionally difficult to evaluate ob-

Sjotively, and consistently. As a criterion, it app'ars too Com-

plex and subject to, too many limitations for iruitful: use as a

measure of performance of amputees on a prosthetic'device in a

study of this kind.

(b) Achievement tests as used in this research appear to

be promising as a measure of amputee performance with a prosthesis,

and we recommend ,that further careful study be given their role as'

one of the criteri*..

(c)'The'd Voctional Rating Report employed in2the research

requires extensive reworking if it?' iw likely to prove of use in a

study of amputees as a criterion measure.'"

(d) The Amputation-Qeto~r~ieshv it poved re-

warding as criterion Measurei, and we, reooaero • -that further research

be lirected to a conuideation of 'itemsýif this sort ihich may prove

M (2)We recomend that future research with" amputees give basic

c consideration to the problef'i of developing comprehensive and stable

indices of amputee gait pert oI ance, "personal arid. social. "adjustment",

and data fi6m prosttheses and prostheses, fitting.

$ 'c

V - 3 '
-- '.
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"- 4.-40 -Prediction is erts ins Relatiqý. to Criterion Instru•mneu

ý(1) The Seitzý-McFarland -P-13 xperince Blenk, 'which'is a :non-

proj ective personality inventory, in correlating signii±7antly with

the Achi vemeent Test, a, criterion measure, suggests that aspects of

personality which are assessed by this blank enter into'the quality

of an 'amputee' s Performancei,

Ap'parently, personality traits and characteristics which

an amputei' can verbalize, and' which the P-S Experience Blank can,

therefore, assess are related to performance with a prosthetic device

b our subjects. This is An important finding, and we recommend "

that ufrther research effort be directed to a consideration of its

meaning..

(2) Positive attitudes towrd sex, as r;evealed by the Guided

Clinical Interview, are apparently related to the quality of the

amputee's gait.

in view of the fact that some investigators are of the

belief that leg amputation, especielly above-the-knee, may activate

"castration anxfetyl, this finding is particularly interesting, and

should have theo benefit of further arefula investigation. Evidently

there is somezorelationship, in principle, between the amount of

castration threat and performanci in walking with an artificial

limb; but this requires careful study.

' - ,...4: '<....
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4.'50 Miscellaneous General Conclusions

(I) It is significant that the Rorsehach Test,, which is our

most searching projective technique for evaluating personalityi,

should"be useful In discriminating between the criterion groups ,

of "good" and "poor"nwa•kers. .

We may expect that when we have .had further experience

with the Rorsechach Test id its, application t phjsically hanficapped

persons, we will find more -effective ways of • nalysing the "test

protocols.

(2) The low positive correlation between. the stump-height

ratio, and ability to walk efficiently with a- prosthetic device is

a finding whih' several informed workers in this field have pre-

dicted, but our dita suggest that, while -the length of the stump

in relation to the 'height. of a.leg amputee is, apparently oue factor,

to be taken into consideration, insofar as our study is concerned,

we have not found any Otatisttcally significant relationship.

In view of hi.s,.fact, we rece°nenid that further inquiries

address themselves to a consideration of this matter in a more

thorough, and oompr'ehbai*a 'manner-,-

(53) Aprently there is a relationship, although not statjsti-

.c~y sign.,fA'ca,, etveon• -the -amoui dL' -- time, Vithin limits, which

elapses between, amputation and fitting the patient with a prosthesis,

and his subsequent walking" performance on the artificial limb. Indeed,

our data '';e suggestive of the principle that it is'appareitly desir-
able to fi an above-the-knee amputee with an artificial limb as soon

as he can physically accommodate it.

C -,,2 -
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In general, this findingg! is. congruent with the conclusions

of 'Witkower (94) and others; :.but we urge its further careful inves-

tigation, preferab]ly w!.}hin the'Atmosphere of the hospital or amputa-

tion. center.

- (4) Oi' findings with respect to the incidence of phantom limb

sensations among above-the-knde .- mNA-tees are in line with thnse of

Eandall, E4alt,6 n Blair^ (76), who also ascertained their occurrence

ini virtually"'-3l leg amputees, whom they investigated thoroughly.
(5) Minor causalgias are also quite frequent in our forty sub-

Jects who were studied neurologically, and it is evident that this

is a matter for further careful investigation by the neurologist.

e-

0©
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4.60 Miscellaneous Special Conclusion.

(1) The Rorschach Test, which assesses the dynamic components

of personality, interestingly enough, suggests that the group of

twelve "efficient" users of their prostheses are intellectuelly more

productive, with greater energy and affective adaptability, and more

insightful into their own needs and values than the group of twelve

"inefficient" users of artificial limbs, as judged by the panel of'

experts.

These aspects of personality, which may be regarded as

"positive", evidently distinguish the two criterion groups; and

if or•' findings can be sustained in further investigations, they

should make a contribution toward the better understanding of prob-

lems of adjustment to the loss 6f a lower limb.

(2) The Croubach Technique, as modified in this experiment,
0

revealed that psychologists, using data from the Open-End Attitude

Scale, the Biographical Information Blank, and'.the Guided Clinical

Interview., were successful in approximately one-third of their

predictions. No specific -factors were discovered which differentiated

poor users from good users of artificial limbs, or men who adjusted

well to their prostheses from men who did not make an adequate adjust-

ment to their prostheses. A niumber of personality factors appear to

ti
play a role in the kind of adjustment an amputee will make to his

prosthesis. To determine these, it is necessary to know the 6ntire

personality configuration of the individual.. Particularly, in attempt-

ing to predict relatively structured criteria inform'stion, one encounters

'\ difficulty. Greater success is obtained as the nature of the predictions

- - . ,



is generalized. -For example, one may be able to say that a man, is

liable to encounter difficulty in using his, prosthesis well because

-it serves to emphasize the basic inferiority feelings present in the

personality constellation, but not be able to predict whether or not

hei experiences difficulty with the pelvic band or friction-knee.

Another difficulty preventing accurate prediction is the nature of

the criterion information~whichi, in one area at least, is highly

unreliable Owing to tie possibility of halo effects influencing the

Judgment of the man's vocational performance by the employer.

It must be mentioned that many personality data exist which

would enable psychologists to predict accurately certain facts about

theamputee's adjustment to his prosthesis, for which we do not have

criteria (e.g.zmarital difficulties, socialrelationships, actual

handicaps in daily life fundtions, etc.) The technique, itself, we

feel, has much oto offer in that it yields material that can give not

only quentitative relationships between predictor and criteria data,

but qualitative ones as well.

0
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Chapter .V

5.0 RESEARCH PROCEDURES FOR DATA COLLECTION

5.10 Introduction

The research project was started on January 15, 1947, and the

first step taken was an extensive thirty day critical survey of the

literature. From this study of the literature, the following con-

clusions emerged:

(1) Personality tests of the inventory type have not dif-

ferentiated between physically disabled and physically normal persons.

(2) Studies by means of inte-views, observations, and reports

of informants indicate rather consistently that physically disabled

persons are more frequently "maladjusted", than physically normal in-

dividualsalthough this is far from universal.

(3) Maladjustment appears in many forms, of which the follow-

ing are representative from observational and clinical data:

(a) Withdrawing, retiring, reticent behavior

(b) Shy, timid, self-conscious, fearful behavlor

(c) Refusal to recognize real condition; concealment,

delusions

(d) Feelings of inferiority

(e) Serious thoughtful behavior

(f) inotionaJ and psychosexual'immatulity

(g) TFriendless, isolated, asocial behavior

(h) Paranoid reactions, sensitivity, suspiciousness

(i) Craving for affection; love of praise, seeking of

attention
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(j) Goals which are too high

(k) Extremely aggressive, competitive behavior

(1!) Anxiety, tension, nervousness, temper tantrums

(4) Several correlates of maladjustment in physically

handicapped individuals are fairly well established, although

none of the correlations are, high:

(a) Duration of disability

(b) Severity of disability.,

(C) Changing degree of disability

(d) Overprotection or rejection in the home

/f(e) Low intelligence

(5) The nature of the disability is relatively unimportant,

within wide limits, as far as behavioral results are concerned.

,(6) The situation in which the disability was acquired--

on the battlefield or in non-combatant action -- affects the be-

havioral resultan•t in the iiediately following temporal interval.

(7) Reactions to permanently disabling injuries change with

the lapse of time.

These conclusions, and others, were borne in mind when atten-

tion was directed in the early Itages to the development of an ex-

perinental design. The original experimental design was discussed

with a number of prominent research workers in the field of clini-

cal psychology, and c0 tain modifications and additions were made

in line with their recommendations.

The experimental plan called for the completion of a Pilot

Study on fifteen cases, the results of which would be evaluated
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carefully before embarking ,pon the complete study.. The Pilot Study

on fifteen subjects -as ,.oýipleted by June 15, 1947, and the results

suggeasted4_,at the basic plan did not require any serious modifica-

tions, and 'that we were justified in carrying through with the research

as originally outlined. The results of the Pilot Study are reported

in "Preliminary Investigations in Psyc1ological Research on Above-the-

Knee Amputees," issued July 1, 19.7, and widely circulated among re-

search workers interested in the project. As a follow up, a conference

of six leading research psychologists who had become acquainted with

the project was held on the occasion of the Detroit Meeting of the

American Psychological Association in September 1947. From this con-

ference, a number of helpful suggestions resulted, especially with

respect to the treatment of the data. There was consensus among those

participating in the conference that~the basic experimental approach

was sound.

5.20 Testinf Instruments aMpdInveiftigation Techniques

5.21 Basin e or Choice

Since 01e literature had rather corvincingly demonstrated the

ndeq prosent-y tests of the personality inventory variety,

decisionwas reached to emipoya,number of proJective tests and

procedures because it was-felt that thoeseshould prove to be a good

deal more promising than the non-proj ective personality instruments.

Moreover, we early made a choice of rejecting the spurious distinc-

I• ~tion between qualitative and quantitative dats, even though it was

fully appreciated that such a decision would result in data which

could not be rigorously and statistically bandled in accordance with
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the usual teohnliqueý., Because of our insinterice an collecting qual-

-- itative data Vherever they wore relevant -and potentialýly sigftificantý
the stud4y may,,appear 'to be lacking A-ivolegaos and preci~sion., but V.0

_ýbelleve that it is thereby richer for its condern with psychological1

data which cannot'be fully quantified but which are of the sort whieh

a fully, clinical psychological study necessarily yields.

Through the employment of a battery of instrume tso, ve,'hapedt

approach the problem of.,personality study and evaluation -from a number

Sof related but different directions. We also had in mind the-idea

thAt such instruments, which had never been iýployed Previous?y in

such investigations according .to the literature and for whiech no uoras

or standards of interpretation had been developed, could be better

intA-pretsd, and understood ifeach instrument were treated relatUive

to each of the other instruments. We felt very strongly that a pattern

of interpretat~ion, and greater understanding of the individual mtbj ect,,

would result iSf each 'test were treated. in relation to the other instru-

mentso, rather then entirely on its own.

In designing, the experimentp we felt justified in placing most

confidence ih, the i~oruchadh Test and in the. Guided Cl~iniaal Interview

as techniquesp for furishing us with. data'likely to proveo most useful-

And we felt ̀ that the Thematic AipprerOption Test and the Qpsn-1hd Atti-

tude Scale'-woul d, 4lft, provide" revarding information.

5.22 Tetj Ins~truentad gj>

teach of the 1olovwing testing instruments ond inves't,:gation

techniques *4as administered to the experimental subjects,, and the

rationalei~~, f tor inclusion of each and of its possible contribu-

tions is brieflyý outlined:
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(a) The Biographical Information Blank (e Apendix A-I) --

This personal history form was specially constructed to

collect all of the relevant factual ,data about the subject withi re-

spect to, his education, family background, social and medical his-

tories, etc.

(b) Te hptatiaon •gestionnaire '(See Appendix A-,')
This speoiaJ�y prepared questlonndire was designed to col-

leet both, factuai information, and the, opinions of the amputee with

respect to prosthetic devices, to surgeons, to limb fitters, train-

"ing experiences. in walking with the prosthesis, and aspects' of Mis

military experiences.

S(c),;ichsler-Bellevu•r;Test-,f Adult Intelligence (See

Appendix A-3) --

The intelligence teut,: rovides intelligence6 quotients on

sc wowocale$, th verbal and perfcrmance, as well as a combined score

for both'scales.''

-( 0) B Adjustpent iL~eIiM A, Form (§ Appondix A-4) --

This personality i*'entdry permits the amputee to make a

!sub ectiv;e~a*i~ation of himself in six major ar•easof adjustment.

(e) 2Ufr§ ExerIece Blan (See Appendix A-5)

The Seitz-- rland Psychosomatic ( tP-S) Experience 9k~k

#o~vides the- amputee-with- '~pt~ of re vealing his -ph~siolc--
II

-gidal adjuistment capacities.

('f) Rorschtach hd!nti tes- (See .Appendix A-6) --

The Rcrachach Test permits us to arrive at a ,"structural."

picture of thc' tonality of the amputee,
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~() ~-ndAttitude ScAle (jApndix A7

This is a specially" donstruoted sentence completion test

which permits t•,,amputee to project his "personaliiy through his

.-respoases to the incomplete itea. It, provides information parti-

cularly with respect to the subject's attitudes toward his disability

and hisL general adjustiment.'

(h) Modified Thematic: Aprerception Test, (Seg. Appendix A-8) -

The purpose. of this projective instrument is to tap the

neids, strivings, and identifications of the amputee, especially in

relation to significant figures in his life and in connection with

his loss of a limb.

(i) Guided Clinical Interview (See Appendix B-1) -

The purpose of the .interview isto collec t information which

is not made available -through any of the other instruments, and to

tap data concerningL the emotional and, temperamental components of

the amputeeos personality as 'they have become evident in tfi6 subject's

relations ýith, isignificant persons in his life. Stress is placsdcl on

early family r'eationehipe,,as well as upon the circUmsances mur&Tond-

Ang th .6,Indi-i~dual'Is loss a,'ib

(j) 416urdlogical Ricaminatioýrt and sesoycj~orat~ion Studi~.

TheO purpose of the neuro:.ogfiol e u,, mination is:to provide

information as to the condition -"!d •tatus' of the, amptee:' s nervous

system, especially in. relation to:h"g injury. The. sensory explora-

tion studies are to provide: evidence of any sensory changes which ay -

have occurred' in consequence of the 4mputation and subsequent traina.

7-7`- '.77777-A
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M) 'Draw wo Men and a Woman and Tell a S§oo Teost

The purpose of thi:s test is. to collect infonmation about

"the individual's conception of himself as a physically extended

body in space, and to discover any deviations in or modifications

of bodo image whiich may be related to the injury which ias sustained.

5.23 Method and Order of Test Administration

5.2.il Method of Administration -

Each of the standardized psychological tests was Adhzinis-

tered i~n accordanze •th specific tnscru-tions provided It pertinent

manuals.i N,ýo time-limits were imposed .for the administration of the

Amputation WUestimnuaire, The Bell Adj-istment Tnventox7, The F-S

Experinoqs BIaa. the :Open-End Attitude Scale, and the Modified

Thematic Appercepýion Test. In the cases in which <time limits were

imposed b7 the pAnUal. of instructions forýa :particular test, such

time limi~s wper rigidly a~dhered to.

of 'a ar an pos0be .. A seriouts attempt -was made by each of

the psS red with test Administration to create a

friendly, *. e •lied "01 sphereon which ,the. amputee might feel most

comfortable and willing• t c6 perate to the maximum. In quch in-

stances in, which a given subject asked~queotions about the purpoe
of a particular testing Instrument, or oraised doubts as to why he.

should participate in a particular task, he-was given a direct,

frank answer which usually proved entirely satisfactory, and per-

mitted hi• to continue in the-2testing procedure. No. attempt was

made, at any stage, to hide the pirpose of the inquiry, althougYh

,_J

,A_
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this purpose vas usually stated in simple, do'im-to-eArth terms

which were intelligible and usually acceptable to the subject.

Each amputee was encouraged to proceed at his own speed,

and practically each was tested alone and in the absence o2 other

amputees, except in such situations in which this was necessarily

precluded by physic.l circumstances. Each subject was en.couraged

and motivated to "do his best".

"5.232 Order of Test Administration --

Where possible, the battery of tests 'was administered in

three sessions of approximately three hours' duration each. In

certain instances in vhich it was impossible .or the subject to

keep three separate appointments, the testing was done in two sep-

arate sessions on different days.

The order of test administration for the average subject

was as foliows:=

•ess~on 1

(1) Biographical Information Blank

r(2) Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test
(3)..ellAdjustment Invuntofy

(4) Aputation Questionnairv and, Interview

.''Session '2

(1) Rorschaoh' PsychodWiagostic Test

(2) Open-Rad Attitude Scale

(3)-Modified Thematic Apperception Test
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Session 3\

(1) The P-S Experience Blank

(2) Draw Two Men and a Woman and Tell a Story Test

i(3) Gided Clinical Interview

"The z';eurological examinations and sensory exploration studies

were conducted in two separate sessions, under the direct supervision

of Dr. H.'L. Teuber, in the Department of Neurology, College of Medicine,

1New York University, and using facilities provided by Bellevue Hospital.

Such investigations consumed approximately four additional hours of

the subjects' ,time, and were conducted several.months subsequent to

the administration of the gsyehological test battery.

5.24 Methods of Rec6rdizw Data

The following instruments were accomplished by the subject in

his O9n handwriting&oc

(1) Biographical 'hformati6n Blank
0

(2) Bell Adjutqment Inventory

'3) AiAputation Questionnaire

(4) Open.-ad Attitude Scalq

(5) Draw Two MNrn and a Woman and Tell a Story Test

The Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Test results were recorded

by the test adinistia•tor inh his own hIandwriting, and the same pro-

cedure was followed for the Rorschach Test. In addition, the psychol-

ogist workingpwith the subject rcheoded additionalmalterial direstlt

ongthe Amputation Questubionnaire which became available as a result

of the Factual. Interview based on this questionnaire-.

4.I
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The followifg procedures were recorded on a special tape re-

corder provided by the Special Devices Center, Office of Naval Re-

-' search, for"•this purp.se and with the full knowledge and permission

of the subject:

(1) Mioddified Thematic Apperception Test

(2) Guided Clinical Interview

Thei medical history data, ýaid the data resulting from the neuro-

logical examinatiod and sensory" exploration studies, were directly

recorded by the examiner in' the presence of the amputee.

5.30 The Daveloa!ent of thi: Criteria

5.31 Introduction

The development of adequate and stable criteria iý which the

psychological findings can be related has presented unusual difficul-

ties. Performance by an amputee; with an artificial limb is an ex-

ceptionally complex process which is difficult lo reduce to measurable

aspects about which stable juo~ents can be made. From the very be-

ginning, no attempt wai made to ,easure alJ.of the factors which

enter into performance)ith a .prosthetic device by an above-7the-Inee

amutee. Weo have 'had to cd/tent ourselves; rather, with much more

limited, and therefore more reasonable, aspcets of the total process.

. onsiderable experience of' otheks in the field of prosthetic

- ~~roeearc hidsii ggste htitsol prove helpful to akcertain to

what extent a given ampUtee in his use of an artificial leg approaches

to or departs from the patterns< of gait of non-amputees. In the de-

sign of the experiment, therefore, one of our criteria ?)became that

*of the approximation of the gait of the amputee to that of the non-
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I amputee. Another reasonable approach to the evaJtluation of amputee

performance with his prosthetic device appeared to be his observable

skills in performing the tasks imposed upon him by some sort of

'achievement test, and this became a second criterion by means of

which we felt that some indication of differential performance
could be made available.

.. For many years, those who have been concerned with the, measure-

ment of "uidjustment" of a personal or social sort hare been handi-

capped by reason of the fact that criteria upon which professional.

consensus could be reached have simply not been available. .We have,

of course, been faced with the same problem in connecoion with our

evaluation of the amputee' s "adjustment", and while we have by no

means solved this issue, wehj.ve taken steps which, for-bur purposes,

appear to be adequate to our needs.

We had hoped that we might utilize another, and presumably quite

objective, criterion in our study. Such a criterion is a series of

force plate readings made availbe to us' b the members of our enr-

gineering staff. kAlimited number of amputees in our experimental

group participated in 'the force plate studies, but as the work pro-

'beeded, it became clearly evident that the task of "!reducing" the

"force plate data to some form. in which we could use them was entirely

Stoo for mdible-and-time-consuming--a--procedur•. -For thi reason,

among others, we have had to eliminate the force plate data as one.

of our' criteria to which •e might relate personality findings about

our su•jectis.

The following criteria have'been used in' this research: -

/V~~:-
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5.32 W vo. Am utee Gait

In order to obtain data relating to the performance of our sub-.

jects in ,walking with their, prosthetic devices, the following proced-

Ures were employed:

5.321 4ovini Pictures -- -

Each amputee was photographed under the following standard-

ized cohditions: •

(1) Moving pictures were taken of a head-on view of each

amputee walking directly toward the camera, and then away from the

camera, for a distance of-fifteen feet. Two runs of each performance

were made. roth were taken with a moving picture camer6ý placed at

a considerable distance, at a speed of twenty-four frames per second.

Th7is procedure resulted in each amputee being •hotographed twice while

walking directly toward the ,camera, and twice while walking directly

away from th* camera.

(2) A lateral view-of each amputee was ,photographed while

he walked from a point, at the right of the moving picture camera to

a point at the left of the camera,• The distance between the two

points was approximately tweii'ty-3wo feet. Upon completion of this

walking, the amputmee'did a right-about face and returned to his

original point of departure. -Two separate runs were made, .each at

the: rate of -twenty-tfour.framespei'5second.,: 7h. prwc.-m-• re.ulte.d•

in lateral views of the amputee both .on the side of his intact leg

as well as on the side of:his artificial limb.

(3) Each amputee,-was photographed while he Oscended and

desconded a fi.tfeen foot ramp which was level with the floor at one

/1
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end,- and raised to a height of approximately twyofeet at the other

end. Two runs of this performance were made at a camera speed of

twenty-four frames per second.

5'.322 The Rating Boad '

A Rating Board jo ovaluate the moving pictures was formed,

and consisted of Dr. gerbert E~ftm., 4fs ociate Professor of Anatomy,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, as chairman;

Dr. Gabriel J. Rosenkranz, Orthopaedic Consultant, Prosthetic Testing

and Develbome#t Laboratory, Veterans Administration Central Office;

and Mi:.s Sign e Brunnstrom, a member of the project staff who as a

physiotherapist specializes in the training of leg amputees.

.5.323 aM of Gait .-A__ --

The following bases fqr evaluating amputee gait were agreed

upon .by members of ýthe -Rating Board,, and 0he ,Check Sheet for the

Rating of Pros~thetic E~ffiieency may be found in Appendix D-3.

(1) Sidenvay of hips

(P) L~tpral 1ben"in of tiunk

(3) Lateral dipping of -tha-e peyd

(4-) cesive raising of heel

(5) Pelvic rotationý about vertical axis

(6) huin<

11 (8) Length of step 'with prosthetic device

(9) Timing of"'heel contact

(10) Lumbar curvature
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In utilizing these criteria., members of the Rating Board

"& .greed among themselves to ,employ the following considerations-

(1) Certain inefficiencies have been found to be inevit-

able as a result of the fact that the artificial limb is not fully

an integral part of the body. These characteristics of performance

of ampatees with a prosthetic device are typical of the amputee pop-.

ulatiorn at large, and must be taken into account in evaluating gait.

(2) Certain gait characteristics which are clearly the

result of the body build of the subject under consideration must be

i ~~excluded.J ••

(3) All gait characteristics and limitations of use of the

prosthesis which are clearly not the results of the aforementioned

conditions will be evaluated by the Rating Board.

(4) Such characteristics are likely to fall into two sep-

arate groups:

(a) Aesthetic, 'which include movements and habits of the

subject which do not necessarily reduce the utility of the artificial

limb, but which invite the attention of the observer to the fact that

the amputee is an amputee. These include exaggerated Coupensatory

movements made by the. subject.

(b) Utilitarian, which include the limitations of the
C•

artificial liitb which reduce the- nmber or quality of the subject's

basic locomotor activitiesi such as his inability to walk up and

down stairs, atc.,
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5.324 P-ocedure for Makirw R -

Each member of the Rating Board independently viewed the.

nmotion pictures, and had the privilege of spending an, unlimited

amount of time with the, pictures of each subject. Each judge

couLd request a re-showing of any portion of the film, or theL

film in its entirety, as many times-as he desired. Members of

Sthe Hating Board had agreed in advance that the specific items

on the Check Sheet were guides, but not limiting, factors in ar-+

riving at the final rating assigned to each amputee.. In each

instance, the rating represented the total impression made by the

gait of the subject on the rater, and included,•, tn addition to the

ten factors provided on the Check Sheet, a numbf,- of less readily

identifiable aspects of locomotion which were ,,icit rather than

explicit.

The gait of each amputee was rated in acr. Ordance with

"Instructions for Completing gheck SheetA" (S Appendix D-3).

As defined by the Instruction Sheet, j is "a-very marked devia-

tion from the normal pattern;" fair "a definite deviation from

Anormal which is less conspicuous than poor;" and good,. "a minimum

amount of -deviation fro, noiia-i.-

5.) Achievement est RatMiu 1
n........ -orderto-obta~indata-as-to-theo skill of our subjects in

perfozning" a number of tasks associated with walking, the following

procedures were employed:

it

.4
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.5.324 Procedure for, a"in Ratings -

Xach member of the Rating Board independently viewed the

potion pictures and had theprivilege of spending an unlimited

amount of time with the pictures of each subject. Each judge

could request a, re-showing of any portion of the film, or the

film in its entirety, as many times as he desired. Members of

the Rating Board had agreed in advance that the specific items

on the Check Sheet were guides, but mot limiting factors in ar-

riving at the final rating assigned to each amputee. In each

instance, the rating represented the total impression made by the A

gait of the subject on the rater, and included, in addition to the

ten factors provided on the Check Sheet, a number of less readily

identifiable aspects of locomotion which were implicit rather than

explicit.

The gait of each amputee was rated in accordanca with

""Instructions for Completing Check SheetA" (See Appendix D-3),.

As defined by the Instruction Sheet, --- is "a very marked devia-

,,-t.iou ±fr••fr= the normal pattern;" f "a definite deviation from

normal which is, less conspicuous than poor;" and good, "a minimum

amount of deviation from normal."

5.33 463ievement Test Ratings

In order to obtain data as to the skills of our subjects in
performingp •a nmberof-ta-s-weae epo Id -associat ed with walking, the followg 2

procedures were employed-

*0!
) '.1
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5.34 Vocational Ratiw Reorts.

In ord•r to obtain 'data as to the work habits ol,' and adjustmait

of the amputees to their jobs, the following procedure was, utilized: V

5.341 The tcati al Ratink Blank•

A Vocational Rating Report, which may be found in Appendix

D-1, was developed., This blank permits the rating of each amputee

on a scale of 0 to 100 on the, following characteristic ;;ith reapect :3

to his ,Perforna-ce on-thejob:

(1) Euotional stability

(2) Self.ýconfidenoe

(3) Friezdlinoss

(4) Personal fitness.for the position he occupies 41

(5) Quality of work

(6)• 'Qi~ity of work4:

07 Comparioon with other men of the same length of service

"(8 vidence of growth

(9) 'Possibility for futuvi,6 growth,,

S"i answers to the following questicns were requested.,
(1),wgec along dshth other employees?

(2)' How often i, hs absent, from work?

(3) Does he use 'his amputation as an excuse to avoid work?

• -• .(4) What-do-yoi..-regard~ashis= prospects for• advan-cemet

5.342 -Use of- R RRert

A copy of the Vocational Rating Report, toge+her with a cover-

ing lett•ar reproduced in Appendilcx I)-1, wero, sent to the employer' of each
"amputee who was working at the time of the study. V.oatinhl ratings

were obtained for all subject s except those who uere going to school,

53 were out of' work, or were %jelf-employed.

- V o
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5.35 Amputation '2uestionnaire Itme

In order to obtain data as to opinions of and attitud4es toward

their amputation by the subjects, the following' procedure was u smd,.

5.351 The -Am 'dion Q'Iestionnaire -

Tbhis instrument was originally administered to collect pre-

diction data, and a copy of it may be found in Appendix A-2.

5.352 Amputation Qu•s•ionuaire .'Items --

The followving items were extracted from the Amputation
Questionnaire, and used as sources for criterion data:

(I) What do you think of the limb you are presently wearing?

(2) How does it feel while walking?

(3) It feels uncomfortable because . ..

(4) I can't use this leg'properly because . .

Part
(5) How far can you walk on your leg comfortably?

(6) I have pain when I . . .

(7) Is there anything wrong with your artificial IV?

(8) They could improve my artificial leg by . . .

(9) They could improve my walk on this leg by . • .

(14) Do you think that you use your artificial leg well?

(15) Now do you thinkc that you could improve in the use of

your leg? (2 V
(16) What importAht things arej you prevented from doing

because of your artif~tcia2 leg?

(2$) 1 ktiou how to use m y lo'g oorrectly....eaansee

(26) The thing that is wrong with artificial legs is . .

(27), The leg handicaps ase $ my work ___
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(28) Because of my amputation, I had to change my kin4 of

work

(29)- My former line of work was (before amputation)

(3Cr M7 present line of work.,is .

(5) How long does your artificial leg last you? ..

Part.
IX (6) For each part of the artificial leg listed 'below, in;-

1icate what problems you hate met while us1ig your leg, and what

Ouggestions you have for improving: each of the parts., (Tell us your

experiences with each part of the leg.)

(2) How was your limb fitted?,

(3) They didn't fit this leg correctly because ... .Part
III (20) Do you know what troubles are to be expected with wear,-

ing an artificial leg?

(2-I) Have 'they 01id you how to overcome them?

•. (23) Are there any services for your stimp' or leg you would

like, to receive (that, are not available at preie-st)?

(24) I think that I can still Improve in the use of my leg?

(26) How many hours a day do you wear your artificial leg?

It 'I

S, 4%. •
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___/) Chapter \i.

.0 SOF DATA TREAT14EN

6.10 Introduction-

The research procedures employed in this study have yielded a

"vealth of data which require interpretation. It is' clear that, be-

both qualitative and quantitative data have emerged. Qualitative

and quýntitative data are inherently different and, therefore, de-

mand different methods of treatment. On the whole, prurient statis-

tical methods are adequate to the task of handling quantitative data;

but current procedures for the maanagement and reduction of qualita-

tive data are only in an early stage of development. Where Tr Tvlesi- *
ble, we have employed stands••d• statistical procedures in tho'1 1,ý*f- _ft

ment of research data, both prediction and criterion. It is Only in

the treatment of some of the qualitative information that we have

utilized some newer and lessa well known procedures.

In the broadest sensei our task has been that of seeking to re-

late data which have emerged from the application of our testing in

strw*ents, and techniques to our subjects to data which have resulted

from the coliection of Oertain criterion, information about the sub-

jects which are assobiated with Ouch factors is their gait with a

prosthetic device, their performance on achievement tests with their

prosthesis, their job "acert7-", d certain criterion items from

the Amputation Questionn~aire.
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6.20, 4ýge~nt of Fesponsibhgity,

Responsibility for the treatment of certain of the research

dat4 was assigned to different members ",f the project staff to the

end that a more complete and thorough method of handlirxg 'the infor-

mation collected might result.

Such responsibility ,was assigned in the following manner;

Mr. Sidney Levy ras assigned the task of studying the rela-

tionships between the Rorschach, Bell Adjustment Inventory' and Wechsler-

Bellevue Test of Adult Intelligence to efficiency in the use of the

ýprosthetic device.

Mr. Sidney Fishman was given the task of studying the pela-

tionships between the Open-End Attitude Scale and the Guided Clini-

cal interview and, tbe gait of the amputee with his prosthetic device,

the Achiverneiit Test ratings- Amputation Questionnaire criterion

items, .nd Job Adjustment.

/The full .project staff has conceine-d itself with a consideration
I

ogall of the testing, techniques in relation to the criterion infor-'mation,,but has -not given attention to the Modified Thematic Apper-,

c•eption Test data And those from the Draw Two Men, •nd a Woman and,

Toll' aW Story Test. Data from these two latter procedures vill be

subjected to subsequent study, and do not form a ýpart of this report.

S6.30-.Det!! oce efrh r% of =e ction Data 71
A number of different methods of sialing, scoringý, and inter-

( pretation of the various prediction data were utilized, and those

reported below represent the' procedures which were finally agreed

upon. Preliminary statistical methods, .developed to probe certain

limited hypotheses, are not, reported upon. The final methods of
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traig t he data actuall~y represent compromises inththeae

not• always fully adequate to -the task, and 'et at the same, time are,

the most appropriate which are currently ,available to us.

The specific methods of treating each set of prediction data ar

outlined in some detail below.
6.31 The Biographicsl ,Tf~atin Blank

Since not all of the many separate items of this blank could

be used, careful evaluation of the possibilities suggested that the

following items might prove most useful, and these were selected

for study.

(a) Mechanical interest

(b) Mechanical ability

(c) Introversion - extraversion s'. _

(d) Socio-economid status

(e) Hobby changes as a resultoof amputation

(f) -lReading habit changes as a result of Aimputation

(g) Religious habit changes a a result of amputation

(h) Differaences with members of the family '

(i) Differenceso with fJriends

(j) Health

Each of these, items was studied in relation to the criterion 'i'

data in accordance-., the procedure reported upon below in section

'6.60. -

6.32 Aan~tation ostionnairo

This instrument was not used tofurnish prediction data, and

the items which were taken out for criterion purposes were treated in

accordance with the procedure outlined below in sections 6.42 and 6.60.
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6.33 Vechsler-Bellevue Test o'_f Adult Intelllgence

The tests were Jcored in accordance with the procedure recoimeended

by Wechsler in the Third Edition of The Measurement of Adult Intelli-

gence. Scores for the Verbal and Performance Scales of the Test were

" computed, but since the analysis indicated that they correlated very

highly with the total test score, only the I.Q, scores on a total test

basis were used.

6.34 Bell Adjustment Inventory

This instrument was scored in accordsnce with the technique

prescribed by Bell (14, 15). The lower acores indicate better ad-

justment by the subject,, and total scoyes only were used in the

analysis.

"6.35 P-S Experience Blank

The inyehtory was scored in accordance with ,the procedure recom-

mend edby Seitz and McXariand in- their Manual of instructions. Since

the two parts o, the test were found to correlite highly with the

tvcual score,, only +the total seere was used in the statistical analysis.

Jj 6.36 ... c,.. Pochodlaimostio Teat ..

The Rorschach Teot ýwas soore;ý-`;according to the procedure advo-

;a:ed bydKaoPfer (:53) and'interpreted in the manner recommended by
. +/ him. l detailed s,,tatetent of the methods of treatment of our Rorschach '"

Testdata ispresented in 4eetiono 6.w62 " ,,.
6.37 0 .-d Attitude &

The Attitude Scale consists of fifty ilýems which are scored on

a five point scale, $2 to -2, G accordance with the procedure• -recom-

mended by Hotter and Villerman. f Appendix E-1).

- - - .i-. .+-+-. . +,. ....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .--- , . . .. -... ... , -- *-... ... . .. --.... ...-. - +- - I ...
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The Guided Clinical Interviews vre recorded and independently

-Iiistened to by two clinical psychologists, ihoý completed a check

sheet (See Appendix B-3). Each interview was analszed into fifty-'

odd ;ategories of attitudes and valueS. The rating procedure pro-

vided that each rating psychologist assignu, 2 p score to any des-

ignated category for which evidence clearly supported the first

polar alternative of that category. A RLwM score was used to

indicate that the interview data clearly supported the opposite

polar alternative of that category. A neutral score, 0, was pro-

vided for those cases in vhloh: (a) the evidence from the interview

was too colorless or too self-contradictory to support either polar

alternative, or (b) no evidence at all was elicited from t, ..inter-

view with pertinence to, the category in question. ,

A prelialnary analysis of the results of this procedure ieveale&

that for many categories a number of subjects were receiving neutral

scores, O, either for the reasons cited above or because the ratingi

of the two psyohologists were in opposition. The neutral scores

coul no, loicaly beinterpreted as-representing scme intermediate

position on the continum appropriate to the category, but rather in,

many instances they could be interpreted only as "missing data". For

this reason, we decided not to attempt to arrive at total scores for

the clinical-interviewsp Wt- rather' to analyse each category separately.

6.39 The Neurological Examinations and Sensor Knloration Studies

Many of the data from these studies were of'a qualitative nature

which did not lend themselves t6 statistical treatment. Certain por-

. * .. . ., - *+ + • - .. .. .•. .
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tions of the'data, namely, two point discrimination, and the arm

level finding test, which are of a quantitative kind, have been i

treated by means of simple statistical methods to ascertain whether

there are any significant findings.

"6.40 Detailed Procedures for the Treatment of Criterion Data

A number of different methods for haiidling and interpreting

the complex criteria which we have employed were utilized, 'and those

outlined below represent the procedures which were finally agreed

upon. ý Because of the unuasual and complex nature of .our criteria,

we have experienced considerable difficulty In handling them in,ý

accordance with established statistical proceftres.

The specific metlhods for treating each set of criterion data

are offered in some .detail'below.

6.41 ,at,:te af Gait.

As -ýgginally planned, ".thiswas to be a composite rating by

"three judges, each expert, m"d made on the basis of motion pictures

"" ad been taken of each subject. The Judges arrived .ata
-(-1),,or poor (-2) on each ofý-the ten as-

poets of. gait (§n Appendix D-ý3)ý.i Intercorrelations of judges A,

B, and C indicated that judges A and B had rated in substantial

agreement (r =.i82), but that judge C disagreed with them to a con-

siderable. degree (r's = .56 and .EO)i Investigations of standards

used by the three judges in, rating the subjects revealed that Judge

i" C•'had rated each subject'in'i'erms of what the iubjectd'V aM&iMUM

peror•ance- could possibly be in. consideration of the extent of his

impairment. Inquiry revealed that the other two jUdges had applied

1

, . .. .. .. .,.-• • • f • -.. • • • . • .•,,• •.•.. ;: 'a.'' '''' a •' ' •'' 'r-' '•• ,.'
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e,''A" same tof* absolute stihdardb t6 all suibiects' regardlehss of

differencesii'n their- individ~ual inujuies, knd- the 'presumptive dif-

ferences these might have made 'in. their 'performance in alking.,

Since the latter type of rating was,,the one deaired, in this

study, the r~atIhds -o2 Judge -C were eliiinate'd from, 'he composite

rating on gait assigned to each su~bject. F~or purposes of statis-

tical analysis, th~e ratings of the two judges vere converted into

2-sacores and added.

6.2 The Aan~itatioii-Questionnaire

Twenty-five items were scored on a five-po-int scale from -2

to /2, making the best possible score 50-, and the lowest possible

score -.50.

6.43 Vocational fttinp! RO2

This report was completed by, only thirty subjects';- \those

self- and. unemployed. having been unable to acocomplish it. ~ife

best possibleL Spore wao 100,, and the, lowest score was 0.

6.44 Achievement , . f
?oUfteen taskIC were rated from 0 to 3 on the basis of the

observed skill of the subjIect'in performing the achievement tasks.

Two tasks were..rated ý0' to 4, using time as the criterion. The

best possle Wcoewas-,50, ýand, the lowest score possible was 0.

6.50 RIleUgIWIS-dured.s fr.ZtaStdvizff th Sam~gle P'opulation

A seondsamle fifrtysigt aovethe-knee amputees. rep

retenting approximatelyý 10) per cent of t he a~bove-~he-knee amputee

veterans in the Metropolitan New York area, was sel6cted for com-

parison with the experimental sample. ýThe two samples were com-
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pared with respect to agep. height, weight, marital status, #wnber

of children, education, date. of amputation, length of stutp, and

branch of milltarys service.

A Chi-Square Test was applied to .each of these variables to

ascertain whether the two groups of subjects had been drawn from a

random sampling of common population. As &, standard of judgment

for the Chi-Square test,, we adopted a leyel of confidence of 5 per

Cent, a procedure which assures us that any differczIces which are

discovered may be regarded as having only 5 phances in 100 as being

due to the operation of chance factors. In addition, cqmputations

were made at the 1 per cent and 10 per cent levels of confidence.

6.60 Statist.lcal Procedures for Relating Prediction and Criterion

Data ,,

In this.study, we have employed a variety,-of statirtical methods

for the/purpose of treating the predictior' and criterion, data. Ocr-

tainlospecial statistical procedures, 6Werep used to treat different per-

"+,6ns of the data, and these, are ý4eseribed below in 6.61, 6.62, and

f 6.61 Goenerai Statisetical Ecedure.

SIn this portion of the' research,+ prediction data from the

Wecheler-Bellevue,'Dell' Adjx,,spt -Inventory, Seitz-McFarland PMS

Inventory, and the Open-knd Attitude Scale 'ere related ,to criterion
/ I| ,• ) 05 - it

data of amputee gai,+t, achievement tests,' Vocational ')eting Report,

and certain hAjataion Questionnaire iter_ of a criterion nature.

,+, > •,> . >, ++ ,',0'
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For the to+t4 group of forty,-eight subjects having three,

criterion measures, n for the sub-group of,.thirty having the

Vocatioxeal Rating Report as a fourtbi crijterion mea + ure,.zero-order

correlatione".were computed for thea~vails~ble criteria and the four

predictor Instramelnts by gross score methods. Where decimal or

negative scores occurred, the scale &or that variable was converted

to a positive integer scale for ease of computation.

Sines tone of the Interccrrelations were significant from

zero (at the 5 per cent level of confidence), it was decided to

consider each criterion separately, abandoning the original concep-

tion of a composite criterion to which the prediction, data& might be

re4"ated. None of the validity coefficie#6t for the larigr group of

forty-ight subjecta-werg significant-, , itd only one of those*_Por the

smaller group of. tb,*1_ty was significant.

It was originally, planned to'use multiple correlation pro&--
19

dures to ascertain which of the several prediction instruments were

making the greatest 6ontritution. in predicting h rtro consid-

ered an a compouite measure, butthese 0plane had to be abandoned

since none of-the ziio-order validity coefficients !;ere significantly

different fiom zero in b~the"gro'UPS".

It vas decided to :A1ect froini the sample of forty-eight, sub-

sects two extreme gk~oup aoeordingt their Oadjustment, , and to in-

vestigate each category 'oft6he scored clinical interview in -berms of
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the new critezion. The high gr1oup consisted of thirteen subjects

who ranked above the median on both the gait ratings and the selected

.Amputation Questionnaire criterion items; the low group of fifteen

subjects who kranked below the :median on both criteria.

Plus$ neutral, and minus scores weri tallied for these two

groups on each item; and the results are presented in Table 7.50-3,

On only six of tha fifty-odd categories were the majority

of the subjects given minus scores, as follows:.

1.16 Warm, demopstrative father -

stern, distant father

1.23 Genuine rivalry toward siblings -

Ilittle evident rivalry

1.3.2 Discipline which can be assimilated

discip7?ine threatening 7

/ 2.1 'Close-

distant relationships to people in general t
* 2.2 Many-

few relationships to 1peo ple in general

' 6.8 Strong self-r.egard - r

w#ak self-regard

Thes selected items, of the -Biographical Information Blank

were treated in the same manner as the clinical linerview categories.

Items selected for study were:

Mchanical. interedt

Mechanical ability
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Introversion. i.
Economic, statue.

r Hobby changes' .

Reading habit changes

Religious habit changes

SDifferences with ý1ily,

S:Dif ferences .. 5.,h friend,

Health,

Scores on each item were related to .he two criterion groups

described in B. above and the results are reported in Table 7.50-4.

6.62 t l Quantitative Technigues, loyd in the Treatment

of the Rorschach T the Wechsler-Bellevue Test, a the

Bell Adlustment Inventorv in .Relation to the Criterion of

Gait

In this portion of the research project, twelve subjects who

had been rated by the evaluation panel of judges as "good" walkers

and twelve amputees who had been ritted by the saise group as "poor"

walkers were intensively studled, principally by means of the Rorsýshach

Test. `-In addition, the two groups were appraiseid by means of the

Bell djU ent In enory and the Wechisir-Bellevue Test of Adult

"Intelligence.
. .. . The .. c!fic procedures for app 9ing the twenty-four subjects

are outlined in detail in osucceeding4sections.

6.621. k"titative and &alitative Analysis. of the Rorschach Test

A. Quantitative Evaluation

Thirty-seven horschach Test 'scoring o•i~ponento or factors

were tabulated for the entire population of forty-eight subjects.

S. . . ... .. I
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Mean scores for each factor were computed for the two criterion

groups of "efficient" and "inefficient" users p9 prostheses. Dit-

ferences in mean scores were calculated, and the t-test for signi-

ficance was applied. (See Table 7.61-8.)

B. Qualitative Evaluation

The group of Rorschach Test scoring factors which had been

found to be significant at the 1 per cent and 5 per cent levels of'

confidence as a result of the quantitative evaluation were qualita-

tively interpreted by means of a procedure which considered the

Aifferential occurence of the scoring factors among the Rorschach

protocols of the members of the two criterion groups. (See Table

7.61-8.)

C. The Munroe Inspection Technique

The Rorschach Test protocols were/ analyzed in accordance

witherihe Munroe 'Inspection Technique.* 'The t-test of significance

was applied fto the data from the two criterion groups. (see Table
71.61-9,) 1(

6.622 y o te Weclisler-Bellevue Test of Adult Intelligence

The Verbal, Performance, and Full-Scale I.Q. scores for the

twelve Subjects with hiigh'et prosthetic efficiency ratings were com-

pared with similar scores 'of the twelve subjects with lowest pros-

_the4ic, efficiency -rat•ing.- Means and standard deviations for the

several sets of data were computed. Differences between the several

sets of data were tested by the t-test of significance on the basis

*,Munroe~iR, "The Inspection Technique: A Method of Rapid Evaluation
of the Rorschach Protocol," Rorschach Research Exchanke. 1944, 8:46.
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"of the null hypothesis. (See ,Table 7.61-w3.)

In addition to these comparisons of "good" ,and "poor" amputee

gait performance, twelve, subjects with the highest Wechsler-Bellievue

Test scores, on each of the three dcales, were compared with twelve

subjects with lowest scores on the three scales.

In a similar manner, an analysis was made of the distribution

of scores on each of the ten sub-tests of the Wechsler-Bellevue Test.

Mean scores, differences between means, t-scores, and Pt-scores were

calculated. (See Table 7.61-4.)

6.623 Analysis of Bell Adjustment Inventory

A comparison of the Bell Adjustment Inventory scores in each

of the six areas measured by the instrument was made for the twelve

"efficient" and the twelve "inefficient" walkers. For ,,these data,

t- and Pt-scores were computed.

"The twelve subjects with the hi,%hest Bell Adjustment Inventory

scores in each of the six areas or adjustment were compared with

twelve subjects with the lowest Bell Adjustmont Inventory scores on\

the six scales. Differences in means, t-scores, and Pt-scores were

computed. (See, Table 7.61-5'.)

6.624 An si of, the Criterion Dat

A uingle criterion, that of the rating of the gait of the

subjects, was employed in this part of the research study. Ratings

of gait of the amputees, made- by-the evaluatioxi, panel, were tabulated 11
in order Of magnitude, T'W,1 V&ubjects with; lowest ratings andtwelve

subjects with bighost r, •gs were chosen to constitute the membership

of the critemriori groups. (See Tables 7.61-land 7.61-2.).

---------------------------
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6.63ý S Qualitative Techniques EmiPloyed in the Treatment

of the Guided Clinical Interviev, the Biogrp al Infor-

mation Blank, and the Oen-En__d Attitude Scale in Relation

to the Criteria

6.631 '-ka;yqis, of Guided Clinical Interview

A, Introduction

The cli:kiical intervieNT is a prediction instrument which is

highly contaminated with criterion information, and this fact, in

addition to the length o the interview, posed two difficult prob-

lems. Since the guided clinical interviews had been recorded, tle

criterion data were difficult to separate from the greater number

of prediction data. Because it proved too time consuminxg and expensive,'

a decision not to transcribe and type. the interviews had to be made.

As regards the problem of contamination, each psychologist, aware of

the difficulty involved, strove to maintain as objective an attitude

as possible, and sought to utilize only prediction informati`.=. It
was pOSrible, and desirable, to replay portions of *ach interview

to obtain further evidence to 'support or refute previously developed

hypotheses as well as t6 provide data on the basis of which new hypo-•
0

theses could be developed. By requiring two psychologists to analyze

the clinical interview data independently, we hoped to offset, in

part At least, the influence in' intfrpretation which i' due. to the

psychologist's educational background, theoretical orientation, and

clinical experience.

Two clinical psychologists independently listened to each

interview as a whole, writing down any hypotheses about the personality

69
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,," 'th- iebjectp, as well as any corroborative facts 'which could be

i,:,::.://:i:.:i:S'.used -As 4-.basis 'for the formulation, of the hypotheses. A ,3ummarY

: " J analys%&,iof the personality ofthe subject was then deveAoped.

. ampre of sudh analysis is as follows:c

"-:: ' CLINICAL INTERVIEW

:.',, :" "Subjeict X-

t X c appeahs to be a gregarious immature person who

has difficulty in accepting autsority. His goals in
life, sex adjustment, and rela~tionships with people

are more typicfl Of the adolescent than of his actual

chronologicalitage. His maior motivation towards base-
ball appears to stem. from the fact that his specializa-

tion" in this areahas enabled him to receive a measure
of recognitý,on-and responsibility. It also enables him

to continue •his sibling rivalry with an older brother •

who made a name for himself in .sports. He has allowed

his whole 'life to be circumscubed by his baseball acti-),ý

vities,, and has little insight or motivation towards
S•~eveloping his skills in other areas. He appears to,

be very self-centered. In sex relationships this mani-

fests.itself in depersonalized relationships to gratify

his needs. 1He does not appear to have been markedly up-

set in his body dbncept by his injury.

B. Quzalit~ative Analysis

,:,After each personality description had been written, it.was

analyzed into a number'of idiographic statements, listed, and then

checked £" 'tgreement or disagreement. An example is reproduced,

CLINICAL ý'INTERVI~EW
- Subject X

AGREEM~ENT

1. Strong need to have his own independence recognized

2. Sex, act to meet own needs - depersonalized E
Di-g Ino!uf

DISAGREEk=I Agree Agree Info

1. Little Versus marked effect on body

concept__'1
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Dis- Insuf
UNMETIONED I'A" Agree Agree Info

1. Warm affectionate to parents 1. /
2. Pride in independence and break

from religious ties indicate
break in familial dependencyV' ties 2. /

3. Belligerently self confident
on the overt level 3. /

4. Curtailed in baseball activity
'by the leg 4. /

5. Not satisfied with treatment
6. received 5. /
6. Receives sex. gratification (has

intercourse) 6. /
7. Naive understanding of

physiology of sex 7. /

"'"B"
1. Gregarious I. /
2. Immature 2. /
3. Difficulty in accepting

authority . 3. /
4. Goals in life and adjustment

typical of adolescent rather
than true chronological age 4. /

5. Life circumscribed by baseball
activities'because of recogni-
tion and responsibility he
achieves there 5./

6. Sibling rivalry 6./
7. Little iisight into his

problems• . 7. /
S. Little motivation to develop

himself in other areas .. /
9. Very self centered 9)
10. Sex relationships depersonal-

ized• to meet his needs 10. /

The results of this analysis revealed that of 974 statements

made about the personalities of the subjects, approximately 15 per

cent of them were in agreement, about 2.7 per cent were in: disagree-

ment, and the remainder, 82.3 per cent, were statements which had

been mentioned by one psychologist only. Although there are five

times as many statements for uh3.ch agreement had been obtained as

there are disagreements, the large number of statements that were
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ment!cA,.,by only one psychologist" and not by another makes this

measure somewhat insignificant in comparison. Some of the state-

ments might not have been mentioned because, in 'the opinion of the

psychologist, no evidence existed :•in the clinical interview to sup-

port them, or because they had simply been overlooked. The next
step increased the per cents :of agreements or disagreements by re-

quiring each psychologist to review statements which he had not made

bhut which had been made by the other psychologist. A statement shL-et

for each amputee, containing the items which had been unmentioned by

the other analyst, 4a• •I` o% each psychologist, who was ,asked

whether he ";'Ould agree, disagree, or state that insufficient evidence

existed on the basis of which to comment. This procedure resulted in

raising the agreements from 15 per cent to 86 per cent; the disagree-

ments to 8.5 per cent; and the remaining items were all in the insuf-

ficient information Category.

6.632 Analys is qf Open-lh AttitUde Scale

This spec'ially constructed instrument is a fifty item blank

which provides, key? stimulus phrases in various areas of personal an•d

social adjustment which are to elicit unstructured responses` fro

the subjects euonqern.g their attitudes.

A pilot stud: of ten attitude scales was undertaken to furn-

ish information to the research aupervisor as a basis for discussion

of the scoring and use of the o6pn--'id Attitude Sicale. A preliminary

procedure for evaluating the data was developed, and involved the

following steps:

(1) A perusal of the entire attitude scale by a staff

psychologist

S-I- <°- ~ -.,- -. -
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(2) The tentative selection of items thought to be sig-

nificant for prediction

(3) The interpretation of the items chosen-

(4) The development of a personality sumnairybased on the

interpretation

(5) The development of a prediction statement as to whether

or not the sUbject was likely to adjust well to his prosthesis.

ExperiR.hce with several cases revealed that steps two and

three above were unnecessary. Insights were developed dfir•ing this

scoring procedure which revealed weaknesses in the design of the

attitude scale. Analyses were found, for eXample, to be influenced

by the educational background and theoretical orientation of the

examining and scoring psychologist, Questions as to the reliability

of the instrument arose. Further experienze with the scale suggested

that some of its items were so structured by the subject as to reveal

certain crucial criterion data; e.g., direct complaints concerning

theprosthsis, remarks pertinent to the Ability of the subject to

use his artificial limb wel• or poorly, etc.

To avoid any c6ntaminaftion'of the prediction datae by criter-

ion data, a staff imember deleted all information contidned in the

attitude scales which fit our definition of criterion data. To in-

crease the reliability of the analyses of the instrument, the followv

ing procedure wasadopted:

(i) Two staff psychologists independently analyzed the

data to increase the reliability of analysis.

(2) Personality summaries were written by the psychologists

independently for use in the validation study, and an example is re-

produced bellow:
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ATITITUDE SCA.LE
Sub ect Xt

A man who is not too intelligent nor well educated,
who is considerably cautious and non-commital about his
own personal feelings. His defensive attitude enables
him to maintain-an overt appearance of self-sufficiency
and independence, that probably belies the disturbance
underneath. Fond of his mother, he indicates -no attitude
towards his father. His thoughts are politically and
sociallycinature, as well as completely egocentric in
nature. There exists some resentment towards the physi-
cians who treated him that is probably resentment against
the amputation. He is socially reticent although con-
scious of his own needs. He evidences no general resent-
meat toward people, and feels quite satisfied with -the
way in which they have treated them. He is fond of
sports, particularly baseball, which occupies a larga
part of his thinking. The attitude"towards physicians
is carried over more actively against bosses, so that
the non-expression of the attitude tovards the father,
is probably explained as resentment and hostility that
has been repressed. Discontent with his work, he plans
to change the nature of his vocationh marry, and hopes
to have a home of his own.

I do not believe that he adjusts well .to his pros-

'A procedure similar to that used for checking the reliability

of the clinical inte!ryve interpretations was employed with the Open-

End Attitude Scale --. jeg SCtion 6.631 -- with the following results:

(1) Of 1320 prediction statements made, there was initial

agreement on about 21-per cent of.'the statements, initial disagreement

,foriLapproximateil 3 pbr cent., and about 74 per cent of the statements

were mehtionei by one psychologist Iand not by the other.

(2) After both psychologists reviewed all statements which

had been 'mentioned by one psychologist only L'id not by the other, the

agreement rose from 21 per cent to 76 per cent; the disagreement from
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3 per cent to 12 per cent; and the statements for which there wa5

insufficient. evidene.e on the basis of whlch to write a predicti6n

statement accounted: for about 14 per cent. This final percentage

of agreement and disagroement was used as a rough measure of reli-

ability,.

6.633 The Biographical Information r.ank -

A separate personality description was developed on the basis iN

of the items in -this blank, and an example is reproduced here:

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION BLANK '

Subject IC

X, 22-7, is the youngest child of a family of four
(including parents) whose financial status was approxi-
mately average. His relations with his family were ex-
cellent. He attended church occasionally as a child, and,
still does now. At 17 he left school because he wanted' %
to join-the service, He was active in all sports in high
-school, and is still interested in-all spozts, particularly
baseball. For 8 years he has manAged a baseball team for
the Knights of pyathias.

He is employed as an Awards Accounts Clerk by the,
Veterans Admiýistration, in a job which he dislikes. The
income is adequate for his, needs," -and -he has moderate
sa~dnga. An extroverted person, he has many male friends,
and is engAged. He is pot satisfiellwith his parents'
,attitude iowas himp," but does not lhdicate *&y. Similarlyi.
he report, hil' health is vegygood, but states that he is ii
presently under, medical dare,';,

-'t 5 ±tma only oe staf
Clines the instrument consists of highly structured and defini-

" tire itmsp only oni staff, psychologist was used to develop the de.-

scriptive material, because no question of reliability was involved.

SI ,1
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6.634 Aný asis oý •riterion DataI

Al Amputation Questionnaire

-Thts instrumeut contaWlhed: items 'of a prediction nature,

along with criterion Items and some non-essential items. To elim-

inatecthe prediction items and the non-essential items, a psycholo-

gist reviewed all of the questionnaire items, and selected only

items of a criterion nature. These were included in a descriptive

summary of the amputee's attitude toward# his prosthesis, complaints

about mechanical defects, and reports of breakages.

B. Evaluation of Gait

The mo6.es of the am.atee's locomotion in test situations

devised by the Engineering division were rated by a board consisting

of an anatomist, physiotherapis-v, and an orthopedic surgeon. The

ratings were made on a ,heck list which 'required the judges to check

specific aspects of the man's gait. A qualitative description was

written based upon the combined ratings of the judges.

C't Vocational Rating Blank

A description of-'the amputee's qualit4y of work, relationship

with other employees and his employer, 'his use of- his amputation to

avoid work', and-oertain porsorality factors perceived bl• ,his employer

was vritten krom the rat'ig scales that had been made by the man's

employer'.

All of the three descriptions were compressed into one inte-

grated descriptive summzary which was the criterion Cheet employed in

the matching technique. A sample criterion statement is reproduced,

as follows:
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CRITERION STATEM4ENT'
Subject I .

This amputee finds his prosthesis so unsatisfactory
that he uses his crutches all day.' In addition he does
-rot 1now what troubles are to be expected with wearing

an aificial limb, nor how to ,overcome any that might
arise.

'When wearing his artificial leg, howevir,, he. states
that he has difficulty because -of his fatty stump which
prevents him from getting .e good fit. Despite the`¶lluscu--
lature of his stump he feels that his: leg -could be improved
if better service were supplied to him with special atten-
tion to the fit.

He is not a good walker, and has some difficulty
with h" arm swing - decreasing it on the prosthetic side,
and increasing it on his normual side. There also is a ten-

S....dency to increase, the lumbar curvature 'when transferring
his weight to his artificial limb. His walk, he believes,
eould>be improved if he had a lighter leg.

He is prevented from participating in sports and walk-
ing stairs. It was also necessary for him to change, his
occupation becaus.i,ýof his amputation. He is no longer
handicapped in his work as a' Veterans Administration clerk.
After ten months of service, -this amputee has proven him-
self to be an inspirer of personal loyalty who shows super-
ior self-assurance. Althoughlie also, seems to be over seri-
sitive and easily disconcerted, he gets along well' with
other employees. 1.

His sork record is g6od indicating ,,tat he does what
is expected of himv with few errors. He has demonstrated

that he can profitL from eoperienc<e and is expected to con-
tinue to do .so with the :usual prospects for advancement.
He is occasionally abse•iiWfrom work, but never uses his
amnpltation)as, an excuse to avoid work. In the light of

his personal characteristics this man would be recommended
with confidence 'for his 'Job.

D. k of th Pdicjpn a Criterio, n

The prediction and criterion datk were treated in two parts,

so that the aftalytitcai procedure was attcomplished independently 'or

fj



two groups of twenty-four cases each,. 'Ite findings from each of

t,.b group;s wer6 formulated separately so that results of two dis-

0 tinct analyses 0f prediction instruments were available.. The an-

an'lyses were kept separate so that" their. usefAlness might be

-checked against-the other half of' the data.

After the judges had completed their matchings, the'results

of the matchings were tested for their significance against chance

expectations by an application of the binomi.al expansion theorem.

Sinco there were three categories available to the judges, the prob-

ability of all of the, judges -matching a statement for one case in

the triad Was computed as follows:

20
(p~plus q)

where p is the :probability of obtaining the favorable event, in

this instance 1/3, •.nd q is the probability of obtaining an unfav-

orakle event,, in this instance 2/3. Twenty represents the number

'of judges who were -Used for- testing each prediction statement.

The first, term of the .xpansion I dicatks the probability
G

that all twenty .judges will match the statement correctly, so that

p2O equal .a , , Since this fraction is less than 1/100, or the

I per centlevel of significance, the result can be considered a

uignifioant departure firo chance expectations. The same procedure

was used for any results which had beeýi obtained.

A tabulation\ 4as made of the r:Amber of correct statements

made about each subject+. Since there were fifteen prediction

statements about each amputee, chance expectations allowed five,

1>"
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correct statements to be.made. By means of the test indicated be-

low, significant departures from, chance were ascertained:

z

- number of correct statements,

x -mean number of correct statements possible due to chance

0- variance of distribution

N ,number of statements

p - probability of favorable event occuring

q - probability of unfavorable event occuring

The results obtained by application of this formula are

dibtributed in a manner similar to Chi Square. One simply enters

the Chi-Square Table ,at the appropriate number of degrees of free-

dora and obtains the probability that the results obtained depart

significantly from the number of correct statements possible if

the 'Judges were simply guessing.'

.An analysis, of the judges' distribution of responses, as

well as the distribution of the statements was made by application

of the above formula.

:The statements were finally reviewed to ascertain why

some statements were good predictions and others bad, to enable

the pChologisl's t ei what personality dynamics are impor-

tant-in the p'rediction of an amputee's adjustment to his prosthesis.

I
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It mu.st. be emphasized that little attempt has been made to'

predict whether or not an amputee uses his leg well. We assume that

the use of a leg by an amputee depends upon a wide variety of factors,

among which are the length of his stump, the musculature available

to him, the. amount of training'-he has had, in walking with his pros-

thesis, the fit of the artificial limb, previous experience with

prosthetic devices, personality factors, etc. We can only hope, by

the procedure described above, to indicate the possible role which

some personality factors have in relation to -the other factors listed

in the criterion. On these grounds, it seems safer for us to attempt

prediction as to how an amputee adjusts to his prosthesis rather than

to predict whether he will use an artificial limb', well or poorly.

D6.635 The Validation Desina

A. Introduction

A method for analysing ý,he data was adopted which is essen-

tially a modification of, tbe Cronbach Technique.* Although it was

not entirely statistical, in the usual sense, it was nevertheless

objective and quantitative. This technique was originally adopted

because of the fact that qualitative personality data simply do not

lend themselves to any statistical methods available to us at the

present time. -Data for prediction came not only from the Guided

Clinical Interview, but also fro% the Open-F.nd Attitude Scale and

the biographical Information Blank. Criterion data in this portion

of the study consisted of certain items from the Amputation Ques-

* See "A ValidatiOn Design for Personality Study," by Lee J. Cronbach,
University bf£ ChUrtag.. (Unpuilished)L
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tionnaire, motion picture evaluations of the subjects' gait, and the

Vocational Rating Report. All of the criterion data were combiued

into one descriptive Aummary. (e section 6.634,)

A group of three psychologists met to cast predictions for

use in the validation study.i The three psychologists read the Bio-

graphical Information Blank analybis, the analysis of the Open-End

Attitude Scale, and the. Guided Clinical Interview analysis, discussed!

the case thoroughly, and attempted to arrive at a picture of the am,

putee's personality.' The investigators reconciled any inconsisten-

cies which had been caused by the fact that the several testing in-

struments and procedures assess personality at various levels, and

sought to develop a congruent portrait. of the subject. From this

framework, predictions were cast in the form of complex statements

that contained personality dynamics from each of the instruments and

techniques. j
If unanimity was not obtained, either no prediction was

cast or a prediction was-made by theotwo concurring psychologists.'
A IA4 exaznple of ,thlu i. reproduced below:. -

t0 I
73

~ - - I
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l•i. BELIEVES HE USES HIS LEG WELL.// Egocentricity.

'. DOENI, T FEEL LEG HANDICAPS HIM IN HIS WORK./!
"Need for sense, of independence &nd self-regard.

5. bES 1NOT THINK LEG CAN BE USED PROPERLY BECAUSE

OF POOR VORKMANSHIP, MATERIALS, E4OWLEDGE, etc.//i"••: .. Hostility due to severe blow to self-image,

4. HE CANNOT WALK ON HIS LEG COMFORTABLY.// Need
for smpathy from. others to support dependency
need.

5. WOULD. LIKE ADDITIONAL SERVICES FOR LEG.// Need t
for catering to by others.

6. THE LEG DOES NOT HANDICAP HIM IN HIS WO•K./,/

P7 personal-type complaints.

T7. BELIEVES HE USES LEG CORRECTLY.// High
self-esteem.

4 8. PROBABLY WALKS POORLY,// Negative effect towards
limb which would curtail any efforts to use it

"Well. . I°A

9. FEELS LEG IS POOR.// Egocentric, resentful,'hostile to authority po n " :

1,I0. 'WOULD LIKE ADDITIONAL SERVICiý`FOP LEG.//
Dependent needs andesire for•ielp from others.

11. LEG HANDICAPS HIMIN HIS .DRK.// Rationalizes'

lack,.of ability oend spplication:; tojob.'

"12: ý:--o-'BELIEVES THE THINGS IfflONG VITH ARTIFICIAL i
LEGS ARE NUMEROUS, MEGCANICAL oPRDBLEMS.//

"oPermits aggression in a non-threatining, safe
area•

13. WOULD COMPLAIN CONSIDERABLY AB OUT LIMB.//
Hostility and non-acceptance of status.

14. TRE COULD IMPOVE MY LEG AND WALKU ON IT".... .... ...
FE A BHEEA LEG AD BETTER TRAINIING.//11,Projection of blame on others and absolu-}

tdon of self from responsibility.-
•. 'FEELS HiE CAN IMPROVE I .N USE OF LEG.// High, lev'el ,f .

,0a6s tn all areas.,
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16. HE WOULD CONSIDER HIS LIMB TO BE <FAIR.// Too
insecuri to express direct evaluative complaints -
about leg. -_

17. IS PREVNTED FVOhM PARTICIPATING IN SOCIAL
AaTIViTIES.//' Rationalization of social
in-security.

15. FEELS LEG CANNOT 'BE, USED PR~OPERLY WE TO
ACCEPTABLE, MINOR MEASONS.// No expression
of threatening ideas possible.

19. KNOWS THE TROUBLES TO BE EXPECTED WITH AN
ARTIFICIAL LEG.// Need to maintain status in
insecure person. _-

20. PREVETED BY LEG FROM PARTICIPATION IN SPORTS.l!
Important loss in area of real interest.

21. BELIEVES LEG fAS POORLY FITTED BECAUSE OF
INEFFECTIVEESS OF LIMBFITTERS.// Projection
of hostility on other people.-

22. WOULD LIKE TO IMPROVE IN THE USE OF LEGWITH HELP.// Need for sympathy 6nd external aid
by dependent person. - -...

23. FEELS THERE ARE MANY THINGS VRONG WTITH THE LEG
AND LISTS MANY OF THEM IN DETAIL.// Expression
of sarcastic hostility towards people and things.

24. HE M8E1S THE LIMB -IS POORLY FITTED,// m.l
expression of hostility &nd desire for help. - -.

25. BELIEVES HIS LEG IS FAIRLY 'OOD.i/ A person
who rationalizes'hostilities end expresses
ego-inflating valuOs.F

26. IS PREVENTED FROM WORKING BECAUSE,'rOF HIS ''

AMPUTATION.// Hostilityaed rationaliza-S~~tion of, lock of Incentive td •wrk. •

17. FEELS HIS LEG IS C01FORTABLE7TO, 4EA.R.//
Air of bravado as .in indicationof independence.

28. IS PREVI,-TED FROM PARTICIPATING IN SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES. Reality factor in an area of
major interest.

29. HE WOULD CONSIDEI THE LEG TO BE UNCOMFORTABLE.//
Embittered, hostile, poorly adjusted person
expressinj aggression.

50, FEELS HIS LEG IS WELL FITTED.// No personalized
aggression.
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The predictions resulting from thie procedure wahich util-

i ied the personality descriptions of the subject weregmadeuinto

Sindividual statements, and the criterion W o lation was prepareo

into one d ummary. T hree pilot cases weretthen selected,

and a coiTposite statement sheet, containing twonty-ning descriptive

prediction statements gathered from the three cases, was developed.

A pilot study usifg t~hese cases and employing sicty undergraduate

psychology majors at Brooklyn College was accomplished, as follows;

R. The Pilot StudyL

Thirty� students were given statement sheets containing the

*twenty-nine prediction statements and a criterion summary of one

amputee. Ten of the students were asked to indicate on a separate

sheet whether each of the twenty-nine statements was characteristic

of Subject A (the criterion summary offered was that of Subject A),

not characteristic, or if there were no data on which to make a

judgment. 'en students were asked to perform the same task for

Subject B, and ten others for Subject 0. Thirty other students-

were given all three criterion sheets -- A, B, an& C - and asked

to check oq a specially prepared list whether each statement was

characteristic of A, B,,or C; none of them; or if there were no

data on the basis of which to make a Judgment.

Only ten of the statements, proved to be sufficiently char-

,acteristic of the subjects to enable the judges to make correct

matches, Seven of these were made for one man, three for another,

and no correct matches wore made for the third. Analysis revealed

the following reasons for the incorrect matchins.

0'
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(1) The prediction statements in many cases werý far too

complex. Students reported that they could validate one part of the

statement, and yet disagree with the other. Since they.were asked

to judge whole statements, disagreement would be indicated on the

basis of the conflicting part.

(2) When personality dynamics were included in the pre-

diction statements, confusion resulted when students attempted to

validate dynamics. Unable to find personality dynamics on the

criterion sheet, they would reject. the ,statement.

(3) The time was insufficient for the second group of

thirty judges to do an adequate job of matching,,

(4) It also became apparent that if one strong criterion

were preseiA in the triad, more statements were likely to be watched

with it, a procedure which caused a greater number of correct match-

ings to be made for that subject.

On the basis of the trial study, a decision was made to ask

each judge to compare three cases at one sitting, and thereby re-

duce the number of judges originally required in the Cronbach Tech-

nique. The criterion iiiformation was used as a 'guide in the devel-

opment of prediction statements -- e.g., if the criterion statement
contained a comment about the ability of-,the subject to get along

h • well with others on the job, we attempted to make a prediction in

that area using an item from the Vocational kting Repoit as a guide

for expression. The dynamics were made a separate'Vrt of the pre-

diction statements, and these were employed as supplemental informa-

tion for the judge9 bOut were to b6 disregarded if they conflicted

with the behavioral *p1edictions.

,. .. . . . . .' '
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0. &=M7 Ofthe M4odified Procedure

(1) hictions, vich were cast originally in the form of

descriptions of the personalities o&' the subjects, are separated

into statements and structured !6to criterion form.

(2) Cases are grouped into sets of three by random. All

possible identifiers are twoved from the tvtatements. For each

triad, one *aatement sheet is prepared. Each sheet is made by

randomly mixing prediction statements made for three cajes. Triads

are constructed on the basis of length of the criterion statements --

i4e., cases having criterion statements of the same length are placed

in single triads. This is done to overcome the tendency of the

judges to match statements with the longest criteria in the triad.

(3) Judges are given the criterion description for each - 1
of the three cases, and are asked to rate each statement as "char-

acteristic of Subject A," "characteristic of Subject B;" or

"characteristic of Subject C.' 4

u !



Section 7.0

Section 7.10

Chapter VII

7.0 PRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH DATA

7.10 Introduction

In this ch',pter, we present in detail the full research data

on the basis of which the Findings in Chapter III, and from which

the Conclusions and Recommendations in Chapter IV have emerged. .2

Certain implications of the research data are developed in Chapter

VIII, which should be considered in relation to the data presented

here.

For many reasons, it has seemed desirable to us to offer these

data in full. Chief among these considerations is the hope that the

data which we have collected may be reworked within the present

dontext as well as utilized in connection with certain other studies,

both continuing and pIlanned. An has been mentioned previously, not

all. of the data collected in this research havs b~en employed in the

present' study; and only such of the data as h&ve been utilized in

the major sttay, as well as in the two segmental inquiries, have been

made available at this timee Data from the Thematic Apperception

Test and from the Draw Two Men and a Woman and Tell a Story Test are

not included.

.1- I
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7.20 Characteristics 2_f- th Sapl 1Poiul~ion

Tables

7.20-1 Sumary of Characteristics of the Sample Population

of Forey-Eight Amputees

7.20-2 Comparison of Exerimental Subjects with Another

Sample of Forty-Eight.,Amputees

7.20-3 Age, Height, Weight, and Other Data Descriptive of

the Experimental Population

7.20-4 Sutmary of Neurological Data on Forty Subjects

I



Table 7.20-1

7.20-1 Suwnary of Chracteristics of the Sample
Population.of Forty-bight Amputees

AGEt Range 22 - 40

Mean 28 1/4

Mode 24 and 27 (7 each)

221 50-4
25- 4 51- 1
24- 7 2

25 - 2 54- 2
26 - 4 -55- 2
27-7 56- 2
28 - 4 59-1
29-4 40-1

Total 48

HEIGHT: RAnge 5'2" - 6'1"

Meon 5161/4"

Mode 60"

WEIGUTs Rage 120 lbs. - 203 lbs.

Nowi 1621 lbs.

Mode 150 lbo.

MARRIED, Married 26 54%

single 22 4%

CHILDR-I s None 6
1 Child 10
2 Children r.. Children 1

% married who have childrom - 76%

Average number of children - 1.2



ismemor of Cheracteristics of the S"ple Popu!etion of forty-
eight Amputees (Continued)

RFLIGIONs Catholic 24 60%

Jewllsh 14 29%

frotei'tarit 10 21%

EDUCATIONs Range 6 - 16 years

Moon 11 1/4 years

Mod* 12 years

6 years - 2 ,i£ years - 16
8" 5 13 "-7

7 "-1 14 "- 1
9 -515 -1

10 " -6 16 211 " - 6 
.

BERMCh{ OF SERVICE: Arny 46 95%

Navy 2 5%

COMBAT: Yes 47 97%

.No 1 31%

LINGTR OF SlM: Pimp. 41" - 106" 
J

Kern 91

Nod* 10"

4j- 1 10- 7
5 3 10 1/4 1

7~ 1 14 R

9 4 
I

944



Summary of Cherecteristics of the SBmole Population of Forty-
eight Amputees (Continued)

DATE OF AMPUTATION:

Range 7/41 - 10/45 '/41 - 1 .)
1/45 7

MVen 9/44 7/4V 4
1/44 6

Mode 6,,8/44 (5 eech) 71/44

7/45 2

DATE OF FITTING:

Range 9/41 - 6/46 7/41 - 1
7/4.3 2

mean 4/45 1/44. 4
7/44 8

Mode 6/45 1/45 19
7/45 12,

VOCATIONAL 15TATTS•.

PRE-AW.AUTATION:

0 Professionel end managerial - 7
1 Clerical end, sales, 4
2 Service .1, i
5 Agricultural end kindred occ. 0
4 Skilled "
5 Skilled 8

&WSeiskilled
7 Semiskiiled 4
8 Unfdilled - 9

10 Students

(See Dictionary of Ocýupational Titles)

POST-AMPUTATION:

0 Professional and menagerial - 5
1 Clerical end sales i16
2 Ser-ice 2
Z Agricultural Mad kindred oce. 0
4 Skilled 14
5 Skilled '0
6 Semiskilled 1
7 Semiskilled 0
8 Unskilled 0

10 Students 4
Total 42



Table 7.20-2

7.20-2 Comperi•ou of Experiwantal Sabjects with Another
Sf=ple oft Forty-eight Amputees

A B Chi-Square

50 - 41 15 19 0.84
2- 29 19 12 4.08
20-ý25 14L 17 0.55

Mean S___ 28.5 (4.4) 27.8 (8.8) 5.4s

168" - 619" 1 5 12.80
1te -179 25 28 1.75
5120 - 517" 14 15 0.07

Keme Sips.a 519 (2.89) 5.9" (2.7") 14.42

180 - 219 11 10 0.10
150 - 179 25 24 0.04
120 - 149 12 14 0.29

keen Us.• 181. (19.9V) lo•ae '•, 0.43

Marita~l Statue

MKaried 26 23 0.59
Single 22 24 0.17
Divorced 0 1 1.00

Married 6%48% 1.56

C Idrmm * (26 M) (24 M)

None 6 4 0.64
One 10 7 0.77
Two 8 7 0.02
Three or rare 6 4.66_

Moon 1.1 1,8 6.08

M Kay list dependents other then children



Comparison of Experimental Subjects with Another Sample
of For,,y-eight Amputees (Concluded)

A B Chi-Squere
Religion

Catholic 24 Not
Jewish 14 report-
Protestant 10 ed

Education

Coll. Gred. or more 2 4 1.00
Some college 7 8 .12
H.S. Grad. 16 19 .47
Some H.S. 17 11 3.27
H..6 6 0.0

4.86

Date of Amputntion

4 years or more 13 7 5.14
34 4 19 18 0.06
3- 3 12 19 2.58

-4 4 0.00

7.78

Len th of Stum0

1" or more IQ 3 16.53
10 -12 it 10 0.90
7 - 9 14 27 6.26
q or less 10 7 1.29

P4.78

Brench of' Service

Irmy 4q Al 0. Al
Nevy 2 5 1.80
WMrines 0 2 2.00

4.41

93 Comotriron of two 10% samples

A - Experimentrl Semple - N=48
B - Independent Semple - N=48
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Section 7.30

7.30 Da& from Prediction Instruments and Technipiues I
Tables

7.30-1 Wechaler-Bellevue Test Scores for Entire Population

7.30-2 Wechsler-Bellevue Sub-Test Scores for Entire Population

7.30-3 Bell Adjustment Inventory Scores for Entire Population

7.30-4 Seitz-McFarland P-S Experience Blank Scores for Entire

Poplation

7.30-5 Su~mmry of Rorschach Test Scoring Factor Scores for

Entire Population

7.30-6 0pen-Ind Attitude Snale Scores for Entire Population

7.30-7 Biographical Information Blank Scores for Entire

Po Muls ti'-

7.30-8 Guided 6,l1-cal Interview Scores for Entire PopLilation

vI
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Table '7.30-1

7.30-1 Vochsler-Bellevue Test Scores for Entire Population

Subject Verbal Performance Full Sale

Case No. I.Q. I.Q.

I 105 103 102 VI
il 103 114 109

I11 126 135 133

IV 119 110 116 -

V 93 99 95

vi 130 122 127

VII 102 112 108

VIII 125 109 119

Ix 101 97 100

1 110 109 11o

xi 113 111 115

XII 115 127 122

XIII 120 110 117

xIV 129 117 124

XV in1 116 127

XvI 137 122 133

XVil 104 100" 104

XVIII 120 106 116'

XIX 103 91 96

xx 121 128 126

XXI 125 132 130

XXII 98 124 113

XXIII 99 96 9

XXIV 131 125 130

'4~i



Wechaler-Bellaivue Test Scores for Entire Population
(Concluded)

Subject Verbal Performance Full Scale
Case No. I.Q. I.Q. I.Q.

XMV 122 115 119

XXVI 124 114 120

XXVII 113 109 112

XXVIII 110 109 131

XXIX 110 104 108

xxx ni0 98 104

XXXI 106 130 119

XXXII 127 135 133

MIII 125 117 124

XXXIV 114 113 116

XXXV 131 101 117

XXXVI 122 114 119

XXXVII 129 130 132

XXXVIII 120 121 123

xxx 96 109 103

XL 94 219 la;

XLI 105 99 102

XLII 119 114 117

XLIII 97 93 96

UI• 106 10)

XLV 105 106 107

XLvI 118 110 117

XLVII 106 107 107

XLVIII 123 128 127

101



Table 7.50-2 ¶L .40-9 Wechsler-11lleyue %b-Test Scores for Eitire Population

A 1B C
Subject Verbal Perf. Ful Scale
Case No. I... .Q, I.Q.

I 105 103 102

II 105 114 109

MII 128 2,55 155

IV 119 110 116

V 93 9 95

VI 150 1~2

VII 102 112 108

viii 125 109 119

IX 101 100 io

X 110, 109 110

XI 115 lit 115

XII 115 '127 122

XXI1 120 110 117

XIV 129 i17 124

7V 131 116 127

XVI 1.87 122 155

XviI 104 102 104

XVIII 120 106 11i

XIX 103 91 96 1
XX 121 128 126

xXi 125 152 11-0

XXII 9 124 115

XXIII 99 96 97

XXIV 131 125 150



Wechsler-Bellevne Sub-Test Scores fox! ERiti.- Popurletion
(Concluded)

Subject A B C
Case No.

XXV 122 115 119

XXVI 124 114 120

XXVII 11i 109 112

XXVIII 110 109 ill

XXIX 110 104 108

XXX 110 98 104

XXXI 106 150 119

XXXII 127 i55 1i3

XXXIII 125 117 124

XXXIV 114 i1t 116

XXXV 151 101 117

XXxVI 122 114 119

XXXVII 129 130 152

XXXVIII 120 1a i25

rXZxX 96 1o0 105
IL 94 119 107

ILI 105, 99 102

XVII 119 114 117

XLIII 97 93 96

XIV 96 106 103

XLV 105 108 107

XTLVI 118 110 117

XLVI.X 106 107 107

XLVIII 125 128 127



Table 7. 0-B

7.,•30• Bell Adjustment Inventory Scores for Entire Population

Subject

Case No. Home Health Social Emotional Occup. Total K
I 1 3 3 2 1 10

II 12 8 14 12 4 50

XII 0 a 1 2 4 13

IV 1 5 16 12 5 59

V 4 8 22 17 9 60

VI 7 10 F1 22 10 70

VII 1 3 13 0 2 19

VIII, 10 3 0 4 4 21

IX 3 7 8 7 6 51

X 2 1 1 0 1 5

XI 0 7 1 1 17 26

XII 7 5 25 1 10 48 ,1
XIII 0 51 4 0 2 11

xiv 2 3 4 15 6 to

xV 2 5 2 3 6 18

xvI 2 4 2 4 9 21

XVII 1 1 9, a 2 19

IVIII 1 5 3 10 22

XIX 5 7 7 5 7 29

XX 5 5 12 10 10 40

XMI 9 10 3 5 1 28,

XXII 2 6 9 1 0 17

MXIII 3 11 6 7 3 30

xxiv 1 4 8 5 9 27



I

Bell Adjustment Inventory Scores'for Entire Population (Concluded)

Subj ect

Case No. Home Health Social Emotional Occup. Total

XXV 2 11 4 5 1 21

XXVI 7 i 2 is 0 55

XXVII S 2 27 20 12 70

XXVIII 8 S 1 1 0 1i

XXIX 1 5 25 1 8 58

XXI 10 7 6 12 7 42

XXXI 0 5 4 1 0 8

XXXII 8 -5 10 6 i1 42

3=XIII 15 6 13 19 4 57

XXXIV 5 6 15 4 12 40

xxxv 3 7 3 2 4 19

XXXVI 5 2 5 0 4 16

XX=VII is 7 8 7 2 87

mVIII 0 4 4 2 5 15

XXXIX 2 7 13 5 9 54

IL 4 4 4, 1 1 14

LI 1 6 10 3 1 E)

ILII 2 4 2 0 2 10

XLIII 15 6 21 7 5 52

ILIV 5 is 10 4 55

XLV 0 5 22 5 10 40

XLVI 2 8 4 1 4 19

XLVII 10 8 14 5 1 56

XLVIII is 8 3 8 8 58



Table 7.50-4

7.50-4 Seits-caFerlend P-S Experience Blank Scores for
, Entire Populetion

Subject

Case No. PaTt I Part II Total

I 24 76 100

II 20 51 71

III 161 185 546

IV 49 -7 42

V 20 4 24

VI 70 -57 15

VII 154 113 247

VIII 150 96 246

IX 101 18 229

X 158 109 265

XI 117 126 243

nII 156 167 523

XIII 153 134 287

XIV 141 119 290

XV 171 169, w4

XVI 145 174 519

XVII 94 86 180

XVIII 142 115 257

XIX 95 135 228

XX 152 137 269

XXI 71 182 255

XXII 161 76 257

XXIII 14 59 53

XXIV 142 128 270



Seitz-McFerlsnd P-S Experience Bienk Scores for &itire
Population (Concluded)

SubJect
Came No. Pert I Part , I Total

XXV 88 '105 275

XXVI -26 -16 -42

X II10 -44 -.34

XXVIII 142 92 2B4

XXIX 140 134. 27,4

X 94 79 173

XXXI 132 117 249

XXXII 153 165 298

XXXIII 100 72 172

XXXIV 151 155 We~

XXIV 134 215 549

XXXVI 148 87 235

XXVI86 58 144

XXVIII 140 124 264

XmXX 158 112 248

XL151 189 540

ILI se 1ee 252

XLII 145 122 285

XLIV 11100 201

XLV 15b 182 P95

XLVI 125 155 278

XLVII 100 105 205

XLVIII 40 145 185



Table 7. W-5

7.30-5 wm'imry of Rorschech Test Scoring Fector Scores for
Fnitire Poopletion

CASE NO. R R.T." R.T." W 1% D D% d d% Dd+S
Ach. Chr.

I 19 18 16 8 42 11 58 0 0 0

I1 21 14 12 4 20 17 80 0 0 0

I11 17 17 10 7 40 10 60 0 0 0

IV 47 8 13 3] 66 14 50 0 0 2

V 20 56 23 20 80 3 i, 0 0 1

VI 55 18 11 15 27 38 68 0 0 2

VII 18 33 29 10 55 8 45 0 0 0

VIII P1 6 9 11 21 9 45 0 0 1

IX 55 15 11 10 19 37 71 3 5 3

X 11 103 173 5 45 4 61 9 0

XI 53 10 22 22 41 28 53 S 6 0

XI 55 18 11 15 27 58 68 0 0 2

XIII 16 g0 Be 5 51 8 50 B 19 0

XIV 46 15 22 24 52 19 41 2 4 1

XV 43 9 5 16 34 27 64 1 '2 0

XVI 22 22 15 1s 59 (8 36 1 5 0

XVII O 12 15 9 45 1 45 0 0 2

XVIII 15 ?0, 12 5 20 11 73 0 0 1

XIx 22 45 74 4 18 17 77 0 0 1

XX 201 56 23 20 80 3 15 0 0 1

XXI 36 20 10 9 25 26 73 0 0 1

XXII 24 23 21 17 71 5 21 0 0 2

XXIII 23 13 20 4 17 18 78 1 5 0

XXIV 51 9 13 41 8 36 72 4 8 7



Ii

wmmary of Rorschech Test Scoring Faetor Scores for &tire
PoouIc tion (Concludled)

U•SE NO. R R.T.N R.T." I IN% D D% d d% Dd+S

Ach. Chr.

2xV 22 22 15 15 69 8 56 1. 5 0

XXVI 50 11 "0 20 40 27 52 3 7 0

XXVII 50 22 5 12 40 16 55 2 7 0

XXIIII 60 1b 15 15 25 40 66 2 5 5

XXIX 14 1C 13 5 56 8 57 0 0 1

XXx 46 9 91 6 13 55 76 5 11 0

XXXI 54 12 7 6 18 20 60 1 3 7

XXXII 16" P9 is 7 44 8 50 0 0 1

XXXIII 33 6 8 5 15 22 66 5 9 2

XXXIV 24 16 11 10 41 14 59 0 0 0

XXXV 49 15 12 17 54 24 49 5 11 5

XX MI 52 18 13 L4 26 26 50 9 17 5

XXXVII 5 18 i1 4 8' 14 26 10, 20 30

X7X7VIII, 25'I 13 FA) 4 17 18 78 1 5 0

XXXIX 20 O4 41 6 p6 15 7'S 0 0 0

XL 65,.10 15, F4 57 1'7 V6 17 :267

XLI 10 PA 45 8 , A 5 50 1 10 0

XLII s0 i 18 8 20 V5 77 . 5 0

XLIyi RD 20 5 7 ý31 15 8? 0 0 0

XI!V 18 41 14 0 0 15 72 5 '2 0

XLV .50 i i 20 JO 25 50 3 61 2

SXLVI 42 k5 256 5 60 17 40 0 0 0

XLVII 18 39 26 6 "i 12 •6 0 0, 0

XLVIII 44 SG 51 6 14 .2 75 4 9 2

109



Table 7.30-6

7.30-6 0" m , 'AttltW*8cmi Soov for Vgt it Popr.ti

I tre Tore

/i2 -1 1 1 P -1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 10 1-1 1 2 2 1 o

-) -. 2 -2. 0 2 -4 0 0 -1 -1 0 A /2 0. .2 0 -2 2 -4 -2 _, -2 4. 0-.

S 3 .,1 41 0 0 0 -1 0 1 c 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 -4 -1 u (p -

IV -u .-I u o -4 0 A A o A 0 A C o / 0 --2 -1 A -1 t1 0 0 o 4
v 15 -k - /0 0 0 04- -1 A A -1 0 A 0 -2 -2 -1 -l A A A/A 0

* vi 6 0 9 0 -1 a 0 41 0 /2 A A 0 A2 0 -1 0 0 -2 0 A A A1 0

viz 0 -1 -1 / A 0 A 0 -1 / 2 A A 0 -1 -1 A -l A A 0 -1 A -i o
vi -8 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 0 P. 0 -4 -2 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 -0 c

:x 21 -1 -1 0 /A A 0 0 0 0 r'2 /ZA A2, 0 0 0 0 A -1 0 /2 12 A2/

" 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -i 0 0 / 0 0 -1 -I -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S-1 0 /2 -2 0 0 0 -2. /Z/ /2 0 A2 a A -1 0 -i-a -1 /2 A' /2
0 0o,...0,-- , A A A 0 0 ,_ 0 0/2/1 o

zzva A . • o o o o o• , /2 A I/ • o A A A ~ • o AovMx 9 -1 0 0 A A1 -1 0 c 0 /2 /2 A o A o A A o a. A /.2 /2 -1 o

XIV 22 .-. 100 /2 00 0 00/A2A 02 /2 Ao0 A A o A AA/ 2.o 0
xv - 0 o A A -1 0 0 o A / -A -& A --1 0 0 A -1 0 0 /A -2 0

xvi 12 -4 -410 o0 o /1 A A 0 aAA -1 A -1A A A A 1 o0-1

xvi, -1 -1 0 41 0 0 0 0 0 ,o A A A o A % -2. -1 -2 -1 o o A -2 o

WXil 12 0 0 0 /2 0 0 0 0 0 A A2 /1 0 /2 0 -i -2 -2 /2 /2 /2 /2 /2 G

XXI -1 -2 4 0 /2 0 0 0 0 -1 A A A a - --2 -2 -, 1 A A A A A c
xx -29 -2 -2 /2 -1 2 0 0 0 0 2,2 /2 0 2 -2 -2 -1 -1 /2' -2 -2 0 -2-2

ni -25 -2 -2 o A A 0 0 0 0 A A A/ - -2 i --• -1• 0 = -i A 0 0 0

x 7 0 0 o0 0 0 a 0 0 A A 0 A 0 - A -2 A -i 0 0 'A / 0

X11I1 15 -1 0 0 o2 /2 0 o 0 0 P , /0 / -0 4 -1 o o A /2 a 0 A 00

111V -. 4 -2- 2 0 -2 0 -1 0 0 0 - A A 4 0 -2 A A A2 -1 A2 A1 -2 0 0

XIv 6 0 0 0 /2 -1 0 0 0 o 2 A - 0 -0 A -1 A2 A A 0 /2 ( 0

XXvI -9 -2 0 0 /1 -2 a A 3 0 A A2 A 0~ 0- -1 - -1 A A1/ 0 0 0

mixI -7 -1 -, 0 /0 1.0 0 0 0 A/2 0 A 0 A 0 0 -2 -1 / 0 0 0 - --

millX - 0 0 0 / -1 0 0 0 0 /1 A2 At 4 0 0 /A -2 0 -1 -1 0 0 0

MXX -4 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0 4 -2 -1 A 0 0 4 0 -i o a 0 1 .0 1 0

111 9 -A/A//2A1A A -1 -2 0, A/ /-i A -1i-1 0 A-i A / 0l
ml1 1ý 0 0 A1 A 0 0 -2 A~ A2 A 0 A 0 A -1 A A 22 //2 0

xIxxi 5 -1 A 0 0 o o A A , - o -1 -1 0 A- o -2, -2 - A 0/ 2 Ai A
MXil a - U 0 0 0 a Ao 0 0 / A A 0 0 o o / /2 0 A A

wtXv 35 0 0 0 /2 A1- 0 0 A. 0 A A'~ A2 A2 0 A /2 /2 /A /2 /2 0 0 U

M4 0 -1 -I 0 /2 0 0- 6 -1 0-A Ai /2 0 /1 0 _I -2 -1 -2 0/ý2 /P/P 0

XXXVI 10 -2 0 0 A2/ 0 0 0 0 0 -2 A1 4~ /A -2 0 p2 A2 0 0 2/ 0

Ix~il 23 0 /! A A2 /2 0 0j 0 0 A /A 12 -l /2 /t o -1 0 A2 A /2A i- 0

InvtII 45~ 0 0 /2 /A -1 6 0 0 0 -i 0 01 -2 4 0 -2 -.2 -1 A1/ -2 -2 0

MXIX -16 0/1 A /2 n 0 0 0 0 0 -2 /2 -4 A -1 -2- 2 -4 0 t) A -1 0

XL -2U -2 -1. A a 0 6 0 o A1 0 -2 0 .-2 /i 0 _2 -1 4 .. - 0 /P t2 '

UrI U 0 0 0/A/A 0 t, -l 4/2 A /2 0o 0 A A 4 2 u 0/2 / 0

XLU 12 0 1' 0 A1 A 0 0 /2 0 o it 0 A 0 P2- /I /// 12
MXLI 22 43 -2 Ci 42 /2 0 0 G 0 / - /2 0 0 -2 A1 0 / 2 2 0

XLiv - 0 -2 0 /Z /2 0 0 a 0 /2 /2 /i 0 /2 0 -2 -1 _j 0 /.4 1 2 0

XLY -11 0 A -7 /2 /A -2 0 1 -2 /2 /1. 0 -i /2 0 -1 -1 -2 - 1 / -2

XLvi 26 - 0 0 Az 0 0 0 0 0 j2 P A 0 / a ( 0 /2 0 0 /2a 2

XLImm 3 /2 /2 0 03 0 0 0 0 -2 A /2 /2 o /2 0A/ A /2 2 0 /

11221 -2 -.2 /1 0 0 0 0 0 A2 A2 A 0 A 0 0 1/ -i C 0 0 0



• 1 Z L . L •t 1 3,. m. h' 4.A hj l li

2 2 -. 0 -1, 1 -2 -2 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 2 0 1 0 1 -2 1 . 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

-P -2 o 4 -i A 0 -2. 0 a 0 A n -2 -1 0 0 -1 -2 -1 -2 -a A ., 0 -2 0 .0 0 ,-L

o 0 -1 o 0 -1 C 0 0 0 1,) 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0 1 -1 1 ,) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 I2

0 0 0 -1 -2 -1 0 2 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 A2 -1. -1 0 A1 -2. -2 Ai A 0 0 0 -1. 0 0 0

A /2 A 0 -a -2 -a 0 0 0 ) -1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 /A 0 -4 -2 / A -x -1 -1 -• 0 0 .2
AL A A 0 -2 A 0 -2 0 /2 0 0 0 a A 0 0 a 0 4 A 0 a 0 -1 0 a A1 a 0

-1 A -1 0 -1 -A -2 -1 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 /2 /2 A. A A - Y A 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ai
o -o 0 0 -1 -1 0 /2 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 A -1 -1. Ai A 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0

,2 A•/2 2 0 0 0 -1 0 0 A 0 -1 /A -1 A A A 0 0 /A A A --! -1 a o /A o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 /2 o A A - o o o * o o 0

-2 /- A 2 /2 0 0'.0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 -1 0 0 A 0 -1 A_ 0 0 -1 -1 -2 a /1 0 A2
(p / A (ci-1 0 0 0 0 0 0-A /A o 0 0 /0 0 /0 -2 -1 o o o o c o o o a

/2 /2 -1 0 0 .-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 A A a -1 o o -1 -1 n /A o o
A /2 0 0 o -A 0 -1 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A a A2 o A 0 0 0 0 .0 0
0 /2 /2 0 -2 -2 1. 2 0 0 0 0 /2 -2 /2 0 o /A /2 -1 A o 0 - -2 -1 -.1 /A 9 o

/A /2 0 -1 A -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 A 0 A 0 A O0 -1 0 -2 0 0 0

o /A -2 o A -i -1 o o -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 o A/A o 0 ,A A o o o o o a o 0
'2 2 /2 0 -1 /1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 A a A 0 a 1 0 /A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A A A 0 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -2 -i -1 -1 -1 0 0 A -1 A /A o -z -2 0 -1 -1 -1 A
-2 0 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 -2 0 0 A2 -2 -2 A /2 0 -2 -2 -2 0 0 0 -1

A 0 0 0 -2 -2 0 -2 -2 -2 0 0 -2 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 -2 -2 0 o 2 . - -1 0 0 0 -1 c

o /A A 0 0 A 0 0 0 -2 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 A A a -2: 0 0 0 0 * 0

/2 /A 0 0 A o o o o -2 o -1 .o 0 0 0 0 0 o -2 A A 0 -1 a 0 0 0 0

A2 -2 C 0 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 -2 -2 -1 -2 0 0 A2 /2 0 -2 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 /2

0 /2 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 A. 0 0 0 -1 A1 A A2 0 -1 -1 -1 0 A 0 0

/A o 0 0 -2 -2 -.7 12 0 -1 0 0 0 0 A 0 0' 0 A2 -1 /A 0 o ..- -2 -a 0 A 0 -a
0 0 -1 -1 -1 A2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -2 0 -2 0 /A 0 A 0 A -2 0 -1 /A 0 0 0 0 A -.'t

..1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 0 0 0 0 -2 0 ,A 0 0 0 /A -i A 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 /A 0 0

0 / /A o -3 0 0 0 -i -1 -i 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 A. 0 -1 /A A2 -1 -1 /A 0 0 A A

12 /2 ý /• .3. ./ 0 -2 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 /2 U 0 0 0 0 ,. ,2 2 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0

12 A A2 -1 -2 A2 -.1 0 0 0 41 0 0 -2 A2 .m1y35 q-stinua-
/1 A / 0 0 0 0 0 0 U .0 0 0 0 -2 0 /2 C -1 -1 / 0 ,,. -1 0 -1 /2 /- 0 -1
12 a 0 n /2 o o /2 0 / o a /2 0 0 0 0 /2 0 0 /2 /2 ,/, 0 0 0 0 /2 0 0

12 ,•2 /2' b -1 o -2 U 0 o 0 A1 A -1 0 o o o -1 -2 -1 /A A2 o -1 -1 0 A2 0

0 /2/ ", 0 0 a /2 0 o o 0 -1 0 -1 06 o 0 0 0 /2 /2 0 0 , 0 0 0'

/A / ' .4 -1 A2 -1 -2 -, 0 A2 / -2 -2 /2 A1 A2 /2 A -2 A2 /2 A -1 a -2 -1 /2 0 /2

S -2 -2 0 / -I -1 .,1 0 -1 0 -1 0 A2 0 0 0 A -1 -2 -1 0 A 0 - -2 /1 A 0 0

0 A 4 0 /2 0 0 -2 a -i-1 -1 ý - -2 /2 -1 / -2 -: A 0 0 -I -2 60 0 -1 0 A
0 /' /2 0 -2 /A -2 -2 -1 0 -2 -2 0 -2 -2 -2 -1 0 /2 -3 0 A. /12 o -1 6 A1 -2 0 0

o /2 /2 0 A /A 0 -2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 /2 /2 -2 0 0 0 0 -1 A 0 A2 0 12

/P /A /A P /2 0 0 -2 0 0 0 -1 -2 -1 /A 0 A. 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 -2. 0 0 0

/. , ý; / 0 /2• 0 /2 0 0 0 0 /2 0 0 0 -1 0 /2• 0 / a ,/2 -4 0 , 0 - 0 0
/ A ( /• a -, /2 -1 -2 0 -.1 -2 0 0 -1 0 0 0 - 0 -2 -2. /2 o. 0 0 .-2 0 0 0

A A2 -2 0 0 -1 0 -.: /2 0 0 0 -2, -2 0 o p2 o 0 -1 A -2 -1 0 0 -1 U A 0
0 /2 /2 ? 0 /2 0 0 0 /A 0 0 -1 -1 ,j 0 0 /2 6 0 /2 0 A2 0 0 a 0 /2 0 0

/' 0 /2 0 ( 2 -1 0 0 0 C, 0 0 /2 -1 0 0 /2 /2 12 0 /2 /2 0 0 0 0 0 J2 0 0

0 0 0 0 . /A - -a -2 -2 0 _2 0 0 0 0 -1 o(7\o 0 o 0 o 0 A 0 0 0 0 0



Table 7,50-7

7.50-7 Biographical Information Blank Scores for
Patire Populition

poor Walkers Good Walkers

Interest 8 7
Mech.

Ability 9 8
3

Introvert 5 7

Extrovert 9 6

High 7 5
Eco. Status

Low 7 8

Change in Hobbl 12 10

Some 12 11
Reading

Less 2 2

Thon 14 .11
Chnge In
Religious Habit

Now 6 7
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Table 7.40-2

7.40-2 Amputation Questionnaire Item Scores for Entire Population

Case Case Oase

Number $core Number Score Number Score

I !I XuII 31 XXXIII 18

1i 15 XVIII 2 XXXIV 26

I11 3 XIX 24 XX 19

IV 10 XX 25 XXXVI 12

V 12 XXI 25 XXXVII 27

VI 17 XXII 19 XXXVIII 25

'II 26 XXIII 24 XXXIX 12

VIII 18 XXIV 22 XL 29

IX 28 XXV 28 XLI 20

X 0 XXVI 15 XLII 24

XI 21 XXVII 16 nLIII 10

XII 3 XXVIII 23 nIv 16

XIII 7 XXIX 27 XLV 15

XIV 27 X3X 21 XLVI 27

XV 20 XXxI 16 XLVII 19

XVI 2 XXXII 21 XLVIII 6



TABlLE 7.40-3.

VOCATIONAL RATIlS RZPOI~r SC0RE8

FOR THIRTY SUBJRCTS,

sw1Th.'3s A B C D 3 P G I I .1 x

1 5 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 7 8 67

X14 6 6 3 5 4 3 4 b 2 40

9 10 a 9 9 9 9 10 9 7 89

V4 2 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 6 43

VT. 5 5 5 6 5 7 5 7 a 10 61

VII 4 6 5 5 a 5 5 5 6 10 64

VUXI a 6 8 4 6 6 4 8 4 6 ft.

IX 7 6 a 4 9 6 4 6 6 10 62

11 1 6 5 7 6 5 5 5 3 10361

XI8 8 6 6 10 6 6 6 8 10 76

XII7 a 8 9 10 9 9 10 7 20 87

IV9 10 9 S 9 a 7 9 9 1088s

Vill1 a 10 10 7 6 5 5 5 5 6 89

II5 4 7 5 6 6 6 6.5 C 53

7m a 7 1 6 7 7 6 1 5 a 67

mail! 5 5 7 6 6 U 5 5 5 a 55

XL? 7 1 4 6 5 5 6 6 6 Of

1UVI! T 4 5 1 3 1 3 4 2 3 34

UYUi 3 7 5 1 46

UTS S 7 7 T 7 10 74

U!.!! 7 7 6 Y T 7 6 6 1 47

UT!!! 4 6 1 6 S a 10 so

UT? ~ ~ S S 6 1 1 3 40

UT?! 1 9 5 a 5 4 45

maviii a 4 4 4 4 4 35

IL! 5 a 9 7? I # 7 7 7 10 76

Ilull 1 0 6 0 10 1 S 10 9 a 66

ELi? 4 5 1 5 1 5 S a 6 a at

UT? 6 S 6 6 6 6 6 7 S 20 69

lEVI!! 5 5 6 6 6 1 5 6 4 S 56

Kula

A ESMOTICUAL STABILITY I QUALITY OF WORK I POSSIBILITY FOR

B INLF-CONFIDRNCZ P QUANITITYf OF WORK FUTUuRE GROWTH

C FRIENDLINESS 0 COMPARISON WITH J GENERL QUESTIONS

D PERSONAL FITNESS OTHERSW X TOTA.L SCORE

H EVIDENCE OF GROWTH



Table 7..40-4.

7.40-4 Achievement Test Scores for Entire Population

Case cw~se Case

Number 'Score Nux~ber Score Number Score

I 40 xviI 39 XXIII 41

II 37XVIII 329 X V 4

111 42 xix 44 XXXV 144

IV 4+6 XX .44 XXXVI 39

V 4+3 XXI 9 XMXII 43

VI 4+7 xxii 37 XXXVIII 45

VII 36 XXIII- 4+2 XMIX i(

VIII 39 xxiv 4+0 XL 49

IX 38 XXV 44XI 38

X 3 XXI 47 XLII 4+5

xi XXII 25 XLIII 42

XII XXIII .47 XLIV 36

XIII 39 XXIX 41 XLV 41

XIV 41 MX 40 XLVI 34

XV 39 xxxi 41 XLVII 43

XVI 39 XXXI1 41 rILVIII 42
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7.50 Data from Studies Relating.Prediction and Criterion Data

Tables

7.50-1 Intercorrelations of Prediction and Criterion Data

(N - 48)

7.50-2 Intercorrelations of Prediction and Criterion Data

(N = 30)

7.50-3 Percentages of Thirteen "Good" and Fifteen "Poor"

Users of Prostheses Showing Clinical Interviev Items

(Neutral Cases Excluded)

7,50-4 Biographical IWformation Blank in Relation to Gait and

Amputation Questionnaire Criterion Items

Lj

• •,I



T.ABLE 7.50-1

131TERCOR!,AT IONS 0P PREDICTION AND CRITERION DATA

FOR FORTY-EIGiT SUBJECTS

Variable 2 3 4 6 6 7

Criteria,

1. Gait a200 .280 .069 .068 .051 -. 048

2. MAputation ueattionnaire .201 -. 104 -. 042 e070 -. 056

3. Aohivrement Test -0007 .116 .254 -. 1S1

Predictors:

49 Wechsler-Bellevue -#061 .288* -. 067

5. Bell Adjustment Inventory -e574**-.625**
(Negative seale)

6. Seits-IMeFarland P-S Scale *540**

7. Attitude Scale

* Significant at the 5% level using Fisher's test fur significance of r

S* Significant at the 1% level using Fisher's test for significanoe of r



TABLE 7.50-?,

INTERCORRELATIONS OF PREDICTION AND CRITERION DATA

FOR THIRTY SUBJECTS

Variable 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Criteria:

I. Gait .118 .224 -'038 .187 .064 *278 .181

2. Amputation Questionnaire -. 099 -. 272 -. 066 -. 185 .151 *021

3. Aohiev.ament Test .058 -. 142 -. 022 .54.4 -'9006

49 Vocationl Rating .077 -. 136 e265 .358

Predictors:

59 Wechuler-Bellevue -*017 *332 .045

6. Bell Adjustment 1Znrvntor7 -9591 -. 750
(negative Seale)

7. Seitz-3bfrlan-, P-8 Scale s570

8. Attitude scale

c* significant at the 1% level ueiln Fsher'. test for the signiticanoe of x

1.

125

r



TABIZ 7.50-3

PERCRNTAGES OF TNWIMEW• 'GOO AND FIITEEN "POOR* USERS OF PROSTHESES

SHOWING CLINICAL INTERYI ITEM

(uMTR~AL CASES KI1LDDE)

TOTAL LI TOTAL /
ITEM X - GOOD POOR GOOD POOR ITeM / - GOOD POOR GOOD POOR

1.11 39.3 25.0 46.2 33.5 30.8 20.0 3*.2 71.4 7.1 76.9 66.7 7.7 6.7

1.12 60.7 3.6 61.6 60.0 7.7 - 3.3 84.3 7.1 84.6 46.7 - 13.5

1.13 60.7 7.1 53.8 66.7 15.4* - 3.4 60.7 17.9 69.2 53.3 7.7 26.7

1.14 64.3 10.7 61.6 66.7 1564 6.7 3.5 67.9 10.7 76.9 60.0 7.7 13.3

1.15 60ý7 10o7 38.5 80.0 15.4 6.7 3.6 75.0 14.3 84.6 66.7 7.7 20.0

1.16 25.0 35.7 23.1 26.7 38.5 33.3 4.1 75.0 3.,6 69.2 80.0 7.7 -

1.17 46.4 21.4 38.5 53.3 23.1 20.0 4.2 60,7 28.6 61.5 60.0 N0O8 26.7

1.18 53.6 3.6 46.2 60!0 - 6.7 4.3 32.1 28.6 8.65 26.7 SOO8 26.7

1.21 64.3 3.6 46.2 80.0 - 6.7 4.4 85.7 3.6 76.9 93.3 7.7 -

1.22 42.9 21.4 o8.5 46.7 38o5 6.7 4.5 32.1 32.1 30.8 33.3 30.8 33.3

1.23 10.7 42.9 7.7 13.3 46.2 40.0 4.6 53.6 7.1 46.2 60.0 " 13.3

1.31 64.3 3.6 53.8 73.$ 7.7 - 5*1 67.1 '14.3 53.8 60.0 15.4 13.3

1.32 17.9 &5.7 23v1 1305 38.W 3345. .2 42.9 32.1 53.8 33.3 38.5 26.7

1.33 53.4 25v.0 538 538 38.5 15.3 5o3 57.1 1067 61.5 53.3 15o4 6.7

1.34 78.6 10.7 69.4 8.7 15.4 6.7 5.4 89.3 - 92.3 86.7 - -

2.1 28.6 42.9 30.8 26.7 46.2 40.0 6.5 71.4 1'b.7 76.9 66.7 15.4 6.7

2.2 3903 42o9 36.6 40.0 '18.5 46.7 5*G 78.6 0 6942 86.7 - "

2.3 42.9 39•3 46*2 40.0 36.0 40.0 6.1 64.3 7.1 61.5 66.7 7.7 6.7

2.4 75.0 14.3 89.2 80.0 23.1 6.7 6.2 60.7 28.6 53.8 '66.7 38.5 20&0

2,5 75.0 7.1 s1.5 86.7 15.4 - 6.3 57.1 25.0 61.5 53.3 23.1 26.7

2.6 64.3 10.7 53.8 73o3 7.7 33.3 6.4 53.6 17.9 46.2 60.0 30.8 6.7

2.7 46.4 28.6 46.2 46.7 38.5 20.0 6.5 71.4 - 69.2 73.3 - -

2.8 78.6 14.3 76.9 80.0 23.1 6.7 6.6 75.0 - 76.9 73.3 - -

2.9 57.1 21.4 69.2 46.7 15.4 26.7 6.7 6007 17,9 69.2 53.3 23.1 13.3

3.l 60s., 10.7 76.9 46.7 7.7 13.3 6.8 32.1 39.3 30.8 33,3 38.5 40.0



TABLE 7.50-4

BIOGRAPHICAL IMEOEKATION BLANK IN RELATION TO GAIT

AND AMPUTATION QUESTION4NAIRE CRITERION ITEMS

HAVE HAVE NOT

GOOD POOR GOOD POOR

IIohan-Al Interest S4it 60 46 40

Msohanical Ability 62 67 38 33

Introversion 46 67 51 33

High Eoonomio Status 38 47 62 63

Change in Hobby 85 86 15 14

Readimg hkbits 85 80 15 20

Religious habits - Then 77 93 23 7

Religious hbits - Iw 54 53 46 47

Differenceo'with Faily 0 87 100 13

Differenoe. with rlnad. 0 87 100 13

Halth 77 67 23 33

* All numbers are in term of peroent

/C
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7.60 Data from Special Quantitative and Qualitative Studies

Tables

7.61-1 Analysis of Judges' Ratings of Criterion Group of

"Efficient" Prosthetic UsIrS

7.61-2 Analysis of Judges' Ratings of Criterion Group of

"Inefficient" Prosthetic Users

7.61-3 Comparison of Wechsler-Bellevue Test Scores of 25

Per Cent "Most Efficient" and 25 Per Cent "Least

Efficient" Prosthetic Users

7.61-4 Comparison of Wechsler-Bellevue Sub-Test Scores of

25 Per Cent Highest and 25 Per Cent Lowest Pros-

thetic Efficiency Ratings

7,61-5 Comparisr• of Efficiency RatLrgs of Highest Scoring

and Lowest Scoring on the Bell Adjustment Inventory

7.61-6 A Comparison of the Means of Various Rorachach Test

Components of the "Efficient" Group with Rorschach

Test Key Criteria of Optimal Normal Performance

7.61-7 A Comparison of the Means of Various Rorschach Test

Components of the "Inefficient," Group with Rorschach

Test Key Criteria of Optimal Normal Performance I
7.61-8 A Comparicon of the Means of Various Rorschach Test

Corponents of the OEfficient" and "Inefficient" Groups

7.61-9 Comparison of Manroe luspection Test Scores of 25 Per

Cent "Most Efficient" and 25 Per Cent "Least Effielent"

Prosthetic Users



Table 7.61-1

7.61-I Analysis of Judges' Ratings of Criterion Group of
"Efficient" Prosthetic Users

Percentile Range Percentile Range Percentile Range
in Which Subject's in Which S5ubject's in Which Subject's
Score is Found in Score is Found in Score is Found in

Case Judge A's Distri- Judge Bvs Distri- Judge Cr Distri-
Number bution. bution. bution.

XXVIII 95.8 - 99.9/ 93.7 - 99.9/ 97.9 - 99.9/

XI 89.6 - 95.7 93.7 - 99.9/ 89.6 - 97.8

XxvI 95.8 - 99.9/ 85.4 - 93.6 89.6 - 97.8

XII 89.6 - 95.7 85.4 - 93.6 89.6 - 97.8

XX7V 79.2 - 89.5 85.4 - 93.6 89.6 - 97.8

XXXVI 79.2 - 89.5 93.7 - 99.9/ 79.2 - 89.5

MLII 89.6 - 95.7 64.6 - 85.3 62.5 - 79.1

XIV 79.2 - 89.5 64.6 - 85.3 79.2 - 89.5

XXXVII 79.2 - 89.5 64.6- 853 79.2 - 89.5

nvl 68.7 - 79.1 64.6 - 85.3 79.2 - 89.5

IL 79.2 - 89.5 50. - 64.5 79.2 - 89.5

XLIII 64.6 - 68.6 85.4 - 93.7 62.5 - 7].1

r-



Table 7.61-2

7.61-2 Analysis of Judges' Ratihgo of Criterion Group of
"InefficientO Prosthetic Users

Percentile Range Percentile Range Percentile Range
in Which Subject's in Which Subject's in Which Subject's
Score is Found in Score is Found in Score is Found in

Case Juidge A's Distri- Judge B's Distri- Judge Cts Distri-
Number bution. bution. bation.

II 14.6 - 31.1 25X0 - 49.9 6.2 - 18.6

I 14.6 - 31.1 25.0 - 49.9 6.2 - 18.6

"I1 14.6 - 31.1 50.0 - 64.5 0 - 6.1

XIX 31.2 - 47.8 8.3 - 16.8 6.2 - 18.6

XVIII 14.6 - 31.1 25.0 - 49.9 o - 6.1

IV 2.1 - 8.2 16.9 - 24.9 18.7 - 35.3

m=I 14.6 - 31.1 6.2 - 8.2 18.7 - 35.3

XXIV 2..L - 8.2 25.0 - 49.9 0 - 6.1

IX 0 - 2.0 25.0 - 49.9 6.2 - 18.6

X 31.2 - 47.8 0 - 4.1 18.7 - 35.3

XXXIX 8.3 - 14.5 4.2 - 6.1 6.2 - 18.6

XIII 2.1 - 8.2 0 - 4.1 6.2 - 35.3



Table 7.61-3

7.61-3 Coaparison of Wechsler-Bellevue Test Scores of 25 Per Cent
"KMost EfficientwO and 25 Per Cent *Least Efficient" Prosthetic
Users

Verbal Performance Full Scale

Mean of Highest 114.4 112.8 234.9

Mean of Lowest 111.7 103.3 112.6

Difference 2.7 9.5 2.3

t Score .57 1.83• .58

Pt Score 59.7% 8.4% 59.7%
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Table 7.61-5

7.61-5 Comparison of Efficiency Ratings of Highest Scoring and
Lowest Scoring on the Bell Adjustment Inventory

Home Health Social EIotional Occupa- Total
tional Score

Highest /.13 /.02 /.01 -. 03 /.25 /.28

Lowest -. 36 -. o6 /.24 /.21 /.11 -. o6

Difference .49 .08 .23 .24 .14 .34

t Score 1.48 .72 .70 1.35 1.12 .89

Pt Score 15.9% .48.2% 49.4% 6.5% 27.7% 38.5%

'33



Table 7.61-6

7.61-6 A Comparison of the Meansw of Various Rorschach Test Compon-
ento of the "Efficient" Group with Rorschach Test Key
Criteria of Optimal Normal Performance

Rorschach Key Efficient Prosthetic

Factor Criteria Group Means

R 20 - 40 47.3

S20 - 30 30.9

S45 - 55 53.7

d% 5 - 15 8.3

S% Less than 10% 8.0

M 2- 4 3

7% 50% 36.3

""A 70 - 80 92.9

PC 1- 3 4.3

CF 0- 1 3.3

A% 30 - 55 35.5

P 5 5.4



Table 7.61-7

1.61-7 A Ccmparison of "4. Means of VArious Rorschach Test Compon-
ents of the "Inefficient" Group with Rorschach Test Key
Criteria of Optimal Normal Performance

Rorschach Key Inefficient Prosthetic
Factor Criteria Group Means

R 20 - 40 27

S20 - 30 29.3

D% 45 - 55 61.8

d% 5 - 15 3.7

S% Less than 10% 1

m 2- 4 2.5

S50% 46.9

S70 - 80 85.3

1C I- 3 1.3

CF 0- 1 1.3

A% 30 - 55 52.7

P 5 4.3



/

Table 7.61-8

7.61-8 A Comparison of the Means of Various Rorschach Test Compon-
ents of the "Efficient" and "Inefficient" Groups

Rorschach Mean of Mean of In-

Factor Efficient Group efficient Group Difference t-Score Pt-Score

R R 47.3 27.2 20.1 3.3 1%

WT Ach. 15.0 36.9 21.9 2.67 1.5%

C/T Ohr. 16.4 34.2Z 17.8 2.34 3.Z

W 14.5 7.7 6.8 2.38 2.9%

i % 30.9 29.3 1.6 .29 78%

D 24.2 16.7 7.5 "1.92 7%

D% 53.7 61.8 8.1 1.25 23%

d 4.4 1.0 3.4 1.59 13%

d% 8.3 3.7 4.6 1.53 15%

Dd/S 4.2 1.8 2.4 .96 35%

Dd/s% 6.9 4.6 2.3 .61 55%

Refusals 0 .92 .92 2.88 .4

VIII-x

R 34.8 41.7 6.9 1.77 9.5%

1% 36.3 46.9 10.6 1.68 11%

F/%92.9 85.3 7.6 1.38 19%

A% 35.5 52.7 17.2 2.39 2.9%

S 0 .67 .67 1.84 8.0%

P 5.4 4.3 1.1 1.93 7%



Table 7.61-9

7.61-9 Comparison of Munroe Inspection Test Scores of 25 Per Cent
"Most Efficient" and 25 Per Cent "Least Efficient" Pros-
thetic Users

25 Per Cent Most Efficient 25 Per Cent Least Efficient

Case Munroe Inspection Case Munroe Inspection
Number Rorschach Score Number Rorschach Score

XXViII 14 II 8

XI 12 I 12

XXVI 24 IIl 7

XII 13 XIX 7

XXXV 12 XVIII 14

XXXVI 14 IV a

XLII 6' XXXI 6

XXXIV 14 XXIV 15

XXXVII 10 IX 9

XLv 13 x 17

XL 15 XXXX 9

XLII 7 XIII 9

MJAN 12. KAN 10.08

S.D. 2.8 S.D. 3.4

r



( A Ccmparif'ou of the Means of Various P.orscbach Test Components of the "Effi-
cient" and "Inefficient",GroUpo (Concluded)

I_.rechach Moan of Mean of In-
Factor Efficient Group effiýcient Group ,ifferenoe t-Score Pt-So~re

4 4 33 .09 .41 69%
F 17.2 13.5 3.7 1.12 28%

F- .42 1.1 .68 1.74 9.5%

m 3.0 2.4 .6 .50 62%

M- .08 ,17 .09 .60 56%

S8.2 5.6 2.6 1.73 10%

Fm 1.08 o50 .58 J..25 23%

FK 1.3 .17 1.13 4.52 1%

KF .58 0 .58 2.52 1.96%

K 0 .17 .17 1.00 33%

Ik 1.8 .58 1.22 8.71 1%

Fo 4.4 2.3 2.1 2.92 1%

oF I- 0 1.3 2.28 3.5%

PC 4.3 1.3 3.0 3.95 1%

CF 3.3 1.3 2.0 2.78 1.2%

C 0 0.50 0 - -

n, C0 . .17 .94 36%

CIF 0.06 .06 1.00 33%
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Chapter VIII

8.0 D'SCUSSION OF RESULTS

8.10 The Experimental Population

The records of the New York Regional Office of the Veterans

Administration indicate that there arb approximately 800 above-the-

knee amputee veterans in the Metropolitan New York Area. Our

sample oi' forty-eight subjects represents, therefore, approximately

6 per cent cf the total population. However, in studying the qual-

ity of the sample, we obtained detailed information on another group

of forty-eight above-the-knee amputee veterans. Our data with re-

spect to the characteristics of the sample population represent

about 12 per cent of the total above-the-knee amputee veterans, and

we have reason to believe that the findings and conclusions which

emerge from our research have applicability to the larger group of

leg am •toes -in.the Metropolitan New lork Area.

At an early stage of the inquiry, a decision to work exclusively

with veterans was reached because of our belief that at least a few

of the enormous number of variables which we had to account for in

a study of the kind projected could be handled if we dealt exclusively

with the amputee population from World War II. Conside:mable exper-

ience has given sanction to our original decision, mxid although we

believe that the findings of out study apply, within limits, to non-

Sveteran amputees, it is etnsential to point out that, strictly speak-

ing, the conclusions and recommendations are applicable only to am-

putee veterans.
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In helping to define the status of our sample population, we

have found the nenrological examinations and sensory exploration

studies unusually helpful; and we are especially grateful to Dr.

Morris Bender and his associates in our College of Medicine 'ho

cooperated so unselfishly with us on this part of the study. In

view of the fact that each subject had lost his limb Fs a result

of some kind of distinctly traumatic experience connected with com-

bat service, during which he might have sustained serious damage to

his central and peripheral nervous systems, it appeared to mis to be

quite essential to obtain information as to the subject's neurolo-

gical status.

Of special interest to us has been the phantom limb phenomenon

which is of wide occurrence among both arm and leg amputees. Two

principal theo.-ies as to the origins of such phenomena are rather

widely held. The first' theory, which may be characterized as peri-

pheral, makes the experience of phantom sensations referable to

some kind of peripheral stimulation of the nerve endings in the

stump. Such stimulation is usually variously attributed to the

formation of a neuroma or to some pattern of excitation which is

traceable to chemical or mechanical agents. The other theoretical

approach, which is a central theory, assumes that phantom limb sen-

sations are referable to some kind of psychogenic stimulation of

largely central origin. The data collected on our forty subjects

are not especially helpful in permitting us to arrive at an opinion

as to which of the two theories may be the more tenable) and indeed

there is no need for us to comnit ourselves to either view.
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Indeed$ we find it useful to assume that both peripheral and cen-

tral factors may be playing a role in the experiences of phantom sen-

sations reported by our thirty-seven subjects. The evidence which

emerges from ths special studies undertaken, however, suggests rather

strongly that central factors are probably more important in the neuro-

genesis and psychogenesis of phantom sensations than purely peripheral

factors. It is also useful for us to assume that each amputee adopts

a special attitude toward his lost limb$ and that the majori+. of our

subjects are apparently able to achieve at least a superficial accept-

ance of the loss of their limbs. The data collected in this present

study, as well as information reported in the literature, suggest that

phantom limb phenomena are exceptionally common, and may inutvd vcdur

in all leg amputees who are studied sufficiently thoroughly to ascer-

tain their existence. In point of fact, there is nothing strange or

unusual about such experiences which have at least the sanction of

common occurrence in virtually every case of amputation. We may even

suggest, in this connection, that phantom limb sensations undoubtedly

play a central role in helping the amputee make an over-all adjustment

to his disability; and in dealing 7#ith amputees, one is justified in

pointing out the constructive function of such sensations. A number ¶

of t3cent studies suggest, for instance, that phantom sensations are

likely to occur especially in the extreouities, and particularly in

the distal portions thereof, where there is presumably the highest

degree of readiness for such impressions, although phantom ;xperi, nces

are also common in any portions of the body which project into space.

For this reason, among perhaps others, the distal part of the phan-.

tom sensation may be the last to disappear, a situation which may be
?4i
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held nccountable for the illusion, which, so many amputees exper-

ience, that the phantom 34mb is becomuig progressively shorter.

Evidence suggests that phantom pain, as distinct from phanftom

sensations alone, may be considerably less common; and its occur-

rence may very well be a function, as some investigators have sug-

gested, of the presence of psychopathology in the -amputee.

8.20 The Prediction Instruwents

In the design of the study, we chose those personality appraisal

instruments which previous research in the area of t~he physically

handicapped had suggested might show some promise. Although non-

projective personality inventories had been rather Widely employed

in the relatively few investigations in this area, they had shown

little promise in differentiating the physically handicapped from

the non-hardicapped. It, therefore, became desirable to employ a

number of projective tests and methods, among which have been the

Rorschach Test, the Thematic Apperception Test, the Draw Two Men

and a Woman and Tell a Story Test, and the Open-End Attitude Scale,

which is a kind of incomplete sentences technique. Although, in

principle, we felt more strongly committed to the projective methods, I
we f etA it wise to employ the stendardized personality inientories

as well. Hence the basis for our decision to use the Bell Adjustment

Inventory, Adult Form, and the Seitz-McFarland P-S Experience Blank.

The latter, it is interesting to note, toward the end of an extensive

as well as intensive assessment program in the Office of Strategic

Services during World War II, had been found to be generally useful;

and we believe that it is not surprising that in our own inquiry

the value of this instrument has been again demonstrated.
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Because of the many assessment procedures ve have used in this

study, it should be useful to look at each of them relatively closely

from the vantage point of the completed study.

S•(aj The Biogphical Information Blank as a method for col-

lecting relevant personal and social history data has proved useful,

and we see no need to improve it except in the direction of making

it more complete and searching.

(b) The Ampatation Questionnaire, which is another instrument

for collecting facts about the amputee, especially in relation to

his experiences in connection with the loss of his limb, the fitting

of a prosthesis, training in the use of the artificial limb, and ex-

perience in adjusting to the prosthetic device, has shown itself as N
a device which, while it can be improved, is adequate to our needs.

It is interesting, in this, connection, to point out that the same

instrument has been employed in an extensive questionnaire stIudy of

several hundred leg amputees with good results.

(a) & TVholer-]ellevue T of ANJt Xntellienc1 e is cer-

tainly the boot instrument available for assessing adult intelligence,

both verbal and performance , We are of the opinion that since, in ,

principle, general intelligence is a factor which should be televant

to any inquiry in this areas there is ample justification for the

use of the Weoholer-Bellevue. Tlat we have been unable to establish

any stable relationships between intelligence as measured by this

instrument and differential performance among our amputees as assessed

by our several cr.iterion techniques is tiurprising but not unreasonably

so. We feel Justified, indeed, in sugge sting that this matter be in-

41
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vest-Lgated further with great care; and we are persuaded that there

may indeed be real, although as yet undiscovered, relationships be-

tween performance intelligence and ability to walk well with a pros-

thesis.

(d) The Bell Adjustment Inventora is a widely known and ex-

tensively used instrument for the assessment of personality. As a

non-projective device, it aims at an evaluation of personality on

the level of personality characteristics of which the subject has
some awareness and insight. Our findings suggest that this person-

ality inventory has a proper place in any battery of tests which are

to be used fot the purpose of assessing the personality of above-the-

knee amputees, and it is our feeling that the five areas in which

the inventory is scored should r-ovide helpful information, if used

clinically and as the basis for an interview, for an understanding

of -the subject.

(e) •J. Seitz-McFarland PR- Experience Blank is another non-

projective personality inventory which appears useful as an assess-

ment device in work Ath leg amputees. Becs..3e of the fact that

hM yildi 'tscores of both a physiological and psycho-

log;ical nature, we feel that it in to be preferred in studies with

amputees to the Bell Adjustment Inventory. We are of the opinion,

however, that it too needs to be used clinically and that it may

prove very rewarding in aisessment to, utilie itt !s the basis for

an intensive clinical interview.
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(f) The__f!•n-_d Ati- Scale, which is essentially an

incomplete sentences techniques, ceeiAnly deserves a place in the

'assessment battery but only after it has had the benefit of careful

revision. Consisting of fifty items, our attitude scale appears too

heavily weighted with purely personal items, which have as their dis-

tinguisbing mark the use of the personal pronoun "I" in structuring

the stimulus situation. Experience with this blank has led to our

conviction that more items of a projective sort, in which the first

name of someone or a personal pronoun in the third person is employed, f
should be included in this Instrument.

In general,, this conclusion is congruent with the experience

of H.A. Murray and his co-workers in their use of the incomplete

sentences technique in the OSS during the recent var. Projective

items apparently would permit us to uncover considerably more sig-

nificant information about the subject than the present blank, which

consists essentially of personal items, makos possible.

(g) The Guided Cli0nical Intervrie despite its difficulties

of interpretation, in the hands of a skilled clinical psychologist,

impresses us as perhaps the soundest and more fruitful assessment

procedure available at the present time in the inveatigation of

j ersonality among ab6ve,-the-knoe amputees.

In the course of our use of the Guided Clinical interview, we

found ourselves faced with a formidible task in the reduction of the
I• qualitative data to some sort of quantitative form which would be

meaningful and which could be related to our several criterion measures.

The system of scoring which was finally adopted evidently has con-
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f.siderable merits, but we would not argue that to some extent at

least it does not permit us to do full justice to the essential

richness of clinical data. At the present time, we see no way out

of this basic and inherent difficulty which every clinician faces

if he is to use material from clinical interviews.

The structure of the clinical interview, of course, is essential

to keep in mind in any inquiry such as that attempted here. In the

developu•ent of our clinical interviewing techniques, we sought to

arrive at a happy blend of the directive and non-directive elements

which are present in every clinical interview. However, because we

were primarily interested in eliciting certain classes of information

to the relative neglect of other kinds of data, our interviews on the I
whole became somewhat more directive than at first seemed desirable.

On the whole, it was this situation, which we had deliberately con-

trived, which constituted the essential grounds on which Miss C.

Etta Walsh based her criticism of the interviewing technique in her

master's thesis, "Examination of a Psychological Study of the Influ-

ence of Personality Factors in Adaptability %o Prostheses: A Criti-

cal Analysis of Seven Clinical Interviews." For a thorough and I
searching analysis of the function of the Guided Clinical In+terview

in our study, the interested reader is referred to this report.

(h) _ee Rorschach Psy chodiagnostic Test, not only on the

basis of our use of it In our battery but also because of its suc-

cessful utilization by Randall, Ewalt, and Blair (76), merits inclu-

sion in any assessment battery to be employed in further research in

this area. To ouI nowledge, the cited work is the only other study
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which has employed the Rorschach Test in investigations of the per-

sonalities of amputees. Despite this limited use, we are of the per-

suasion that the instrument has a eculiar usefulness in inquiries

in the field of physical handicap which require extensive exploration.

Even in the absence of any background of knowledge which may be used

to interpret the records, we have found a place for the Rorschach

Test in our assessment battery.

Certain problems, such as the meaning of frequent somatic refer-

ences and the amount of anxiety present in the protocols, require

very careful investigation before the full usefulness of the Rorschach

Test can be made available to research workers in this area.

(i) The Modified Thematic A2perceution Test. although we have

not had time to evaluate its function as a member of the assessment

battery, has, we feel, real contributions to make to inquiries in

this field.

(J) Th_. U Draw I nd XRomanSP Tell I _ o which is

another projective procedure which we have been uneble to evaluate

in the time available to us, also offers, in our judgment, unusual

possibilities for investigating the changes in body image which may

occur as a consequence of meputation.

Although upon original consideration the assessment battery may

appear to utilize the "buck shot" approach to the study of the person-

alities of our subjects, our experience with the several procedures

has given sanction to our original belief that the instruments chosen

for investigation are sound and, for the moat part, have a place in

..
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any serious attempt at personality assessment of abo e-the-knee

amputees.

In routine study of amputees within a hospital or amputee

center setting, our assessment procedures are obviously too numer-

ous and time consuming. Any modifications of the assessment battery

for objectives which are more limited in scope than those uhich

characterize the present inquiry may be. made along lines which

square Vith our findings.

1
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* 8.30 The ,Criterion Instruments and ITehnicues

The nature of our criteria has caused perhaps more difficulty

in this research than we had at first expected. From the very be-

ginning, in the design of the study we sought to develop a set of

criteria which would be as objective and stable as possible, and

to which we could relate our personality findings with some secur-

ity in the belief that our criteria were valid and reliable. We

have ended up with criteria which, we feel, fall far short of what

we sought. Despite this situation, we have to accept the fact that

our present criteria are the best which could have been used within

the framework of the present inquiry.

It should prove helpful to look at each criterion carefully

from the vantage point of the completed inquiry.

(a) The Ratins of GLit which we had planned as our most

objective measure, turned out to be considerably less satisfactory

than had been intended; On the whole, the procedure for taking

movies of our subjects walking has proven to be a sound one; and

it is difficult to discover any changes in method, to the advantage

& of the research project, which could have been instituted in this

area. However, difficulties immediately arose in connection with

the problem of evaluating gait by • panel of experts. As is evident

from the data reported above, only two of the judges showed any

marked amount of consistency in making evaluations. As a matter of

V fact, the ratings of the third judge departed so greatly from those

of the other judges that it became esseitial to eliminate the former

set of ratings. The. fact that two of the three judges tended to

149
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make the- name or quite similar -evaluations actually provides small

comfor, , offers no security at all with respect to the character

of the data which emerged.

As a matter of fact, there is some evidence vhich suggests

that our set of ratings is contaminated to some degree in that per-

sonal factors, such as the prestige and professional competence of

the raters whose evaluations were used, intruded themselves into the

process of judging. In principle, it is possible to eliminate such

sources of contamination; in practice, it can rarely be achieved.

(b) The Achievement Test impresses us as a good and useful

criterion measure, but for reasons over which we had little control

at a certain stage of the investigation, it became necessary to em-

ploy onl., one rater. We feel reasonably certain that if it had been

possible Ivr us to obtain performance ratings on our subjects which

were made by a minimum of three raters, the Achievement Test would

have emerged as a better criterion instrument.

As it stands, the Achievement Test measures the limits of

performance of the subject with his artificial limb, and as such,

it is a good index of the quality as well as the extent of perform-

ance abilities of the above-the-knee amputee. The principal weak-

ness of the instrument lies, as is usual, in its use so that the

effectiveness of the criterion measure is determined chiefly by the

skill of the persons who use it.

(c) The Vocational Patinm R as a procedure for obtain-

ing an evaluation of the performance by the subject and his adjust-

ment to his job situation veqUires extensive revision if it is to 10
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be developed into a fruitful criterion measure. As it stands, it

has all of the merits and defects of similar vocatioiaal rating blanks

on which it is based.

Before we would want to use it in any further inquiries, we

feel that it should be thoroughly revised, and that it be accomplished

in each case by the subject's employer only if a staff psychologist

"is present to aid him in this process.

(d) The Amputation Quest-tonnaire Items which we had felt were

distinctly of a criterion nature and should be employed as one of the

criterion measures have not proved to be useful in this manner. The

items are of two sorts -- factual and opinion - and we feel that

they should have a place among the criteria, despite the fact that

our experience with them has given little sanction for this belief.

In further inquiries in this area, we feel that this matter should

be thoroughly investigated.

Su~mmry

Our four criterion measures leave much to be desired. As a -3-

suit of our research, however, we feel that all of them, with cer-

tain modifications, should be retained for use in additional inquiries

within the framework of the present study, or in inquiries which are

similar to it.

Our plan to combine the several criterion measures into a com-

posite criterion did not work out because of certain statistical is-

sues and problemse which could not be resolved. We are more firmly

convinced than ever, though, that a single criterion measure, devel-

oped from measures sitiilar to those employed in this project, is es-

sential for progress in this ar-7a.

i~i
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Before much progress cen be made in an inquiry of the kind

represented by this r"search, the difficult problem of suitable

criterion measures of established validity and reliability moast

be solved. Until this is done, it is evidnt that little further

progress can be expected.

152
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8.40 Relationshlns Between Prediction and Criterion Instrument"

The only statistically significant correlation between a predic-

tion instrument and a criterion measure is that which exists betwee';;L

the Seitz-McFarland P-S Experience Blank and the Achievement Test.

Our data show ',bz the Achievement Test is a relatively independent

criterion measure, and it appears that there is a stable relationship

between the way in which an above-the-knee amputee thinks about him-

self, as revealed by the P-S Experience Blank, and what he is able

to do with his artificial limb, as measured by the Achievement Test.

This is by no means a surprising finding, reflecting as it does

the well established psychological principle that the self-conpept

of the individual is related to differences in performance in a wide

variety of tasks. In one senae, this portion of the study may be

said to have further validated this well established principle. In

another sense, the research may be considered to have shown that it

is possible to predict performance, even the complex kind of perform-

ance :crepresented by the achievement tasks, %- means of a personality

inventory.

It is significant, we think, that the amputee's gait appcars to

be affected by his /attitudes toward sex. This is not established

directly by the data although it represents, we feel, a reasonable

interpretstion of some of the qualitative findings. We cannot be

sure of the exact meaning of this apparent relationship, but it may

be that, as some have Suggested, that it is related to the possible

activation of castration fears, presumably long dormant, by the

traumatic insult of amputation. That, it occurs among so many of

153
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our above-the-knee amputees is hardly surprising, for there is

abundant evidence, in the. vernacular, of the refereszea made to

the loss of a lower extremity in relation to a threat to the ex-

ternal male genitalia.

Using the Cronbach Technique Modification, we found no sig-

nificant relationships between prediction instruments and criterion

data. However, the value of these instruments lor clinical predic-

tion by psychologists was substantiated. The Clinical Lnterview

appeared to be the most useful prediction instrument; the attitude

Scale next; and the Biographical Information Blank the least useful.

The technique does not readily lend itself to an analysis of the

specific role of each instrument, since the personality data furnished

by each instrument are blended into composite statements which are

used for prediction purposes. A study of the role of each instrument

could easily be instituted, using the same design but eliminating the

other two instruments, while only one is tested at a time. In thbi

way, the number of correct predictions made could be used as a kind

of index of the degreo, of relationships.

No attempt was made to establish any relationshits bettween the

datA obtained from each instrument and the criteria in this study.

Since what thb clinician uses in practice are judgments he makes about

the data he has accumulate6,. This portion of study therefore con-

cerned itself only with establishing the relationship between these

judgments and the criteria.
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8.50 Miscellaneous General Findings

It is a fr, tunate finding that the Rorschach Test actually dpc•,

differentiate between the "good" and the "poor" walkers. This, it s
seems to us, is especially eignificant in view of the fact that we

have necessarily had to interpret the Rorschach Test largely from

our experience with non-amputee subjects. It is entirely conceivable

K idt if scoring and interpretation standards were available for ampu-

tees -- as well they may eventually be -. our capacity to differen-

tiate the two criterion groups might thereby be considerably sharp-

ened.

As it is, the Rorschach has again demonstrated its usefulness

in another personality inquiry.

Some professional workers have long entertained tle idea that

the length of the stump 'in relation to the height of an, above-the- "

knee avmputee affects to a ma.rked degree the quality of his gait.

In general, our findings support this observation, although they

suggest that it is apparently only one among mv.ay important factors. -

Our data are also certainly suggestive of the desirability of

fitting the amputee with a prosthesis as soon ait+er amputation as

he can physically accommodate it. To fail to do so, at least among,

our subjects, may increase his difficulty in subsequent walking on

his artificial limb,.

>.1
fI
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The Rorschach Test is extremely useful in providing us vith

fairnd specific information about the personality characteristics

aof ye "more efaficient" users of artificial limbs among our subjects.

f ,If, as our data show, such personality factors as int~elleat-aal

productiveti, greater energy and affecthe aningaoil the differ

ene n esnaiyasrvaldb thve adaptabilty andgrete

capacity for" insight into their own needs characterize the twelve

subjects judged "best nulkers", we have a basis for understydurng

and appreciating how certain natural or acquired personal atalities

may affect adjustment to and use of an artificial limb. This is an

issue requiring thorough study, but we feel ge are traveling in the

right direction in our interpretation of the meanamg of the differ-

ences in personality as revealed by the Rnrsnchach Teroar.

The Cronbach Technique, as modified for our study, fprc ishes

anuinteresting and informative test of our prediction materialsp

We have not been able to predict more than one-third of our state-

ments uorrect1y, but we have.• received insights into the factors that

make for an thderstanding of the adjustment an amputee has made to

his prosthesis. Apparently the nature and character of a man's re-

action to the lo.,ts of his,•limb whether or not it is perceived as a

major change in his self-conceptj, whether it cmi be simply treated

as an accident that could not have been prevented$ whether there is

underlying security and self-assurance to acecept the injury, whether

the injury has emphasized basic dependency needs, or whether the am-

pursees motivation and super,-ego cause him to perform Vell on the

job, or wthether he uses his amputation as a convenient crutch to
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avoid responsibilities, whether there was sufficient extroversion

and adequate social-relationship as well as the nature of the man's

sexual lifeýapparently determine, to a large. extent, how the amputee

will react to his injury and adjust to his prosthesis. This has been

but a preliminary study, and we hope to have better criteria in the

future to use within the framework of this validation design to iso-

late more adequately the specific factors influencing ýrosthetic ad-

justment -as viewed by the psychologist.

0
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S8•70 Impll�~tions for Further Research

Much time, effort, and money have been invested, especially in

recent years, in the development of better prosthetic devices. The

criteria for evaluating improvement in these devices have usually

been, of an abstract nature, largely in terms of the laws of physics

or the principles of engineering. To a large extent, the design end

'construction of prosthetic devices have been guided by consiuerations

of body type and physical characteristics of the wearer. In virtuully

no instance of which we have any knowledge has the personality of the

individual who is to wear the artificial limb been given serious con-

sideration.

The design and development of prostheses are currently reaching

a high degree of refinement and efficiency in terms of basic engineer-

ing principles. Despite this situetion, it is common knowledge that

when a superbly engineered prosthesis has been fitted to a particular

individual, the results have often been disappointing. In many in-

stances, indeed, the amputee is only slightly more efficient in his

gait and in his general adjustment to the physical and social environ-

ments with the new~devico than he was with a previous artif'.cial limb

which did not embody recent engineering advances.

"This study ii useful in suggesting that one reason for this

disparity betveen the evaluation of a particular prosthetic device

ahd the evaluation ot a particular individual's use of that device

may well lie in the personality of the amputee himself. The dynamics

of the individual, as well as those of the device, appear to be

rel-vant in-the design, fitting, and instruction in use of the pros-

thesis.
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The implication is clear. Future research should address itself

not only to the question of mechanical efficiency of the device itself,

but also to the type of device which is necessary for efficient utili-

zation by a particular amputee. Much practical experience offers

sanction to this research implication. It may well be, for example,

that prostheses should be constructed not only with the physical dimen-

sions of the amputee in mind but also with his personality character-

istics clearly in view. In its broadest implication, the study sug-

gests that the efficiency with which an individual can use a machine

depends not alone on the design characteristics of the machine, but

also upon the personality structure of the individual who is charged

with working with it.

Other implications are evident. What, for instance, are the pos-

sibilities of using in other clinical psychological inquiries an as-

sessment battery similar to that employed here to study the problem

of prediction, which is the core of every science? What classes of

stable and broad criteria may be,[employed in researches of this

kind? These, ýnd many other questions, grow quite naturally out of

the findings of this exploratory study, which represents, at best,

only one small and halting step forward along the long road of under-

standing the behavior of human btinge-

TI
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NEW YORK UNI"ERSITY

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION BLANK

S, .i Name _________ ___ Address..

2. Bi rt i dat.e-_ He ight _, • _Wei~ght

EDUCATIOKAL HISTOR-

3ý. Name of school &and city Course No. of years Highest grade

attended completed

b._

C,

4. I was--. _ years old when I started school, ,,and__ year! old when I left.

5, i left school br.sause

6, My best subject was My worst subject was _

7, I was a: (check one)

__superior student _._ .- ayerage studeait poor student

8. LIst all extra-currlculair actIvit Ies you engaged: In (clubs, sports, school paper,

etc.).

b._



EMPLoYvgN N, ,STORV

9.. L-Ist Iast job fIrst

4., Dates of employmentz tmonth, year) b. Dates of employment:

F rom _to From to _

T tIe of job Title of Job

"Salary $ per Salary $ per.

Description of your work Description of your work-

Employer's name & address Empl.oyer's name & address

c. Dates of employment: d. Dates of employment:

From to _ From to

Title of job Title of job

Salary $ __.. . .er Salary $, per

Description of your work Description of your work

Employer's name & address Employer's name & address



I0. Which job did you like best?_

Which job did you like Feast?_

II. What kind of work would you prefer to do,?

12'. What special trahiing or skills do you have? (operate short-wave radio, comptometer,

turret lathe, typewriter, etc._

13. After my amputation I had to change my kind of work. __ yes __ no.

My former line of work was

My present line of work is

SOCIAL HISTORY

14. List all clubs, fraternities and organizations in which you are or were a member.

Name and type of organization How long Like It? Did you hold
a member? any office?

1 b.

15, Do you attend meetings or functions r6egularly?. " ,,If yes# how often?

16. My favorite amuc+ements before amputation were,:

a ._ b .. ........ .. ._ _ _ ...... ..... ... . .. ..

i7. My favorite amusements since amputation are!

ad b.a ,____ C.

1. My favorite hobbies before amputation were:

31 a. _,,._ b. C.

9'. •+ -+



19. My favodite hobbles since amputation are:

,• , a•. ... ._ _ b. c,

Cr . Check as many of the following which apply:

I am marriei. - I am engaged. I am divorced.

1I am separated. -1 have a girl friend.

I have many girl friends. I have no girl friends.

2.1. If married, how many children do you have?

22. I, have the following number of, close male friends.

-many _ several -one none.

23. What newspapers do you read regularly?_

24. What magazines do you read regularly?

25. What books have you read recently?

26. As a child I attended church.

- regularly . occaslonally rarely never.

27. As an adult I attend church.

regu larly - occasional '.-y rarely. never.,

28. What is your religion?

29. As a child, my family was

wealthy average poor.

30. At the present time I have

substantial savings- moderate savings -no savings.

31. At the present time I have an Income which Is

excel lent, adequate insufficient.

4



FAMILY HISTORY

32. My family consists of:

Name Age Married Occupatl~on Highest schooi
g~rade completed ,

Father _.--_

Mother -,

Brothers
and

Sisters - _ _r

Wife
(if any)

Children

33. How did you get along with your family as a child?_ __ __

34. What difficulties did you have with your family after your amputation?

35. Are these difficulties stilt going on?_ _ _

________



0

: 1 •36. What do you° believe caused them?.

37. Do you feel that you are still causing your family trouble?

I
38. Are you satisfied with your family's attitude towards you? - yes_ nr.).

Why not? _

39. Did you have any difficulties with your friends after amputation?

40. Are these difficulties still going on?

"41. What do you believe cause$ them?

42. Are you satisfied with your' friend's attitude toward3 you? • yes _ no.

Why not?__

MEDICAL HISTORY

43. What is your general health now?_ __ _ _ _ _

Ll'st all the serious Illnesses or t!TsabIllltes that you have had except amputation.

44. Do you have any other I I Iness or disabI I Ity at present?

45. Are you present:y under medical care? , yes__no. They are treating me for
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AtPUTAT IT N QUEST I ONNA I RE

HOME ADDRESS - BUSINESS ADDRESS ______________

HOME PHONE_______________ BUSINESS PHONE ____________

1717



" "1 PART I

PLACE A CHECK MARK IN FRONT OF THE MOST NEARLY CORRECT ANSWER WHERE INDICATED

"1. What do you think of the limb you are presently wearing?

____excel Ient - good -. fa, r poor -very poor.

2. How does it, feel while walking?

-. very comfortable -. comfortable - fair - somewhat uncomfortable

. •very uncomfortable.

3. It feels uncomfortable because

i

4. I can't use this leg properly because

5. How far can you walk on your leg comfortably?_

6.ý I have pain When ___,,



7. Is there anything wrong with your artificial leg? yes .no.

What is it?__,

L

S. They could improve my artificial leg by

9. They could improve my walk on this leg by

10. Why do other amputees get better use out of their leg than you do?

'73;

_i
-h.



A l.ýfWhy do other amputees get poorer Use x)ut of their leg than you do?

12.I What kind of an artificial leg woul'd you like to have?

13. My, suggestions on the proper use of an artificial limb are

14. Co you think that you use your artificial leg well? yes no.

15. How do you -think that you could improve in this use of your leg?

16. What important thirngs are you prevented from doing because of your artificial leg?

- --- , --A;



.. J

17. What kind of leg amputation do you have?

w. -~...above the knee

a)_ upper thi rd

b) - middle thIrd

c)__ lower thi rd: 'Y

dL)- at knee

below the knee

18. What Is the length of you- stump? --. . Inches.

19. Do you have a wel l-formned stump?

- very well formed - - well formed - satisfactorily formed

. .pooy formed_ very poorly formed.

20. Briefly describe your stimp._

21, Does your stump give pain?

-. _unbearable> ... ,. .onstieriAble _ some ___I ittle none.

1..

22, Tr:e d.sate ol ray amputation: was______

23. My f rst a rt i I c i a I leg was f I tted ... =weeks after the aiutat Ionj.i ' 'I
L f



24. ri' took me_ months to le i, to & U f•Kl f f.cIal leg.

S2ý5. i know how to use my leg correctly_. ye. . n:).

Because--.

26. The th;ng that is wrong with artificial Iegs is

27. The leg handicaps me In my work. -.- yes - no.

In what ______ _________________________

28. Because of my amputation, I had to change my kind of work. yes--no.

29. My former line of work was (before amputation)

30. My present line of work is._



S ,ii

PARI 2

I. What is your weilght? .l-bs. How old are you?- years.-

What is you.r height? , feet - inlches.

What is the weight of your artificial leg?--Ibs.

2. What type of artificia-l leg do you have? .

- Si
3. Do you have a step regulator or control device (friction) In your knee?

-. yes -- no. What type?-

Do you use it? Why?

4. Who is the manufacturer of the leg?

5. How long does your artificial leg last you? _ Months.

6. For each part of the artif.cial leg listed below, indicate what problems you have

met while using your leg, and what suggestions you have for improving each of the

parts. (Tell us your experlences with each part of the leg.)

a) Pelvic Belt ihip control) (I.e., tears, irritations, confort, repairs, etc,) j

'Al

A

b) Pelvic 03nd I.e., weight, Irritations, rivwt failure, breakages, etc.)

c) Pelvic Jot it (I.e. noise., alignment, maintenance, attachment to socket, etc. I

)'1



' r •

.0 -Socket Ii.e., I rritation, al ignment, etc.)

Type._e.,...nd bearing

:e): Knee joint mi.e., maintenance dlfif culties in use, b~ucktfng (how and when), how

Soften serviced, etc.

Type __ friction knee

_ free mot ion.

f) Shin Iside braces.)

g• Ankle

T, ype_--U-bolIt

_tIngle bolt type

Other type ispecifyl,

h) Foot (i,ei, flexion in toe, can shoe fit easily, etc.)

I) .Other type limbs (hot listed above)

7. What part of the artificial leg needs most Improvement?



[ 8. What types of repairs have been neces,-.ary in the last six months?

9. What kind' of an artificial leg would you like to have?

PART 3

I. What do you think of the limb-maker who fitted your leg?

__ does a very competent job -does a good. job -,does a fair job

_ doesn't know what he is, doing. -. does a poor job.

2. How was your limb fitted?

-- very well fitted -. well fitted -sadquately fitted

Ipoorly fitted -very poorly fitted.

3. They didn't fit this leg correctly because

4. At what hospital was your amputation performed?__

5. Where were you given your ftrst,,tr'teffIcial limb?_

6. Nlow .lid they treat you there?

7'. How much time was spent traiAlng you to use the leg?

179 8. How was the training?

excellent -- good faierl poor -_worthless.

.:-- "^ •T . . L " " , .::. .. ,•- " - . • - -



9. Wso

19. What was the most useful part of the training?

* I0. What was the least useful part of the training?

Ii. How can they improve the training?

12. Has anyone given you any additional training since then?__ yes __ no.

13. What kind of training was it?

14. Did it help you? -yes .. no. How?

15, The person (or people) who helped me most to get used to an artificial limb

was (were)

They helped me by

16. How did the doctors treat you?

__ did their best -tried honestly -tried falrly hard

_ ldid a so-so job - didn't give a damn,

17, How do the limbmakers treat you?

ýdo their best - try honestly to help - .do a so-so job

-do what little they can, .donft give a, damn.



18. If they cared more they would..

19. Do you have any complaints about the hospital treatment you re.'eived?,_

20, Do you know what troubles are to be- expected with wearing an artifical

leg? _yes..no. What are these troubles?_ _ _ _

21. Have they told you how to overcome them? yes no.

22. What were your plans upon leaving the hospital?

23., Are there any services for your stump or leg you would Iike to receive (that are

not available at present)?-

24. I think that I can still Improve Inthe use of my leg? yes no.

25. My suggestions for proper use of an artificial leg are._,

181.



S26. How many hours a day do you wear your artificial leg? ho"rs.

y 27. How many hours a day do you use crutches to get about? hours.

28. What was the reason for the amputation of your leg?

PART 4

SEAVICE HISTORY (For World War II Veterans Only)

I. Date of Induction Date of Discharge Rank

Army Navy _ Marines .Serial No.

"2. List your chief assignments whi le in 'the service.

2.

3.

3. Assignment that I liked best was

4. Assignment that I liked least was

5. Attitude towards military life.

- better than cIvilIan .... enjoyed It ..- wasn t so bad

made the best of ot - hated it

"Do 'You feel -that the army Orr navy gave you adequate care and treatment after your

m 41n



WECHSLER-BELLEVUE INTELLIGENCE SCALE RECORD

FOR ADOLESCENTS AND ADULTS

NAME, AGE.-- DUC ,DATE OF EXAM 0O.

OCCUP NAT BIRTHIDATE- COLOL.R-

PLACE OF EXAM. -EXAM. BY __PREVIOUS EXAM.

i.1

TABLE OF WEIGHTED SCORESt SUMMARY N
RAW SCORE - TEST R.S. WT.S.

INFORMATION -

"0 COMPREHENSION __L

0 m n_

tr, 8- E E .0 C ARITHMETIC .

SIMILARITIES ,
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9 12 10 11 7 11, 20-21 3. 1 0 15-19 17 37-40 9 ! DIGIT SYMBOL
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7 9 16 15 17- 16-7 3-1S 14-15 29-32 7 PERFORMANCE SCORE*
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0 7 5 1 2 6 12 1 .3 4 0 FULL SCALE. . IQ

C5Inldans who wish to draw a "ps6chooraph" on the above table m2y de se by ceding the appropriate raw scores; however, Inf mutt recognizeb the reatlv')
4nreliob 4lit4 of th4se subt7st scores when they are thus treafted.e t
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I. INFORMATION, S. _a 2.O
O(PRESIDONTm 2. COMPREHENSION S

I BEF~,ORE I ENVELOPE
2 THERMO-•, .,_-.iEA

3 RUBBER
S2 THEATER

4 LONDON

SS PINTS ,

6 WEEKS 3 BAD COMPANY
7 ITALY
I JAPAN

-9 
HEIGHT

10 PLANE __________________

II BRAZIL 5 SHOES
12 PAUS
13 HEART
114 HAMLET '6 LAND IN CITY

"I5 POPULATION
16 WASHINGTON 7. FORESr
17 POLE
18 EGYPT
19 H. FINN -' LAWS

20 VATICAN
21 KORAN 9 MARRIAGE
22 FAUST ,_ _

23 H. CORPUS
24 ETHNOLOGY 10 DEAF

25 APOCRYPHA

3. DIGITS FORWARD DIGITS BACKWARD 5 SIMILARITIES Seare

5, 0, 2 6, 2, I ORANGE-BANANA
6, 9,4 4. ,1,
6, 4, 3, 9 3, 2, 7, 9 2 COAT -DRESS

7, 2, 8, 6 4,9,6,1 B. ... ..

4,2,',3,1 1,5,2,B,6 3 DOG- LION

7, 5, 0, 3, 6 6, 1,1,4,3 ______ __Ii
6, I, 9, 4, 7, 3 5, 3, 9, 4, I, 8 4 'WAGON- BICYCLE

3,9, 2,4, , 7 7, 2, 4, ,.S, 6 . .. .....

6,9, 1,7,4, 2, 8 3, 1,2,9,3,6, 5 5 PAPER-RADIO

4, 1,7,9, 3, 8, 6 4, 7, 39, 1 2,$ 1

6, , 1, 9, 2, 6, 4, 7 9,4, 3, 7,6,2, S, 6 AIR-WATER
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9 EGG-SEED

4. ARITHMETIC
T I.5. T ISI T R-rW SC. 10 f OEM- STATUE

] (J 5 '• ... . . . .. .}• , 1 6 ( 30"l) . . .. . .

2 J15) 7 (60") II PRAISE- PUNISHMENJT

_.4 (30") 9 (120") 12 FLY-TREE

s 30o") Ft 1 120"')T ......



" 5A. VOCABULARY scom

SI APPLE

K• 2 DONKEY

3 JOIN
4 DIAMOND

5 NUISANCE

6 FUR

7 CUSHION

B SHILLING

9 GAMBLE

10 BACON

II NAIL

12 CEDAR

13 TINT

14 ARMORY

15 FABLE

16 BRIM

17 GUILLOTINE

I0 PLURAL

19 SECLUDE

20 NITROGLYCERINE

21 STANZA

22 MICROSCOPE

23 VESPER ,_

24 BELFRY

25 RECEDE

26 AFFLICTION C

27 PEWTER

28 BALLAST

29 CATACOMB

30 SPANGLE

31, ESPIONAGE

32 IMMINENT

33 MANTIS

34 HARA.KIRI

35 CHATTEL _

36 DILATORY

37 AMANJENSIS

38 PROSELYTE

39 MOIETY

40 ASEPTIC

41 -OUT

42 TRADUCE
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INAFORMATION - c•• 2. COMPREHENSION Score."A EARS- ,, ..
I FINGER I BOOK (WATCH),
C LEGS
) MILK

FE STORE - SUGAR 2 HOUSE B- RICK
F PENNIES

I DAYS .....
2 WATER-BOIL
3 THIN3S--DOZEN -

S4 SEASONS--YEAR
56 C.O.O U 4 CHARILY - BEGG/.t
6 COLOR-RUBIES ____

7 FOURTH-JULY
A CHILE
9 POUNDS-TON 5 FRIEND

1 6.O ROMEO-JULIET -

II SUN-SET
12 STOMACH 6 CRIMINALS
13 AMERICAN - MAN
t4 CAPITAL-GREECE
IS OIL-FLOAT 7 CIVIL SERVICE
16 LABOR DAY
7I TURPENTINE

I N. Y..-.CHICAGO 8 CITIZEN
19 RAYON
"20 HARROW
21 HIEROG•;iPHIC

22 IMPEACH 9 COTTON - CLOTH
23 LIEN +

24 GHENGIS KHAN
-25 PARADISE LOST 10 Pk(OMISE'
27 PRIME NUMBER

3. DIGITS FORWARD DIGITS BACKWARD 5 SIMILARITIES Score

(3Y~ 3,11.6 (2) 2,6 5 PLUM -PEAH
6, 1,2 6,3 _ _

(4) ",4, 1,7 - (3),7,4 2 BEER--WINE
,1, 5, 0 ,5, 9 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(5) 1,4,2,3,.. (4) 7, 2, 9,6 , 3 CAT - MOUSE

S, 2., 1,6 ,4, 1,3
(6) 3, 3, 9,I, 7, 4 (5)•4, I, ., 2. 7 "4 PIANO - VIOLIN7, 9, 6, 4,,3 9,(5 , 1. i. 2 7

(715,,, 7, 4, 2, 3, 1 (4) 1, 6, ,2, 9,8 5 PAPER - COAL

935.,2, 1.,6'3 3, 6, 7.1,9.4

(3) 1, 6, 4, 5, 9,7, , (7) 8, 5, 9• 2, 24,2 6 POUND - YARD

2, 9, 7, 6, 3, 1, 5, 4 4, 6. 7,9,2,3, 1

(9) sj, 3• 7, , 2, 4, 6, 9 (3) 4, 9, 1, 6, 3, 2, 5,11 SCISSORS - COPPER PAN

4, 2, 6, 9, l, 7if3. 5 B 3, I, 1, 9,5,4,B,2 -

I MOUNTAIN -L AKE

9 FIRST- LAST

.4. ARITHMETIC
RorW SC.1 T1 RkoWISC. 10 SALT - WATERS__ _& (__ I ) 6 1- - 1)

2 I _ -.... .- 7 (1o0) . - - II LIERTY- JUSTICE

3 (15")_ 1 (120')1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1JJ'')-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __L _
4 (WI 9 (120v) 12 -49-, 21i
s Owl 10 1120") - , _ , _ __ i_
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5A. VOCABULARY Scor -F
I BICYCLE

2 VNIFE

3 HAT

4 APPLE

5 DONKEY

6 BOX

7 BAD _ _

S UMBRELLA

9 BRAYE

10 NUIS E-CE

11 DIAMOND

12 LkTTE.9

13 JOIN

14 FUR

15 CUSHION

16 NAIL

17 GAMBLE

is SPADE

19 SHILLING

20 FABLE

21 SWORD

22 NONSENSE____

23 HERO

24 NITROGLYCERINE

25 MICROSCOPE ____-_

26 ESPIONAGE

27 STANZA

28 SECLUDE _

29 SPANGLE

30 BELFRY

31 RECEDE

32 AFFLICTION

33 BALLAST

34 CATACOMB
S 33 IMMINENT

36 MANTIS

37 HARA-KIRI

38 VESPER

39 ASEPTIC

40 CHATTEL

41 DILATORY

42 AMANUENSIS

A•3 MOIETY

44 FLOUT

45 TRADUCE

RT. _ T OTAL
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6._PICTURE ARRANGEMENT 7. PICTURE COMPLETION
___ _6ER:__ T -ORDER SC. I MOUTH 9 ANTENNAE

2I AGME" R (14") 2 WHISKERS 10 MERCURY
3A DOORHINGE I I HATBAND

I - -

3 FiCRNIC 149") WHSRS 0MECR

BOAROWEiRj6J' 1 5 SPUR 13 CLEFT

6KIN* -EL ,___, SPADE 14 SHADOW
,I RAIN !f7) 7 BUTTONHOLES I1 EYEBROW

I FIN LI

.BLOCKS 9. JECT ASSEMBLY
CARD T AC, SC CARD T AC. SC. OBJTE PACE SCORE

IM. E 175 ORS ('"

i -"(7) ,(1w AUTO

FOR CALCULATING DETERIORATION (see Meejurwrnnt ol Adult Intelligence, Chapter VI)

"HOLD" TESTS Score "DON'T HOLD" TESTS Score

INFORMATION DIGIT SPAN % OF LOSS (Detedorafion)

VOCABULARY ARITHMETIC "1HOLD".__ -_"DON'T HOLD"__--"HOtD".--
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Are you interested in knowint'more about your own *prsonality? If you will answer honestly
and thoughtuf lly all of the questions on the pages that follow, it will be possible for you to obtain
"a better understanding of yourself. These questicn have been carefully adected, and then given to'
"a large number of persons. By comparing your answers with the answers of the group you will se-
cure a more accurate notion of your own characteristics. The value -4 this toyou Will be in propor.
fion to the care and honesty with which you anwer each question.

Your answers to the questions will be treated in the stricust confidence. Therefore, feel free to,
give candid replies. Thes an so righ or wimq maswsrs. Ipdicat your answer to each question by,
drawing a circle around the "Yes," the "No," or die"?." Use the question mark only when you are,
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Ye No ? DoeWUstepaeinwik chUyouJ live no0w in any way interfere withu your obtaining th oillt hc
Yes No Do youU felslf to eciouawe obveoedepoyrowr?1

kYes No ? Do yo u onie qw seta' downlstinmod with eyiyuprenjb

lbYes No ? HAre yuhi> y troubled wca ithll byou ha t sk r yoirekade y or ykneutonurh aungs toodvlop yor~ur~e own

TaYes, No ? Do you fe, your present homne environment allows you enough opruiyt eeoyu w
personality?

*oYes No ? Do you like to participate in festival gatherings and lively parties?
'Yes No ? Do you think you made the wrong''selection of your occupation?

'od Yes No ? Have you ever been extremely afraid of something which you knew could do you no harm?
1'~Ye N ? Is any member of your present home 'very nervous?

1'* Yes j'o ? Does your present work allow you time off each year for some vacation?
ILYes t'/No ? Have you ever been anemic (lacking in red blood corpuscles) ?
~"Yeta No ? Do you worry too long over humiliating enperie 'noes?
1eYes No ? Do you find it difficult to start a conversation with a stranger? ~
10Yes -'No ? Did you disagree with your parents about the type of occupation you should entet ?
''Yes No ? Does it upe you consi~erably to have some one ask you to speak when you have had no time to prepare

your ta&?
14Yes No ? Does some particular useless thcught keep coming into your mind to bother you?

20b Yes No ? Do you take coid7a "ther eatily from other people?
2" Yes 'No ? 'Do you think you' must "play politics" to get promotion or an increase in pay in your present job?
210 Yes No ? Do you keep in the background o6n socialý occasions?

2,Yes Noý .? Have you had unpleasant diageeens o'ier such matters as religion, politics, ýor se with the person
or persons with whose you live?

214 Yes No ? Do you getupotesasdly?
211 Yes No ? Do you find it neceeeery to watch your health carefully?
2$4 Yes No J Has there ovr been a divorce amsong any uaembers of your immediate family?
2" Yes No ? Has your mployer always trusted you fairly?
211 Yes No ? Do you froeqently come to your meek witout reufy being hungry?
2" Yes No ?_ Are youfohm in a dateofeuoltment?"
2" Yes No f Do you fedmberrieed if you havto aopermissiontohI"a egroup of poople?
3" Yes No ? Do youthink thayou bm o work too longhou on your preietjob?
"21 Yes No ? Havesay of the members of lew F IeIsihomsesmade you unapp bycriticising your perso~aal appearance?
81, Yes No ? Ds yo And that yeu lend to hav a few desn Mends ratherm thamey coadsulesqualmeoes?
"so Yes No ? Have you had, on ns.. kerom whic yen fel that you have nad completely reovered?
$" Yes No ? boss cr0-e1r deM 1 you geeody?

0*Ya No, ? 4re you bow and esoubmed in yeut pmeroms~se anyfronment?

'~Yes ]No V bald yes n t se aw - ehr ,Job than t1he -one you now hold?
''Yes No 7 Are-you eAm the eater of favoia" attention at a party?I

sob Yes No ? Do you freqend hav 62,wm paine in tho heed?
214 Yes No ? Are you tobewt(ka diutat peole an watching you on testreet?
400 Yes No ? Do you feelo a t 'skofe"eto and lwov In your present home?
41* Yes No ? Do ohaeo n--l1'iara16sd &SO k wng just where you stand with your present employer?
411 Yes No ? Do you sufe from inusitis or an h¼~nyour breathing?
4" Yes No ^1 Are you bothered by the feeling "ha people are reading your thoughts?t
440 Yes No ? Do you make him& n dsslyly
410 Yes No ? Do you Wue that your'- preset employerL.tor eas olds a personal dislike or grudge toward you?
40, Yes No ? Do the person or persons with 'whom you now live understand you and sympathize with you?
"ol Yes No ? Do you day~deam frequently?
49b Yes No ? Haa any illasseeyou have had resulted in apermanent injury to your health?
"" Yes No ? Do you have to work on, yourr present job with certain, people whom you dislike?
500 Yes No ? Do you hesitate to enter A room by yourself when a group of people are sitting around talking together? I
51" Yes No ? Do you feel that your friends have happier home environments than you?
I" Yes No ? Do you often hesitate t, ýpeak out In a group lest you say- and do the wrong-thing?

5 Yes No ? Do you have, difficulty in getting rid of a cold?
5dYes .No ? Do ides" often run through your head so that you cannot slep?



6," Yea No ? Does any person with whom you live now bezome angry at you very easily?
0, Yes No ? Are you getting enough pay on your pr'esent job to support those who are dependent upon you?
Sib Yes No ? Are you troubled with too high or 'oo low blood pressure?
s8d Yes No ? Do you worry over possible misfortunes?
G"0 Yes No ? If you come late to a meeting would you r~ther stand or leave than take a front seat?
60e Yes No ? Is your present boss or ';mployer an indihiduvl whom you feel yuui can always trust?
Gib 'Yes No ? Are you subject to hay fever or asthma?
62A Yes No ? Are the members of your present home congenial and well-suited to'each other?
G" Yes No ? At a reception or a tea do you seek to meet the important person present?

e Yes No ? Do you feel that your employer is paying you a fair salary?
Gad Yes No ? Are your feelings easily hurt?
GOb Yes No ? Are you troubled muuh with constipation?
67, Yes No ? Do you dislike intensely certain people with whom you live nov'?

8* Yes No ? Are you sometimes the leader at a social affair?
69, Yes No ? Do you like all the people with whom you work on your present job?
Ted Yes No' ? Are you bothered by the feeling that things are not real?
71- Yes No ? Do you occasionally have conflicting moods of love and hate for members of your immediate family?
72, Yes No ? Do you feel very self-conscious in the presence of people whom you greatly admire but with whom you

are not well acquainted?
... Yes No ? Do you frequently experience nausea or vomiting or diarrhea?
74d Yes No ? Do you blush easily?
75, Yes No ? Have the actions of any person with whom you now live frequently caused you to feel blue and depresfed?
7 Yes No ? Have you frequently changed jobs during the last five years?
"174 Yes No ? Do you ever cross the street to avo iimeeting somebody?
78b Yes No ? Are you subject to tonsillitis or other throat' ailments?
72d Yes No ? Do you often feel self-conscious because of your personal appearance?
606 Yes No ? Does your present job fatigue you greatly?
"a19 Yes No ? Is the home where you live now often in a state f turmoil and, dissension?
12d Yes No ? Do you consider yourself rather a nervous person?

920 Yes No ? Do you greatly enjoy social dancing?
81b Yes No ? Are you subject to attacke of indigestion?
sla Yes No ? Did either of your parents frequently find fault with, your condubt when you lived with themr?

..Yes No ? Do yo•- Jt, -ave 7ah unities to express your own, ideas in your present job?
s70 Yes No ? Do you find it very difficult to sak in public?
8sb Yes No ? Do you feel tired most of the time?,

90 Yes No ? Is the pay in your proeset work s1 low 4at you worry lest you be unable to meet your financial obli-
gations?

"10o Yes No ? Are you troubled with feelings of inferiority?
"A Yes No ? Do the personal habits of some of the people with whom you now live irritate you?
"Rd Yes No ? Do you often feel just miserable?.
"• Yes No ? Has it been necessary for you to have frequent medical aftention?
940 Yes No ? Have you had a number of experiences in appearing before public' gatherings?
826 Yes No ? Have you been able to get the promotions you desire in your present job?
900 ,Yes No ? Does any member of your present home try to dominate you?
11b Yes No ? Do you often feel fatigued when you get up in ihe morning?

Y8- Yes No ? Do any of the people with whom you work have personalbabits a .d characteriaticsl which Irritte you?
990 Yes No ? When you are a guest at an important dinner do you do without something rather than as -to have it

passed to you?
la0d Yes No ? Does it frighten you to be alone in the dark?
R01, :Yes No ? Did your parents tend to supervise you' too closely when you lived with theti?
210a Yes No ? Have you found it easy to make friendly contacts with members of the opposite sex?
108k Yes No ? Are you considerably underweight?
104. Y(A No ? Does your present job force you to hurry a great deal?
1•1d Yoi No ? Have you ever, when you -Were on, a high place, been afraid that you eight jump off?

101a Yes No ? Do you find it easy to get along with the person or persons with %Yhom you live now?
107, Yes No ? Do you have difficulty in starting conversation with a person to whom you have just been introduced?
201b Yes No ? Do you frequently have spells, of dizziness?
2098 Yes No ? Are you often sorry for the things you. do?,

10. Yes No ? Does your present employer or boss take'alUthe credit for a piece of work which you have done your.,

self?

Sjr
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Yes No ? Do youkhave frequent disagreements with the individual or individuals where you live now concerning

the way things ar, to be, done about the house?

* Yes No ? Do, you get discouraged easily?
'•lab Yes No ? Have you had considerable illness during. the last teoi years?

"" Yes No ? Haye ýyou had onperience in making plans for and directing, the actions of other peopl 'such as com-
mitic chairman, leader of, agroup, etc.?

"• f Ye No- ? Do yIia feel that you are just a cog in an inhuman machine in your present job?
" yes No 7 Does cny, person in the place you now live frequently object to the companions and f':erb with whom

you, ike to associate?.
""' Yes No ? Are you subjectito attacks of influenza?
1 Y9. Yes No ? Does your present employer or bost praisee you for work which you do well?
1190 Y:z No ? Wouild you feel very self-conscious if yTou had to volunteer an idea to start a discussion among a group

of people?
1204 Yes No ? Have you frequentlybee• 'depressed because of the unkind thingsothers havesaid about you?
121a yes No ? Are any of the members of your pr'esnt household very easily irritated?
122b Yes No ? Do you have many colds?
L234 Yes No ? Are you easily frightened by hlightnzing?
1216 Yes No 19 Are you troubled with ihlvnas?
121- Yes No T Did you enter your preaeýjt job because you yourself really wanted to go into it?
120. Yes No. ? Have you ever had a majQr surgicQ operation?
"1'a Yes No ? At home did your parenti fre-uendyt object to the kind of companions you went around with?
1110 Yes No ? Do you 'find, it easy to ask others for help?
"12o0 Yes No ? Do you get discouraged in your present work?
130d Yes No ? Do things often go wrong for you from no fault of your own?
211* Yes No ? Would you like very much to move from the place where you now live so that you might have more

personal independence?
1320 Yes No ? When you want something from a person with whom you are not 'ery well acquainted, would you

prefer to write a note or letter to the individual than go and ask him or her personally?
113b Yes No I Have you ever been seriously injured in any kind of an accident?
1344 Yes No ? Do you dread the sight of a snake?

-130 Yes No ? Do you feel that your work is supervised by too many diffeitnt bosses?
191b Yes No ? Have0 you lost .considerable weight recently?

' Yes No ?, Does the lack 'of money tend to make your present home life unhappy?
1980 Yes No ? Would it be difficult for you to give an oral report before a group of people?
1129 Yes No ? Is your present job very monotonous?
1401 Yes No ? Are you easily moved, to tears?
1,1b Yes No ? Do you frequently feel very tired toward the end of the day?
142, Yes No ? When you lived with your parents did either of them frequently criticize you unjustly?
141 Yes No ? Does the thought.of an earthquake or a fire frighten you?

Y44 yes No ? Do youlfeel binbarramed when you have to enter a public assembly by yourself after everyone else has

been mated?
"° Yes No ? Doyou find that yoýi have very little real inte;4t in your present job?
140b Yes No ? Do you sometimes have dificulty getting to sleep even when there are no noises to disturb you?
1410 Yes No ? Is thterl nyone at the place where you live now who insists on your obeying him or her regardless of

whetherar not the request is reamnible? t I I
'Ile Yea No ? Did you ever take the lead to enliven a dull party?
14" Yet No ?r•DZ you feel thatyour immediate auperior.gr'boss lacks sympathy and understanding in dealing with

you as an employee?
110 Yes No ? Do you. often feei lonesome even when' you are with people?
191Y) yes No ? As a youth diq you rever have a strong desire to run away from •home?
"•" Yes No ? Do •you have many headaches?
111d Yes No ? Have you ever felt that someone was hypnotizing you and making you act against your will?

": Yes No ? Do you often have much difficulty in thinking of an appropriate remark to make in group conversation?
'•u' Yes No ? Do you sometimes feel that your employer does not show real appreciation of your attempts to do

your job in a, superior manner?
1981 Yes No ? Have you ever had scarlet fever or diphtheria?
" Y• Yes No ? Do you sometimes feel &hat you have been a disappointment to your parets?
2880 Yes No ? Do you take responsibility for introducing peoplki at i, party?
31 Yes No ? Do you experience a fear of losing your present job?

1, Yes No ? Do you fiequently hrve Opellaofthe blues?

4
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N ami e ........................... ....................... D ate .............. .
Last -name First name

A ddress ............. ...........................................................

Age .............. Sex ................ Occupation .......................
Years

Last grade completed in school or college (encircle the proper one)

Grade School High School College
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 1 1 2, 3 4 5 6 7

Do not write in this space

Part I Part II Total

Raw
score

Constant
(subtract) 176 249 425

Final
score

Percentile

INSTRUCTIONS:
Your answers to the questions in Part I and Part II permit you to state some of your

past experiences. This is Not an, intelligence test. There are no right nor wiong answers.
After each question you MW find the words, OFTFEN, AT-TIMES, SELDOM, NEVER.

OFTEN means frequently;
AT-TIMES means occasionally or now-and-then;

' • • SELDOM means rarely or Infrequent;
NEVER means not at all.

by

Ross A. MOFARLAND AND CLIFFORD P. SEITZ

Copyright 1938
The Psychological Corporation

New York, New York

46-167T
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Part I

Read each question carefully and

UNDERLINE THE RESPONSE WHICH YOU THINK BEST DESCRIBES YOU.

1. Feel well and happy? ...... .................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

2. Spells of dizziness? ........................... .............. Often At-Times Seldom Never
3. Pain in stomach or abdomen? ..................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

4. Headache, pressure, or pains in head? ................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

5. Constipation? ..................... ...................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
6. Ringing or buzzing in earsl .......................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

7. Constant repetition of movements or acts? ........................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
8. Heart thump in ears? ............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never
9. Queer unpleasant feelings in body? .................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

10. Good appetite? .................................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
11. Wo•r-y about heitltb? .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never
12. Twitching of face, hands, or shoulders? .............................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

13. Urinate frequently? ................................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

14. Vomiting or nausea .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

15. Fatigued or exhausted? ............................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never
16. Mist before the eyes? .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never
17. Insomnia or sleeplessness.? ........................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

18. Excited or nervous (inward tension)? ................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

19. Gas on stomach (belch)? .......................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

20. Well rested in morning? ............................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never
21. Difficulty in breathing? ............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never
22. Physically depressed or miserable? .................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

23. Fidgety and restless? .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

24. Stuttering or blocking of speech? . ............................ Often At-Times Seldom Never
25. Pains In the eyes? ................................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never
20. Feelings of suffocation (difficulty in getting air)? ..................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

27. Shaking and trembling? ........................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

28. Pains in neck, chest, or back? . ...... . .................. ,. Often At-Times Seldom Never
29. Great effort to do things? . .................... ............. Often At-Times Seldom Never
30. Indigestion or upset stomach? ....................................... Often At-Times 'Seldom Never

31. Feel faint or do faint? ......... ............................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

32. Upset at sight ol blood? ......................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

83. Extremely sensitive to noises? ...................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

34. Aching of muscles without exercise? .......................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

35. Difficulty in concentrating ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . Often At-Times Seldom Never

36. Rapid beuting of heart without exercise? ........... Often At-Times Seldom Never

37, Short of breath? .. ................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

38. Hear imaginary sound3 or noises? ................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

.39. Tired without working? ............................ ............ Often At-Times Seldom Never

40. Parts of body Ptiff or not movable? ................... I............... Often At-Times eldom Never

41. Jumpy or easily startled? ......................................... Often At-Times leldom Never

42. Spells of hot or cold? .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

43. Pay great deal of attention to body? ........... , .................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

44. Feel nervouwly broken down? .................. " , .................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

45. Weep easily? .................................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

46. Pussy about food and eating? ...................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never



Part II

Read, each question carefully and

UNDERLINE THE RESPONSE WHICH YOU THINK BEST DESCRIBES YOU.

1. Troubled with shyness? ............................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

2. Worry too long over humiliating experiences? ........................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

3. Afraid of falling when on high places? .............................. Often At-Timcs Seldom Never

4. Feelings easily hurt? ............................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

5. Habit of leaving many tasks unfinished? .............................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

6. Feelings alternate between happiness and sadness
without apparent reason? ........................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

7. Daydream frequently? .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

8. Cross street to avoid meeting someone? .............................. Often At-Timee Seldom Never

9. Tire of amusements quickly? ........................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

10. Get discouraged easily? ................ ............................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

11. Things go wrong for you by no fault of your own? .................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

12. Like to be by yourself a great deal' ................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

13. B3othered by having people watch you at work even when you work well? Often At-Times Seldem Never

14. Stand criticism without feeling hurt? ................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

15. Interests change quickly? .... . ..................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
16. Queer feeling as if you were not your old self? ........................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

17. Feel, grouchy? ...................................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

18. E-:perience periods of loneliness? ..................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

19. Feal just m -rable? ............................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

0. Self-conscious in presence of superiors? ............................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

21. Lack self-co'nfidence? .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

22. Plan your work ahead? ............................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
23. Trouble deciding what to do next? ............................. ..... Often At-Times Seldom i ver

24. Feel compelled to do things? ........................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

25. Consider yourseft lucky? ............................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

26. Constantly recurring Ideas or thoughts? .............................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

27. Dislike to enter a subway or tunnel? ................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

28. Desire to commit suicide? ....................................... Often At-Times Seldoný N wver

29. People find fault with you more than you deserve? .......... . .... Often At-Times Seldom Never

30. Get irritated or upset easily? ......................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

32. Tire of work quickly? a .ei ..................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never

32. Slow in mao iga decision? ................ .......... .......... Often At-Times Seldom Never

33. Look for sympathy? .............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never

34. Difficulty in malting friends? . ................................... Ofte:n At-Times Seldom Never

35. Get so discouraged cannot work properly? .......................... Often At-Times Seldomn Never

36. Feel sorry for yourself? ........................................ Often At-Tlmes Seldom Never

37, Have sex dreams? ...... , ......................................... 0.ften At-Times Seldom Never

38. Feel afraid in many situations? .................................... Othen At-Times Seldom Never I.

30. Feel mentally inferior to friends? .............................. Often At-Times Seldom Never
40. Worry about sex. matters? .......... ......................... . Often At-Tiiet, Seldom Never

41. Experience failure? ............................................. Often At-Times Seldom Never
42, Mind wanders easily? ............................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
43. Worry over trifles? ................................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never

44. Experience fear of death? ........................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
45.. Feelings of guilt or sinfulness? ...................................... Often At-Times Seldom Never
4f,. Thoughts of doing violence, to others? ................................ Often At-Times Seldom Never
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COLLEGE OF ENGIHEERIhO,

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

ATTITUDE SCALE
R44

NHAM! ADDRESS-..L

I. i can't seem to realize _ ___ __

2. I often think that__

3. The way I feel about the U.S. Army Is___

4. As for my mother___

5. My father is the sort of man who__

6. We got into the war on account of_

7. The way I feel about the guys who never Went overseas Is

8. The way I look at the war now is. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

f 9. I think that my luck would, have been different if.._,_

0... The medical doctors in the armý were ..... ...

202



i !i t e surgeon who performed my amputation did____

4'. hospital care was - -

0 ' One thing t•I•sh they had done was....

14. I think that life is

15. I wish that I had

16. When I think about my amputation I

17. What I. want people to do is

18. When I think about working I feel

19. When I think about dancing I just

20. When I think atout marrying -I say to myself

21. When I t.I nr,• about having children -1 say to myself -

22. My family has acted In a way that

23. People have treated me In a way that___
203
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24. Of all my brothers and sIsters, I am

25. When I look at myself I 'begin to

26. Other people seem to_

27. I just can't

28. My greatest fear is ___

29. What I need most is

30. The thing I hate most Is

31. What I need Is_

32. I wish that

33. My greatest worry Is

34. Girls don't seem to..

35. The way things are going now it seems •to me that

36. The thing that I would like to have now is

37. My greatest ambitron Is_

3
-~- - -~ - --- _________ .- t4.



36, 3. My plans for the #uture Include__

39. When I sleep at nIght I .

iI

40. Soometimes I feel as though I just have to-_

41. When I compare myself with others I think

42. The way I prefer to spend my spare time is

43. The thing I like best about my work is____

44. The thing that gets me sore Is___

45. You would think that people

4,6. Before the war I

47. Some day I am going to[

48. As for religion I believe

49. As far as money is concerned I

50. As for the future I 20t

4
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IHEAATIC APPERCERTION TEST- ODIFNCATIONS

Order A dminasterge Description " .o.fPicture

1st card Ma Mn walking dotn long passageway casting
"an extremely prominant shadow N-

2nd card Man and crowd fleeing from a .group of
burning buildings

3rd card dan carrying woman at the top of stairs

4th card man and woman standing near a tree.
SFigure of another man is in the back-

ground

5th car .. (TAI card ONM) Adolescent boy looklng>,
,. out of picture. Includes operuttdn• . '• qb "IfSCetle ": "o .

OtA pard - (TXT-card 129) A yuAmg wnis lying ot
Sa couh with Ln elderly man looklcg over
him*

7th card (TAT card. 14) Si1houett- of a msn or
woman. against a bright window,

8th card, .(,tAT card 18DM) A man, being. 0111thf
"ifom behind by three hands .

9th. card (TAT card 15). A gaunt man st&nding among
a series of gravesto e

XOth card (TAT card lMF) A young man strnding
downcast near the figure of a 'O*Ifn
lying' in bed.

S.•
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S -. . Rar Division

-,College o kcgineering
Neo York University

-. , Purposes and Functions o.f the intervieK:

The primary purpone o,)f the guid,,d clinica.l interview is to
collect data Obout the. subject •ihich are not available front, bny other
sources,. A secondary purpose is to collect information which can be
"us ,ued to validate dato already collected or to round out information
about the subject thich will give us a clearer picture of him.

The interview must be a constructive experience for the subject.
If the interview is conduxcted in such a way that it invites sponte)Ieity

Son the pert of the subject, it should result in a better perspective
and orientation for him.

2. The Intervlewa as Participant-Observer:

The principal role of the interviewer is that of participsent-.
observer. Here the Capacity of the interviewer to 'listen is essential.
The listening should be eppreciative, and it it is, rapport is certain
to be better' than otherwise.

"3. Studying the Subject's Attitudes:

In the clinical interview, We are principally interested in
eliciting the subject's basic ettitodes -- toward himself, toward the
present end the future, tov.ard other persons, etc..* The factual
infoymaetion we seI.k may be exceptionblly subtle, and it is best gotten
-'st through en. expression by the subject of his attitudes. The personal
i•teraction between us •ynd tho subject is therefore especi~lly vital.

Since we are using ,the guided clinical interview for research
purposes essentisiLy, we may sct down its chaurocteristics as follows:

1. A 11 subjects interviewed are known to hive been involved in
a gLrticuLA gr . 2 -, in this instanee, One Which has led
to the need for a leg amputation of smme kind.

2. On the basis of the tiogrophical Information blank in parti-
cular, und the other testing instruinents, vie have made an analysis of
the hypothetically significant elements, patterns, and the total
structure of the situation ab they htve affected the subject. Through
this content anabsis of the information we hiuve about the subject, we
have arrived a"4souie preliminary cet of' hypotheses concerning the mean-
ing of thWe experience and the! individual's re&ct•ons to it and his
disebility.



3. On the b,%e.is of this prelimin'Y Jnalysis, the intetrviewer

hos developed a. brief -k*ew Lu, Y:hich setv forth the awjor
Arets of injuiry und the hypotheses which guide the xind of' mt:torial
we !need to collect in the interview cituation.

4. Insofar as possible, the interview itself is focused on the
subjeative oxaeriences of the subject which mcy have resulted in the
de~lopmlent'of his aresent attitudes.

With such data, it should then be possible for the intervierier to:

(a) test the validity of hyjotheses derived from content Gnatlysi8
rnd psychological theory, and

(b) establish fresh hypooheses about the personality of the subject.

Vie must coae to er.rly i.greemnent thAt a successful clinical
interviea is not the sutomatic product of confor,4ng to a fixed routine
of mechanically applicable techni,.ues. In searching for "significant
auta", we must develop r. capzcity for continuously evalu-.ting the
interview as it is in process.

The following •re provi.iontl criteric; of the interv iev process
vhich výe can upply during the intorvic% itself to sicert~in whether
it is likely to be productive for our purposes:

1. Nondiroction: In the ihterview, guidance md direction by the
interviev.er should te t a •ninistum.

2. Saecitia, The subject's dcfinition of the situ4tion .nd its
weening to him chould find tull tnd p ecific expression.

3. RbAgg: T he interview should manimize the rimge of evocotive
stimuWi fnd responses reported hi.. 'the subject.

4. t A orso*,1 9Qnt ý:- T be interview should develop end
bring out the affective cnd viluo-Uden implications of the subjF-ct's
responses, to determine to that extent the potioular experience had
centrnl or deriphtral aignlfictnce to hii. It should eliciti all
relevrnt peroonhl contexta, his idiowyncar'tjo ssociations, beliafs,
"and idea3 -- in phort, the' tot',l meaning O1' his pr9ohet difability.

Let us now turn, to t brief discussion of etch of those criteria
diuce it is, my judgmaot that to the extent to which woe meet theni we
&re, likely to have intervieos which Er productive for our purposes.

because of our oricntL.tlou in projoctive psychology, little
Peed rerally be st Id Lbott this criterion. Vie must be pre.nr i to keep
the "structure" of ta-i intervist- at . nminimus consistent ,i-h the
accomp1isahbct of our Uask. !"woft,'- ca psosib2., we must a,,void direct
questions eGven thoughr they ..-re not- "leading"L in cdhracter.



If 'we really meet this crlteriox adoqq4tely, we can look forward
to speci 4c•ty, range, And depth pfrepnso mterial. hondirectionrequiures the, developxewt and use 'of 'etrupt~red que•.tions 0 bich do
,ot.ofia utten±ton /n hany apecific -rspaiot of the st ,i1us situation

ot'~.thoreponse.

2. Q terion o § eci±icit

We are interested in each subject'sl perceptual approach to
reality, and life, but for bur purposes wt need to know nhat specific
personelity- fIctors seem to be oderating at 'the time of the interview.
What are the subject's m*jor personality trends Lnd traits,. and how
are they apparently relc.ited to specifiq experiences associated with, the
loos•;o• his leg? Here we must try to disepxge cause and effect,
to theextent to which this moy prove possible.

2.4Te Criterion of Range:

This refers to the coverage of pertinent d$&..e during the
interviet.- As a rough meesure of range of' our interview, we may
apply the -piloiing criteriat

D7O rinto~e~iw

1.(a 0 ýolm ox refute pc'ponality hypotheses and responses
ganticiop d from the content aiaslysis?

(b est retions of our peron;ýlitý data?

(o'r4•) Inticate o_ ample opportunities have been provided for
100e r'eport of Una4igated data?

He~re Wehs-se"cYa maximum of sel f-revelAtorl Sgmnf con-
cerning the djsc' Cs sighificant experiences in connection with
"the emputstio'i . o ', ubse4uent openAtionai, Such comments may be thought
of as varyinj ld g a continuum from the conscious to tho fore.-
c conscious 4,nd pea haps the unconscious.

Our job'4e to disgoose the level of depth on which thu subject
Ls operating Lt eny given moment in tho interview snd to attempt to
shift the "depth level," to*4,rd whichevar end of the continuum it
most &ppropritto for 'the miteriel being considoredo From a tech-

nical end procedurila point of viop, Although each interviever muit
depend largely upon hpe cwn training &nd experience, my suggestion is
that this shift in dop•-h toward the unconocious pnd ,of the continuum
can best be achieved by means of follow-up qAuesttons, cirefully phrased
so th&-t there is a winimud of "!structured, which ietfer eoxlicitly to
a a cotext., a em suges•Ang "•nV the approach to "deeper
material" is likely to be. througe th>isentimerts of the subject.
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In the interpretation of the. olinical interview data, we have to
be prepared to abandon the spurious bhoice between qualitative and

Squxntitative data. We must be prepared for working Out a combination of
both types of data which will best serve the interests of our research
progr=m4 From an interpretative point of view, the guided clinical
interview which I have outlined should serve as a fruitful §22re, of
hypotheses about the personality chaw'acteristiCs of our subjects.
These hypotheses are to be subjected. to the test that they are either
congruent or incomgruent with other data which have been_ collected on
each subject or, contrariwise; the clinical interview data My gerve
to interoret other data which have been collected by more formal pro-
cdursa.-

It is suggested that the data from the guided clinical interviews
be evaluated in terms of the following categories:

1. Intellectual resources
2. Emotional tendencies and temperament
3. V olitional and action tendencies, interests, and strivings
4. Standards
5, A ttitude toward one's body (body image) and to the

instinctive desires
6, Attitude toward material needs
7. Attitude toward oneself and ability to deal %ith oneself
8. SQci&,l needs and adjustment to the group
9. A ssets and hcndicaps -- personality synthesis

Although there in necessarily much overlapping in these categories,
some formitl statement of the contents of each sategory is possible and
desirable.

,. Intellectual Resources:

The resourbes forýnew acquirements &nd the adoptability of the
subject to new problems end conditions are studied and evaluated.
One should distinguiah between mere knowledge cnd the individual's
ability to utilize it. What is his 'ability to record and retain?
Is there retention of objects or of personal experiences? How much
clearness of memory is there? HOW much vividness? Is imagination richp
dealing more or less with reality by me-a-•s-of pictorial or verbal
syabols, or is it filled with phantasies?

L 2* Emotional Tendencies and Temperament:

Is the basic mood cheerful or gloomy even and With little
variation or with marked fluctuations? Are the •hangot in 'mood
reactive? Is he easily aroused emotionally or is he stolid? Doe's he
react with irritabiity, annoyance., anger, anxiety, discouraigement
and fear?
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Is the temperament characterised by slow or quick votion,

rostloasntes, or indolent behavior? With respect to his emotional
attit. toward the fgturej, is it opti~istie.6r pessimittic?
"6Sthere ease in the displ4y of meotions? Is there !much self-
d+estraint?ý What is the type of hUmor? Is it good natured or inclined
to be sarcastic a"d at the exPense of oJthers?

Z. Volitional and Action' Ieiýdencies, Interests, and Strivings:

that is the generr, behavior of the subject while you are talking
to him? Is he active or quiet? If active, does he react easily with
fatigue? Is he neglectful of his needs for rest? Is he fiý&t and
accurate in his .ctiona or more hasty and inaccurate and perhaps
4,pusive? Is he active in smaking decisions and in dealing with
obstances, that is, does he decide and act quickly, zith energy,
forcing his will? -Ur is he passive, reactzng with hidden or open re"
sistance to interference? Is he stubborn end unwilling to bend --

With active 6tubborness?

Is he vacillating imd easily influenced in his decisions, show-
ing a lack of resistance end giving into difficulties? Is he cautious,
even procrastinating, in making dticjsions? In •-ction, is he orderly
to the extent of being pedantic, or is he qreless? Is he to the
point or circumstantialj in reiching the essentials of 41 problem?

4. Standards:

What abo the ideals and "higher" needs of tho subject? What are
his ethical goals? Is he tolerant or intolerant "tovard himself and
others? Is he conscientious, with a high oense of duty? Mhat is his
peculiar conceptoof duty? Is it a personal orsocibl conscience? Is
he labile in his ýthicel ideels, or more sable, living up to his
ideals with energy? Lpos he have a tendency to overevaluate? Is this
a tendency to -hobbies or fanaticiesm? I.s he an extremist? Does he dce-
sire to stici- to the old (conservatism) or to seek, something neo,.?
What are his- -eds for order and regulation? Is he enthusiastic and
idetlistic or more sober?

How mucd, elf-deceit is thore? Is it rationalized? How? Is
there a tendency to exaggeration, dramatization, or hypocrisy? Is
there a tendency toward envy and an inability to be staisfied with
what he has? Is he saving or wastefulr What are his attitudes toward
religion, mysticism, philosophy?

5. Attitude Toward One's Body ano. to the Instinctive Desirest

Is there 6pecial interest in his body, or is there relative
neglect? Oan you estimate the strengths of his instinctive desires?
A re thero any idiosyncrasies? Are there any ppecisl cravings? If
so, in what arepn? How much individual paseion Is there 6nd what
are the resources for restraint? What is the subject's tension curve?
What is his reaction to pai.v? Is he lt.cking in sensitivity relatively,
or hypersensitive, with unwillingness to display his emotions? What
arc his specific attitudes toward illness mnd his specific disability?



6. Attitude Toward Oaterial "eeds:

Does he have P great need for considerable material wealth for
the suke of security or to satisfy other cravings? Is.any need for
acquisition of wealth based on a desire for power? hhat. are his
ambitions for power, social standing, etc.?

7. A ttitude to Oneself and Ability to Deal iuith Oneself:

What is his attitude toward himself-- self-znalytical, with a
self-critipl o- self-contented tw;ist? What is his level of aspiration?
Is he willing to face himself, or does he shrink from this task?
Nhat is his ca,,ecity for self-denial? How much frustration tolerance
does he appear to have? How much direct and immediate gratification
of UAs wishes may be necessary?

Does he have confidence in himself? Is it obly superficial or
is it "deep"? Does he accept responsibility or shrink from it? To
what uxtent can he be pushed? Whet are his needs *for recreation?
thet is his sense of h6nor and whet are his needs for self-resapect?
Whet are his needs for attention, for social approb• tion, etc..?:
Does he have a need for originality, for creativeness? %hat is the.
level of his spontaneity?

8. Social Reeds and Adjustment to the Group:

Does he feel a sense of loneliness? Does he really belong to
any groups? What ones? Is he socially dependent or self-sufficient?
Is he concerned with the impression he makes on others so that he feels
ill 4t ease and self-conscious? Does he clearly show aggressiveness
and arrogant, domineering behavior? Is he frenk and does he show a
.eed to confide in others? In whom is he inclined to confide? Mhat

seem to be his family attitudep? How great is his need for social
contact? Is he exclusive in his friendships? How much ýsympathy end
thou$htfulness tre there? 'het are his needs to receive and give
affection? Is he active or submissive?

9. Pertonality Synthesis:

Mhit valid hypotheses sabodt the subjeatte personality are we
able t make?

April 5, 1947



SCORING MANUAL FOR GUIDED CLINICAL INTERVIEW

- -A. INTRODUCTION

Because of the fact that the fo~buo of our research In on

group trends rather than on the single oase, the standardization of

a procedure for the evaluation of clinical interview data is very

important. Such a procedure, shioh is standardized, takes on added

significance in a situation which calls for several different pty-

ohologists to evaluate the same clinical interview data. )

This, knual sets forth vhat is believed to be a practi-

cable and workable procedure for the evaluation of clinical inter-

view data by means of a lited number of evaluation categories

& which, in theory,, are regarded ai significant. Although it may never

actually become possible in the evaluation of such interview dkta to

reduce the nuances of a subject's attit-ades to catetories which can

be fully Pad readily agreed upon, I am of the opinion that some worth-

while steps can be taken in this direction., As may be observed, the

method proposed here is really a oompromise between individual olini-

cal studies and quantification.

It is well known that a number of possible techniques for

the analysis of qualitative data and their expression in quantitative

termn have, been proposed, among which are the sentiments analysis

proposed byý Irray and the value analysis advocated by White. A

careful consideration of each of the several useful techniques which

are available for the evaluation of clinical and projective data has"

convinced me, however, that their mechanics is too complicated and

cumbersome for our present purposes, and that we must content ourselves
with a lees ambitious, and more feasible, procedure.

214



It my be readily recgnied that a number of the categorie.

herein proposed have been laegely inspired by psychoanalytical thinking,

taken In the widest sense. Such an approach, in principle, seeks to

establish two classes of )Wpotheses -- dynamic and genetic propositions

-- of * generality. Wf attempt to use such conceptions rests upon

the belief that a large number of our guided clinical interviews should

be uuffiieently rich in data o perait such an eoluatihonp In point of

fact ,h reeronize that this situation io true only within lmets, and

we must therefore be prepared to adjust the level of our analysis ofb s

&my partihular clinical interview to the richness or poorness of the

data which are actually arailablee

1. itression is that the =tority of our inbrviewa are

pretty well saturated with peroel factual date which ean, howeverl be

utilized in our eealuationr In additionu I an ofrthe opinion that yaW

of Vhe Intervile-reontain expressions of attitudes, sentiments, feel-

ing s, and the like, all of which should be very useful for our purposses

Wo must try to be as skillful an, possible ,In extracting the loss obvious

from the moer obvious.

B. tBE SCORING CATEGORIES

The nain caterms of which the clinical interview

data are to be 8oorod are-

290 Attitudoes Toward the ftmlty

2e,. Attitudes Toward People In General

3*0 Attitudes Toward Box

400 Attitudes Toward..Self

5*0 Attitudes Toward Injury

6*0 Value-Orientations

A tentative schedule of categories and sub-categories followvs 21



.1 .

1.0 ATTITUDES TOWARD FAMILY

1.11 Objective appraisal of parents -- conventional idealisation:

overestimation of quall-ties and status

1.12 Objeotive rippraisal of parents -- underestimation

1.13 Fairly treated by parents ,- victimization by parents:

feelings of resentment and hostility toward parental figures,

expressed in suoh terms as negleot, unjust discipline, etc.

1.14 Genuine positive affect for parents, bj reference to fav-

orable characteristics of ".rents - genuine negative affect

toward parents, by reference to unfavorable personal character-

istios of parents

1.15 Independence of parents for iaaterial things -- dependence on

parents for material things

1.16 Non-submission to parental authorities and value -- submisalon

to parental authorities and values, based on fear or dependency

1.17 Warm, demonstrative father -- stern, distant father

1.18 War•m, demonstrati.s, affectionate mother c- old, distant mother

1.20 ATTITUDES TOWARD VIBLINGG

1.21 Acceptance -- rejeotion

1.22 Genuine rivalry toward siblings -- little evident rivalry toward

- ~ -siblings

1.23 Status determined by siblings- status not apparently determined

by siblings

6



j 1•i.30- ATTITUDES TOWARD, CILD300:

1.31 Disoiplne whirh can be asslmilated -- discipline threatening,

tratio, overwhelming

1.32 Discipline for violation of principles, rationally explained

*- disciplir* for violation of rules, primarily oralistic

1.33 Hippy childhood - unhappy childhoodl

1.34 Conforming behavior -,.- uoonforring behavior

2.0 ATTITUDE!3 TOWARD M•OM!J IN GENEPAL

2.1 Close -- distant (relationships)

2.2 Iky -- few

2*3 Equal -- inferior

2.4 Zqual -- superior

2.5 Approval -- disapproval I
2.6 Poople essentially good until proved otherwise -- distrust and

suspicion

2•.7 Relates easily to others -relates to others with difficulty

2.8 Pairly treated by others -- viotimized by others

2.9 Independent of others -- dependentgn oinirt

3.0 ATTITUDES TOWARD SEX

5.1 Acceptance and participation v& over rationalisation and

over componsation

3.2 Acoeptance vs inadequacy

S*3 Strongv msouline ideitification and strivings -- weak

msouline identification and strivings

3.4 Fusion of sex and affection. personalized sex orientation --

sex versus affeition, depersonalized sex relations or interests 217



3.5 Genuine respect- fondness for opposito sex -- underlyinE

disrespoot resentment toward opposite sex

3,6 Love-seeking (warmth and affeotion) attitude -- power -

orientation, exploitative-anipulative attitude based on

oonorete benefits

4.0 ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF

4.1 Objective self-appraisal -- self-glorification (positive traits

mentioned and negative traits rationalised)

4.2 Self-aoceptanoe -- self-rejection (self-oontempt)

4.3 Scooal-psychological explanation of self -- denial of genuina

dynamics (explanation of self in terms of such factors as

heredity, physical status, injury, etc.)

4.4 Convention.l moralisms honesty, high ideals, self-contr( --

"fallibility of self-control

4.5 Regards himself as the eaame as other persons -. , different from.

other persons

4.6 Continuity betieen childhood-self and present-lsef -- disoon-,

'tinuity,

5.0 ATTITUDES TOWARD INJURY I

5l Aoceptanoe of injury-non-aooeptanoe of injury

5.2 Ego atatus intaot in spite of Injury -- 'ego status iupaired ~

because of injury

5.3 Resentment toward ro one by reason of injury-- resentment

4 toward others beca~se of injury

" 5i4 Level of aspiration oonsetant with injury level of

aspiration not oonsistant ,ith injury

5.5 Does not *trade on6 injury -- tends to "trade oii" injury

5.6 Injury lose serious thazn might have been the case -- injury

over-whelmingly more serious than other war-oonnected injuries

rA
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6.0 VALUEr ORIENTATION

6.1 Independence -- dependence

6,2 Strong achievement -- weak achievement

"6.3 Domnanoe -4 submission

6.4 Strong social reoogni4tion -- weak sooial recognition

645 Good intelligenoe -- poor intelligenoe

6.6 Good appearance -- poor appearahae

6.7 Strong self-regard -- weak self-regard

6.8 Flexibility -- rigidity

C. PROCEDURE FOR SCORING

Beoause of the structure of our interviews, I p.opose that

we do not snalyze them in piece-meal fashion, since this is not likely

to be practicable within the limits of oWr time, nor may it be fully

justified on other grounds . Rather, I think we should strive for a

synoptic type of analysis in which ve utilizo evidence for jaoh scoring

category wherever it is found in the interview. This is not likely to

pr.ve easy because of the fact that the vast majority of the interviews

have not as yet been transcribed, and one oannot readily go back over

the interviews seeking material to use for the several oategories.

The rating for each oatoory ,should be made on a five point

scale -- 2, 1, 0# -1, -2 -- Plus, Neutral, or MinuS, designated as n,

0, and -.

The Plus score does not mean a oommitment on eur part to some

value orientation, and indicates simply that the 6valuator finds evidence

in the olinicil inte%*ieW data which supports clearly the sooring of the



first polar alternative proposed for the oategory.

The Minus score is intended to indicate that the clinical

interview data clearly support the opposite polar alternative of the

category.

The Neutral score involves basically two possibilities:

(1) that the existing ovidenoe from the interview is too colorless or

too self-contradictory to support the scoring of either of the two

polar alternatives, or (2) that there is no evidence at all in the whole

iaerview which my be regarded as pertinent ot the category in question.

Oua suspects that purely factual categories are more likely to yield "No

evidence" -- and thus be scored Neutral -- than the interpretative cate-

gories for which the evaluator can use a broader basis of inference.

In any event, in the interpretation of the interview and in the

reduction of the clinical data to some or all of the categories proposed

in this Manual for the purpose of quantification, the clinical psycholo-

gist must rely heavily, and necessarily, upon a body of sgills and know-

ledge variously referred to as "clinical judgment" or"clinical insight'.

I see no way of circumventing this situation even if one were justified

in trying to do so. I am persuaded that if something approximating the

following procedure is adhered to, reasonabla quantification is poessble:

1. Listen to the interview~am a whole, writiing down hypotheses about

the pirsonality.

2. Relisten serially to portions of tbe interview as it unfolds,

seeking evid.nce to support or refte previously developed hypotheses and

to develop new )ppothehees.

3e Review the entire struot ts of hypotheses formulated, using a

wider and wdder basis for inference With respect to each hypothesis,

if possible.

o 1204. On the basis of the limited number of hypotheses which emerge,

fill in the Check Sheet provided, returning, if nocessary, to the actual

interview, ear -needed evidence for inferences..!



clinilcal Rating of .. ,..*.....................o........

1.0 Attitudes Toward Family + 0 -

1.10 Attitudes Toward Parents ' I

1.11 Objective appraisal of parents -- conventional idealiza-'
tion: overestimation of qualities and status. I ;

1.12 Objective appraisal of parents -- underestimation

1.13 Fairly treated by parents -- victimization by parents:
feelings of resentment and hostility toward parental
figures, expressed in such terms as neglect, unjust
discipline, etc.

1.14 Genuine postivie affect for parents, by reference to
favorable characteristics of parents -- genuine negative I
affect toward parents, by reference to unfavorable
personal characteristics of parents.

1.15 Independence of parents for m~teri&l thins -- '
dependence on parents for material things.

1.16 Non-submission to parental authorities md v'%1Les --
oib:aI'•:ioa i• parental authorities and values, based
on fear or dependency.

1.17 Warm, demonstrative father -- stern, distant father

i]8 Warm, demonstrative,, affectionate mother -- cold
distant 'mother.

1.20 Attitudes Toward Siblings

1.21 Acceptance-- rejection

4
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1.22 Genuine rivalry toward siblings little evident
rivalry toward siblings.

1.23 Status determined by siblings - status not apparently
determined by siblings.

1.30 Attitudes Toward Childhood I I

1.31 Discipline which can be assimilated - discipline
threatenrag, tmrauatic, overwhelming.

1.32 Discipline for violation of principles, rationally - I
explained - discipline for violation of rules, prim-

arily moralistic. ' '

1.33 Happy childhood -- unhapjy childhood.

1.34 Conforming behavior -- unpomforming behavior.

2.0 Attitudes Toward People in General

2.1 Close -- distant (relationehips),.

2.2 Many - few.

2.3 Equal -- inferior I t

2•4 Equal -- superior ,I

2.5 Approval -- disapproval



+ 0-

2.6 People essentially good uvtil proved otherwise --

distrust and suspicion. t

2.7 Relates easily to others -- relates to others with
difficulty.

2.8 Fairly treated by others -- victimized by others.

2.9 Independent of others - dependent on others

3.0 Attitude Toward Sex

3.1 Acceptance and participation -- over rationalization ,
and over compensation.

3.2 Acceptance-- inadequacy.

3.3 Strong masculine identification and strivings - !
weak masculine identification and strivings.

3.4 Fusion of sex and affection, personalized sex I t I
orientation - sex versus affection, depersonalized I I I I
sex relations or interests. I I

3.5 Genuine respect fondness for opposite sex - under-
lying disrespect resentment toward opposite sex. #

I I I I

3.6 Love - seeking (warmth and affection) -- power - I

orientation, exploitative-manipulative attitude based
on concrete benefits.

I I I

II
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4.0 Attitudes Toward Self

4.1 Objective self-appraisal - self-glorifaction ,
(positive traits mentioned and negative traits ,
rationalized). ,

4.2 Self-abceptance -- self-rejection (self-contempt).
I

4.3 Social-psychological explanation of self -- denial
of genuine dyxmc\cs (explanation of self in terms of
such factors as heredity, physical status, injury, etc)

4.4 Conventional morall=m: honesty, high ideals, self- ' i
control -- fallibility of self-control.

4.5 Regards himself as the same as other persons --
different from other persons. ' I I

4.6 Continuity -,ueteen childhood-self ard present-self --

discontinuity between childhood-self and present-self.

I t

5.0 Attitudes Toward Injury '

5.1 Acceptance of injry -- non-acceptance of injury. I

t I I I

5.2 Ego status intact in spite of injury -- ego status t f
impaired because of injury. ti

5.3 Resentment toward no one by reason of injury -- re- '

sentment toward others because of injury.

I S .I
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5.4 Level of aspiration consistant with injury -- level of '

aspiration not consistant with injury. ','' j

5.5 Does not "trade on" injury - tends to "trade on",
injury. '

5.6 Injuiy less serious than might have been the case -- '

injurf over-whelmingly more serious than other war- '

connected injuries.

I I I

-6.0 Value Orientation

6.1 Independence - dependence.

6.2 Strong achievement -- weak achievement. i

6.3 Dominance -- submission. '

6.4 Strong social recognition - weak social recognltion. '

6.5 Good intelligence -- poQ intelligence. '

6.6 Good appearance -- poor appearance* I

6.7 Strong self-regard -- weak self-regard. ,

6.8 Flexibility -- rigidity. ' '

I t II''
, i I
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I' APPENDIX 0

C - 1. Inatruotions for Neurologial1 Examintion and Senhory

Explomtory Studios

I
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NEUROLOGICAL EX&NINATION

lo CRANIAL NIMVES

f . MOTOR FUNCTIONS

A. Gait, Station and Attitude

B. Mmole power, tone, volume and reaOtions

.C Coordiantion

(a) Sucesesive movements and skilled aots

I' (b) Finger to Nose and Heal to I•@. Tests

D. Involuntary Movements

3. REFLEXES

A. Deep

B. Superfioial

C. Pathological

D. Msningeal

4. SENSORY STATUS

A. Tcuoh

B. Pain

C. Tmperkture

Do Senae of Position.

B. Vibration Sense

Fe Storognos i.

50. SPmt01 (AND APHAB!C STATUS)

Ii



AMP•TEE EXAMINATION

"ROUTINE NEUROLOGICAL - plus

Finger to nose test ' All these tests to be

Finger to finger test ' done with and without

V Grip strength (dynamomter, 3 left, 3 right prosthesis, and if

L. B. V. (arm level finding) ' anytal interview inoluded,

a) right arm. rised ' before and undor aqrtal.

b) left arm raised

Heal to knee test (right, left) '

Imitation phenomenon

Barognosis (weight lifting)

Tom-s glassev (evalup.te effect by means of

dynamometer readings)

SPECIAL SEN3ORY EXAMI14TTONS

ON STUMP

Light touch (cotton wisp drawn into 1 or 2 fine strands)

Pin Prick

Temperature (cold 100, *nd. Warn 400 -aglass tube with chemica! thernm ter)

Roughness (flint PppI rs)

"..treotion of lines f Always oompare ohosen area

Point localization ' on stump with homlogous

•-Voint disorimination (20 determinatio6n v area On sound leg.

at each separation I

of co:Mass)

Graphesthesia (foxlow standard Ban Diego series)

i "



T13ML'S SIGN

Tapping in various areas onR stump - espeoally over scars to

deteraine if tingling, is elicited.

If tingling is present' detokjoinet

SA. if it spreads, into phantom

Be if the spreading is over a continuous or dis-

continuous path (indicated by patient drawing

path into diagram)

C. di2ootion paresthesi8 spreads (toe, hallux,

diatally, etoo)

In oases of painful stump and/or phantom limb, eramine for ar

*trigger-zones" for eliciting tingling or pain, and if such trigger-

areas are homolateral to stu8 or contralateral to stump.

EXAMINE FOR CAUSALGIA-LIKE SYMTOMS

Exacerbation of stmp and/6i phanton limb

A. on iere auggoseion of touch

D. in response to noises (screeching sounds,

.scraping of 2 pieces of sand paper aeaiii8t

eaahother)

xIOmw ooR AN•Y WIZNc OF I• 8 aTURMC• IN vAsomoroR m2CToN IN STUMP

At redness ur oyanosso

B3 abnormal war'mth or ooldness of skin over atump

(as compared *ith 'tmologous area, on sound leg)

(use of Denilotherm)

~ZAMIXE FOR ANlY EVIhENCE OF WCAL AW OtIODYSFUNCtION

Deterine by mapping skin rmeistanos in stmtp and in homologous

area of cound limb with the us* of Richter's Neuro-deainwter 229



III

SPECIAL EXPLORATION OF PEW&ETOM LIMB PHENOMENON

lky patient *move" phantom with and without prosthesis

A. Flex and extend big too ' Nve patient teln you whioh

Be Move other -toes separately motions are possible and

C, 'Farnning of all toes ' watoh oonstantly for (1)

D, Rotate Aoot in ankle joint - ' musole play in stump and

adduet and abduot foot ' (2) synkines.!s in sound

So Flexion and extension in knee ' limb

joint

3ave patient move sound, limb in various ways (as above, A-E, for phantom)

and inquire about poesibla experience of synkine tio movements in phantom.

&ve patient move phanto (without prosthesis) against solid obstruction

and ha&e him report *hat he feols.

1hve patient moan ph•atom (without prosthesis) up and down 10 times and

have him tell you whather phantom sensation beooms -ore urked -l18@

mrked (or obliterated) during notion of st-U"p.

INMV3TIGATE EFFECTS ON MAW IOM WITH TLU POLLOWI•Gs

A. Et1Wl Chloride in local anesthesia in stimp

Be Be~t Cradlo in heating of stump

'C. Ie water in cooling .f stup,

Do Cholinergio drugs (eag., Neoatigmi-lne)

Be Histamine for arn exacerbation of phantom sensation -

especially important in cases where phantom Tas originAlly

quite painful and now almost gone

F. Faredibl stimulation

G. Vesaibular stimulation (calorie and/or rotatory)

H. Na aytoal
230
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APPEbDIX D

D - 1. Vocational Rating Report

D - 2. Achievement Toet Blank

D - 3. Instruotions for Completing Achievement Tests

D - 4. Cheek Sheet *A" for Evaluation of Walking

D - 5o Instruotions for Completing Check Sheet "

D - 6. Themtio Apperception Test Scoring Sheets

(I
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Rererceh Divicion
College ol' Mngineering 'I

New York Untveroity
Neo York &3 Now York c

VOiJ.!LIOW.L P.ATIR!. R&IOLC4T

Roi EK a NI " :TE
WOiKE~R' S N/iA•E__.........______ .PJ:TE -_______ -

N.AME OF WiTER_. .... .. ...... TITLE_ __ ___

WHAT I1 i'ORKLR'S JOB IN YOUR ORGIMI,.TXON?_............___

HOW LONG HAVE YOU KNO IiN JI1TE 9AN <RATED?_____,_....___....______

IThSRU OTIOmi$

I. Read the entire form through before making iny ratings.

2. Before arriving at a judgement about a factor or tyait, read
careiuIl the description of the trait or factor and the phrases
characterizing the amount of 2he :actor or ,trait hic , ay be

present.

3i, Indicate the individual's atanding by placing a check at come
point on the line extending from one extreme of the trait or
factor to the other. You may place your check at any point
on the line. It is not -necessar to locate it directly above
any of the descri~ive got-

4. Make each judgewnt ao objective and iampartialt as you can.
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K
SCOR11NG OF ACMETEMITL TESTS

No. and
Name of Test Grade Remarks

1 Sitt5ing I '
I I

*Rising from
S Floor''

S3e Balance on ,Time in Sao*

Prosthesis

4. Walking
Board a)

(b)
I I

5. Change Stepping
IL I

6. Stepping over
Obstacle

(a) ,2,

(b,

l)12 '

Desoending (a) ' __ _'__ __

8. Fiftti"&" Yard ' Time in Sea*• 'R un ,,,

S 9. Pick up Article
from Floor t

t I I



ACHIEVEMNT TESTS

All pilot wearers attempt to perform the following tasks in the manner

as indicated:

1# SITTING - from standing to sitting to standirg, without use of hands.

S2. RISING FROM FLOOR - from standing to sitting or prone position on
floor to standing, awj technique.

3. BALANCE ON PROSTHESIS - natural limb away from prosthesis; time by stop
watch; soore best out of 3 trials*

4. WALKING ON BOARD - board to be the width of a normal foot and, long enough
for at least 8 step..

a) Forward
b) Backward

5. CHANGE STEPPING - change in stride; skip type walk.

6. STEPPING OVER OBSTACLE - board 120 high, 3" wide.

79 DESCENDING STAIRS - without use of hand rail.

a) for those who attempt this
b) for those who use ramp steps but not r ailing
o) for those who refuse to descend without aid of railing

8. FIFTEEN YARD "RUN" - time by stop watch; score on time needed to cover
15 yards*

9. PICK UP ATMICL FROM FOOR - article to be smll and light; any technique.

ETHOD OF SCORING i
All subjects are graded oniheir performanoe of each of the tasks. The

method of scoring is as Tollowess

a3-smocbth, no strain
2-somewhat labored or showing evidence of strain, somewhat clumsy

a) 1-accomplished with much strain or with marked tremors, quite clumsy and
awkwar'd

d) O-oannot accomplish task

Plus (/) or minus (-) signs rAy be used when necessary to indicate more accurate
scoring*

If subject accomplishes task in an =northodox manner, remarks are noted.

"Ti



"-CHECK SHEETJ2'A" FOR EVALUATION-OF NIAMKING
FROM THE, STMDPOINT OF APPEL4INCE E

NAM TYPE OF LEG

DATE OF EVALUATION ON INDOOR TRACK OF 140TION PICTURE___

Poor ' Fair ' Good

I SidesjZ of hips I
I 4 " R4- - t

III Lateral dippin" of pelvis , ,

IV &xcessive' raising.of normal heel ' '______'

V Pelvic rotation about vertical. axis' : ,
VIII I Ar* --p I

I I I

Vl *r s•n•. prostheticed ' .

VIX Timing of heel "ontea. " '. .' _'_

SLuIbar ecMtir ". , , , -, ,..... . .

Total score_________ V:eighted Score_ _

NaHeme of evaluator ...........

"aO



INSTECTIONS YOR COIPTING CHECK SHEET "A":

SGades used are poor (1), fair (2), and good (3). If desirable, a plus

my 1i se after "poor" and "fair". Do not use a minusign.S" ~Poor (1) - deviat~on from normal pattern is very marked

S(2), - definite deviation from normal, bat less conspicuous

Good (3) - minkimum amount Of deviation from normal !
Items chocked: •

I - Sidesway of hips - observing the path which the entire pelvis

travels to the right and to the left in relation to a lin.e representing the

walking direction.

4=S4

Projection on horizontal plane. Viewed from above. iiote that

sidesway can also be observed as the subject walks away. frm or toward the

observer.

II - Lateral bending of trunk. Deviation of trunk line * toward

side, of prosthesis when prosthesis is stance

log. Subject. is walking away from or toward

- Prothe.is the observer. Projection on frontal plane.

III Lateral dipping of pelvis. Lowering of the side of the
Spelvis opposite to the prosthetic side when

rosthesis weight is transferred to prosthetic leg.

IV - Excessive raising of normal heel. Observe if body as a whole

is raised and lowered markedly on each step. 1" a raising occurs when the

normal leg is stance leg and the prosthesis swings through.

* A line connecting midpoint of shoulder line with midpoint of hip line.



V - Pelvic rotation about a vertical axis. Observe if there is an 3
undue rotation forward of the pelvis on the aide of the prosthesis when pros-

thesis swings forward.

J - Arm swing, normal side. ObservR if there is an exaggerated swing-

ing of the arm opposite to the prosthetic side.

VII - Arm swing, prosthetic side. Observe if there is decreased

swinging of the arm on the side of the proethesis.

VIII - Length of prosthetic "step" (distance which prostnetic heel

advances beyond normal heel). Observe if prosthetic "step" Is longer than

"step" of normal foot.

IX - Timing of heel contact. Observe if knea extension occurs

smoothly and if heel strikes ground without excessive swing.

X - Lumbar curvature. Observe if lumbar curvature Increases as

weight is transferred to prosthetic leg.

Note: Additional remarks may be made at the bottom of the page.

Any peculiarity of gait not listed, such as *side circling" of prostheo•i

as prosthesis swirgc through, hyparextension of knee (prosthetic), causing

dit;t,rvbance in rhythx, lateral "wbi•,ping" of shin, etc. should be noted, if

present, "Whipping" without marked lateral deviation comes under item X.

I
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Picture, -AIL

QIJA r,~t DATA

t. Va¶in tlr ~n s age_ fvocation_______ sexec___
i t'er e Sts,________

ab ilit~~ et_________________

6adequacy _____ ______________

3o Attitudes to superior '(parental)-f e,_rt sooi~ety (0-3)

abaoive 0mpI.kkt re~peotfu1 devoted
gratefuT - depenaentf7 rot-orsef1 competi-M -
resistaanW aggressiv; rqvbuefiueLu

4. Figures introduotid piunishO' * pursuer benefactor
friend__ enOjrle r_~ lo:r_____ supporter -

So Objeets omitteds

7. Attribution of blam : (0-53) injustice ind if ference
Foceptlon o rtLd-.depr,.vat-io__ unfortunate Ti-luenoe

so snifiat oonfliotA t (04.) doper Ego-Id___ iAtsivity-counteraction
copitnea o:=Y, Ahe rence de-pa-rture__ aohievsment -pleasure_

9. Punia hmnut (for crfime); "Just~, tott severe lenient_ _ none___
___________ delayed-

critical etd 6bud-tve
iWrolved w4xi ohipyhqtfo---e

Ile Sigds of inhibiti62t at a~greasioni ,sex, etoo's
pauses . change o, trondr _ ct'armriine

12,2 outcome: happy unhappy - realistic =reelis-Uo

13. -0onditions of need gratification,
-need-oonfliet

need-fus ion
need subsidiation

14. Plot$ structured 0 1 2 3 =tstr ictured
realiotbic 0 1 2 3 bizarre
coMplote 0 1 2 3 incomplete



SUMAARY
(Reoord maina data f2om, eaOh story)
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I.I

PROCEDURE FOR SCORING T!E, OPEN-END ATTITUDE SCALE

A. Each of the fifty reaponses is to 'be scored and vTaluated

independently of each of the others.

B. Record the scoring of each item in the space provided at the

extreme right of each item.

C. Co Score each Item omitted -- and there should be none -as

Zero (0).

D. Score each "C" response as Minus One (-l).

E4 Score each "PO response as Plus One (VI).

F. Score each ON* response as Zero (0).

1. "C* or Conflict Responses are those presumptive of or

indicating an unhealthful or mladjusted frame of mind.

2. "P" or Positive Responses are those presumptive of or

indicating a healthful or hopeful frame of mind or the expression of " ]
humor.

3. "NO or Neutral Responses are those not falling !Iearly into

either of the above qategorles. They are generally on a simple descrip-

tive level, such as, "I often think that q wife is pretty¥" which evade

the purpose of the Soale, and are usually scored as "*N or neutral. 3
EXAMPLES OF SCORING STANDARDS

Item 2. I often think that*.....

"C" -- I cannot sleep nights, stand zW Job, think straight,

concentrate, do much, s it still, express neself, etc., etc.

"P" -- I can (do some specific skill, such as type or spell, etc.)

tII



Itae 50. As for the future, I9....

-- find it black, have no future, find it hopGlesa, it's dark,

find it questiozable, etc., eOtc.

*NO it has yet to come, it's iardeolded, ete.

'P' P- find it'a better than the ast, i 's good, I hope; think

it•' nowthing to plan for; think it's bright, OK, good, atc., otc.

- 0a
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